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“Somewhere, something incredible is waiting to be known” - Carl Sagan
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ABSTRACT
Das, Ashwati M.S.A.A, Purdue University, December 2014. Solar Sail Trajectory Design in the Earth-Moon Circular Restricted Three Body Problem. Major Professor:
Kathleen C. Howell.
The quest to explore the Moon has helped resolve scientific questions, has spurred
leaps in technology development, and has revealed Earth’s celestial companion to be
a gateway to other destinations. With a renewed focus on returning to the Moon
in this decade, alternatives to chemical propulsion systems are becoming attractive
methods to efficiently use scarce resources and support extended mission durations.
Thus, an investigation is conducted to develop a general framework, that facilitates
propellant-free Earth-Moon transfers by exploiting sail dynamics in combination with
advantageous transfer options offered in the Earth-Moon circular restricted multibody dynamical model.
Both periodic orbits in the vicinity of the Earth-Moon libration points, and lunarcentric long-term capture orbits are incorporated as target destinations to demonstrate the applicability of the general framework to varied design scanarios, each
incorporating a variety of complexities and challenges. The transfers are comprised
of three phases - a spiral Earth escape, a transit period, and, finally, the capture into a
desirable orbit in the vicinity of the Moon. The Earth-escape phase consists of spiral
trajectories constructed using three different sail steering strategies - locally optimal,
On/Off and velocity tangent. In the case of the Earth-libration point transfers, naturally occurring flow structures (e.g., invariant manifolds) arising from the mutual
gravitational interaction of the Earth and Moon are exploited to link an Earth departure spiral with a destination orbit. In contrast, sail steering alone is employed to
establish a link between the Earth-escape phase and capture orbits about the Moon
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due to a lack of applicable natural structures for the required connection. Metrics
associated with the transfers including flight-time and the influence of operational
constraints, such as occultation events, are investigated to determine the available
capabilities for Earth-Moon transfers given current sail technology levels. Although
the implemented steering laws suffice to generate baseline paths, infeasible turn rate
demands placed on the sail are also investigated to explore the technical hurdles in
designing Earth-Moon transfers. The methodologies are suitable for a variety of mission scenarios and sail configurations, rendering the resulting trajectories valuable for
a diverse range of applications.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The Moon and the broader lunar region offer numerous opportunities to answer fundamental questions about the formation of Earth and life within the universe. Expanding the options for Earth-Moon transfers supports science as well as commercial
developments. To reduce the cost of such transfers, propellant-efficient propulsion
systems are exploited. In particular, solar sails supply low but continuous levels of
thrust force that are comparable to conventional ion engines without the requirement for on-board propellant. Strategic use of sail pointing control laws also enable
alternative trajectory solutions such as spiral Earth escapes. Likewise, many trajectory generation schemes exploit natural structures such as invariant manifolds in
multi-body dynamical systems to establish low-cost transfers. This investigation aims
to blend multi-body design techniques with the advantages offered by solar sails to
produce transfer options between the Earth and the Moon.

1.1

Motivation
In 2009, speculations concerning the presence of water on the Moon were confirmed

when a lunar south pole impact, as part of the LCROSS mission, helped detect approximately 155kg of water vapor and water ice in the observing instrument’s field
of view [1]. Permanently shadowed regions at the south pole, with extremely cold
environments that harbour water ice, soon emerged as a potential destination for scientists and engineers to seek to understand the history of the Moon, as well as that
of the solar system. Such insights also sparked interest in establishing a manned base
at the Lunar south pole where the water could be purified for human consumption or
for extracting hydrogen to manufacture rocket propellant [2]. The lunar region has
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also been commonly used as a testbed for evaluating human endurance, communication protocols, technology readiness levels, cargo delivery systems, as well as mission
planning and execution in support of ventures to other solar system destinations such
as Mars. Recently, plans to retrieve an asteroid and deliver it in a distant retrograde
orbit in the vicinity of the Moon [3] may also inform other ventures. Thus, these
opportunities motivate a return to the lunar region and the Moon itself.
In exploiting the lunar environment, the challenge is to employ an approach that
is affordable, efficient and timely, which necessitates novel technologies and methods.
Although solar sailing is a concept that originated as early as the 17th century, its
potential to offer mass and cost savings as a propellantless transport mechanism
is becoming increasingly attractive. The motion of a sail operating in the vicinity
of the Earth and the Moon is subject to the gravitational attraction of both bodies.
Thus, the system dynamics are modelled within the context of the Circular Restricted
Three-Body Problem (CR3BP). The incorporation of sail dynamics into this multibody regime creates opportunities for low-cost transfers from the Earth to libration
point orbits via their manifolds, and even to Moon-centered orbits that generally lack
low-energy transport options.

1.2

Problem Definition
For the application of solar sail technology, techniques are developed to execute

transfers from the Earth to the Moon using solar sails to facilitate a broad range of
mission applications. Numerical methods, including Poincaré sections, are exploited
to generate potential orbits of interest at the Moon. Occultation events due to passages through the shadows cast by the Earth and the Moon are also incorporated
during the Earth-Moon transfer phases. Three types of steering laws are engaged to
execute the transfers, and the associated performance metrics, for example, flight duration, sail maneuverability, and sail parameter requirements for various scenarios, are
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examined. General observations concerning observed performance are summarised;
bounds on the sail technology levels that are required to conduct various types of
successful Earth-Moon transfers are also noted.

1.2.1

A Brief History of the Circular Restricted Three-Body Problem

To represent the natural motion of celestial objects, a model of the gravitational
influence of massive bodies must first be developed. In 1687, Sir Isaac Newton offered
significant mathematical insight into the mutual dynamical interactions between multiple bodies in his book Philosophiæ Naturalis Principia Mathematica [4]. However,
when more than two bodies are involved, no convenient closed form solution exists.
In 1772, Leonhard Euler suggested simplifying assumptions when attempting to explain the motion of the Moon under the influence of the gravity fields of the Earth
and the Sun. He introduced the concept of observations from the perspective of a
synodic frame. Further exploration of the underlying mathematics associated with
this rotating coordinate frame in the Three Body Problem (3BP) shortly led to many
new discoveries. In the same year, Joseph Louis Lagrange shared the discovery of
five equilibrium points in the synodic frame, where these enable many unique mission applications today. Around 60 years later, Carl Gustav Jacob Jacobi published
the observation of an integral of motion in the sidereal frame which was later also
reformulated in the synodic frame [5, 6]. This constant established a link between
the energy of a spacecraft along its trajectory and the regions of inaccessible space
in the CR3BP configuration space, where their boundaries are denoted zero-velocity
surfaces (ZVS) [6]. Such structures were employed by George William Hill (1878) in
concluding that the Moon’s range of motion was bounded relative to the Earth. In addition to proving that Jacobi’s constant is the only available integral of the motion in
the CR3BP, Poincaré (1899) suggested the existence of periodic orbits in the CR3BP
system and also introduced the concept that ‘surfaces of sections’ can offer insight
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concerning their evolution [7]. Based on the work of Poincaré, further developments
were accomplished by Birkhoff (1915), Moulton (1920s), Wintner (1941), as well as
Kolmogorov and Siegel in the 1950s [5, 8]. As the digital age trickled into the space
arena in the 1960s, the pace of progress in this area of research quickened, and its
breadth broadened. Today, the CR3BP framework is exploited to design trajectories
for impulsive and continuous thrust systems alike, for scenarios ranging from missions
to the Moon and beyond.

1.3

A Brief History of Solar Sailing
The term “solar sailing” was first proposed by the American physicist, Richard

Garwin in the journal Jet Propulsion in 1958. The term described the concept of
a spacecraft being propelled using the momentum transfer of photons emanating
from the Sun. Although Garwin’s article was the first instance of a technical review
of solar sails conducted in the engineering literature [9], the concept behind using
light pressure to propel a spacecraft traces back more than three centuries. Johannes
Kepler, in the 17th century, speculated that the Sun’s rays exert pressure on a comet’s
surface, causing its tail to always be oriented away from the Sun [10, 11]. These
findings were recorded in his book, De Cometis Libelli Tres in 1619. In 1873, the
physical underpinnings of this phenomenon were predicted with the Scottish physicist
James Clerk Maxwell’s theoretical suggestions in the field of electromagnetism that
light was indeed capable of exerting pressure on matter. The practical proof of these
theories emerged when Russian physicist Peter Lebedew performed successful tests
in his laboratory in 1900 [12].
In the same manner that many technological advancements are inspired by the
imaginations of writers and artists today, the French science fiction authors Faure
and Graffigny, who “wrote of spaceships propelled by mirrors” in 1889, inspired the
conceptualization of solar sails [13]. The idea of solar sailing was practically proposed
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a few years later in the writings of Konstantin Tsiolkovsky, a Soviet pioneer in astronautics, and his co-worker Fridrickh Tsander in the 1920s. However, another three
decades passed before the American author Carl Wiley (pseudonym Russel Sanders)
proposed a feasible solar sail design as well as spiral trajectories to maneuver it closer
to the Sun [13]. Soon after, in 1958, Garwin published his findings that solar sails
are a propellant-free transport mechanism that are capable of providing continuous
acceleration/deceleration [9].
With significant advancements in thin films and solar sails, Battelle Labs in Ohio,
contracted by NASA in the 1970s, proposed a square solar sail, sized to be 800m
× 800m, that would rendezvous with comet Halley in just four years. The specific
trajectory designed for this sail to travel to the comet was shorter in duration by
3 − 4 years compared to a trajectory enabled by contemporary electrical low thrust
systems. However, anticipated risks associated with deployment of such a large structure deterred its selection for the comet Halley mission [13].
Despite technical challenges, enthusiasm for solar sails grew around the world.
Many organisations, for example, the World Space Foundation (California, 1979),
Union pour la Promotion de la Propulsion Photonique (Toulouse, 1981), Solar Sail
Union (Japan, 1982) and the US Columbus Quincentennial Jubilee commission (US,
1992) were formed and/or began promoting space races to the Moon and Mars using
solar sails to encourage the progress on this technology. The investigations sparked
by such programs have resulted in three major solar sail configurations - the square,
heliogyro and disc solar sails. Each design possesses distinct advantages and disadvantages involving the ease of manufacture, deployment complications, impact of film
tension on the structure and, therefore, performance, and the bending and radial
loads imposed by control mechanisms to maintain/maneuver the sail on its course.
McInnes [13] includes more information on the topic of sail configurations.
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1.4

Prior Contributions
Many prior contributions have formed a useful foundation for solar sail investiga-

tions. A number of significant efforts are highlighted in the following section.

1.4.1

Orbits Enabling Lunar Applications

The complex natural dynamics of the lunar region offer a wide variety of potential
target destinations for trajectory design. The suitability of an orbit for a specific
application is often determined by various factors such as its location in configuration
space and its orbital elements determining the coverage of the body being studied
over the duration of the mission, the approach altitudes that might influence the
output of onboard instruments, and its line of sight with the Earth to help establish
communication links. The periodic orbits in the vicinity of the libration points,
predicted by Poincaré, have enabled missions such as the International Sun-Earth
Explorer-3 (ISEE-3, 1978) which was the first successful demonstration of inserting
a spacecraft into an orbit near a libration point (Sun-Earth L1 halo orbit) [14], and
ARTEMIS (2010) which incorporated both L1 and L2 quasi-halo orbits in the EarthMoon system prior to inserting into lunar orbits [15]. McInnes builds upon such
ideas and introduces solar sail dynamics into the circular restricted problem, opening
pathways to artificial Lagrange points that are shifted closer to P2 [16]. Pathways
to equilibrium surfaces [13] and periodic orbits that are displaced spatially from the
traditional Lagrangian points [17] are also enabled. The ‘statite’ concept proposed
by Forward [18], where a sailcraft hovers above a planetary pole, was leveraged by
Ozimek et al. [19, 20], where collocation schemes are employed to maintain solar sail
orbits that are offset from the south pole of the Moon. Wawrzyniak [21–24] introduces
additional constraints on solar sail trajectories offset from the south pole of the Moon
that are generated/maintained using finite difference and receding horizon control
strategies. Upon arrival in the vicinity of the smaller primary, other non-solar sail
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orbits are also available such as Distant Periodic Orbits (DPOs, both retrograde and
prograde in direction) [25, 26], as well as frozen and elliptical inclined orbits [27–31].
Periapse Poincaré map investigations in the Hill and CR3BP models have considered
flow structures around, and transfers to, long-term capture orbits around P2 [32–36].

1.4.2

Earth-Moon Transfers

To date, three general types of transfers have been employed to enable many
successful missions and mission concepts concerning lunar applications - direct, low
thrust and low energy transfers. A summary detailing such transfers and various
applications is compiled by Parker and Anderson [37]. The time critical Apollo missions (1961-1972), carrying humans, used direct transfer options comprised solely of
impulsive ∆V maneuvers with outbound durations as short as 3 days [37]. However,
allowing an increased transfer duration often results in lowered propulsive costs and
more flexible operational timelines. Examples of missions that have exploited such
concepts include the Clementine mission (1994) [38] and the Chandrayaan-1 mission
(2008) [39] that employed staging near the Earth for many days prior to departure
to their destination orbits around the Moon. The SMART-1 mission took advantage of higher ISP levels offered by an electric propulsion engine to achieve a spiral
escape from the Earth before moving into the gravity well of the Moon and spiraling closer to the lunar surface [40]. Belbruno [41] demonstrates low thrust spirals
from Low Earth Orbit (LEO) in a conic model and links to capture orbits around
the Moon. Fekete [42] develops similar strategies in the conic model to design optimal and suboptimal transfers to intercept positions behind the Moon. Mingotti
and Topputo [43] generate similar low thrust engine spiral trajectories for transfers
between LEO/Geostationary Orbit(GTO) and low lunar orbits in a CR3BP dynamical system. Time-invariant flow structures in the CR3BP and their ability to enable
transfers within a CR3BP regime were investigated in depth by Conley [44], Koon
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et al. [45] and Gómez et al. [46]. Such transfers are typically classified as low energy transfers and aid in reducing transfer costs. Howell and Ozimek [47] use the
calculus of variations, in conjunction with Sequential Quadratic Programming (SQP)
to generate mass maximizing spiral trajectories that intersect with invariant manifold structures and lead to smooth insertions into a libration point orbit suitable
for lunar observations. They also investigate similar solar sail transfers to the lunar
region [48, 49]. Topputo et al. [50] generate initial conditions for transit orbits between the Earth and the Moon by exploiting the instability characteristics of the L1
libration point and connecting its end-points to departure and arrival orbits at the
primaries using Lambert arcs. Mingotti et al. [25, 43, 51, 52] consider combinations of
impulsive and low thrust arcs to depart the Earth and enter capture orbits around the
Moon. Initial guesses acquired from such schemes are then transitioned into a SunEarth-Moon-Spacecraft bicircular restricted four-body problem and are optimized to
minimize propellant. These techniques are extended by the same authors to complete
transfers to the manifolds associated with DPOs. Parker [53] as well as Parker and
Anderson [54] also assess the effect of monthly variations on low energy transfers exploiting the manifolds of both the Sun-Earth and Earth-Moon system manifolds to
transfer to an Earth-Moon L2 halo orbit. Such transfers that exploit the gravity fields
of the Sun, Earth and Moon are examined by Belbruno and Miller when they consider
weak stability boundaries between these gravitational basins under the assumption
of a conic model [55].

1.4.3

Solar Sail Earth-Escape Strategies

The use of spiral trajectories to escape the Earth’s gravity is a well known concept used in practice, for example, in the Dawn (2007) [56] and Mangalyaan (2013)
missions [57]. This concept was investigated in the solar sail realm in the 1960’s by
Sands [58] and Fimple [59] for an escape from a circular Earth orbit with a fixed Sun
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direction. Sackett and Edelbaum [60] as well as Green [61] furthered the investigation of co-planar transfers by introducing a rotating Sun-line. In parallel, Sauer [62]
extended the work of Cavoti [63] as well as Zhukov and Lebedev [64] to model the
effect of eccentricity by including ellptical orbits that are also inclined for the departure and destination trajectories. When developing time optimal solar sail Earth
escapes in the conic model, many of these researchers observed a rapid rise in the
eccentricity followed promptly by intersections with the surface of the central primary. Sackett and Edelbaum [60] and MacDonald and McInness [65] introduce a
penalty function that mitigates this decrease in altitude at the expense of increased
flight time. Fekete [42] in 1990, investigates a varied energy-maximizing steering law
and also investigates the effects of the J2 perturbation and shadow events on these
spiral escapes. More recently, Coverstone [66] provides details of a locally optimal
energy-maximizing steering law to escape the Earth’s gravity from a GTO when also
including gravitational perturbations from the Sun, but does not accomodate negative perigee altitudes or shadowing. Macdonald and McInnes [65] derive a locally
optimal steering law that maximizes the rate of change of the semi-major axis and,
therefore, the orbit energy and also correlates these rates with sail acceleration capabilities and orbital inclination. Macdonald and McInnes [65] also enforce a locally
optimal control law to maximize the radius of pericenter when a specified minimum
altitude constraint is violated. Further examples of ‘blending’ of the locally optimal
control laws are discussed by Kluever [67] for SEP systems. The effect of introducing
shadows and avoiding occultation events by departing from a polar orbit are also
introduced by Macdonald and McInnes [65]. The solutions that are produced via a
locally optimal steering law for low sail accelerations, such as 1mm/s2 , are proclaimed
by Hartmann [66, 68] to be near-minimum time solutions as constructed using direct
transcription and collocation techniques. Otten and McInnes [69] explore optimization techniques to generate near minimum-time trajectories; Mengali and Quarta [70]
also incorporate the effects of atmospheric-drag. Ozimek and Grebow [48, 49, 71]
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orient the sail tangential to the inertial velocity vector direction to escape the Earth
from a GTO and transfer to a lunar quasi-periodic pole-sitter orbit in a higher-fidelity
model. The sail ‘on’ times are restricted to a certain range along the flight path so
that maneuvers close to apoapsis are avoided to prevent excessive lowering of the
periapsis.

1.4.4

Current Work

Several investigators have considered various methods of escaping the Earth using
solar sails, some including a rotating Sun-line and occultations. Furthermore, extensive research is available in the generation of libration point and lunar centered orbits
as well as Earth-Moon transfers using conventional low-thrust engines. The present
work aims to combine these separate elements to generate baseline solutions for solar sail Earth spiral escape trajectories in the Earth-Moon CR3BP dynamical model
to enable delivery to libration point trajectories or long-term lunar centered orbits.
The algorithms are formulated as generally as possible to be adaptable to other systems/transfers. The advantages, challenges and technical feasibilities associated with
such transfers and the physical demands on the sail are also investigated.
The organization of current the investigation is as follows:
• Chapter 2:
The CR3BP forms the natural dynamical foundation for the following analyses
and results. Therefore, historical background, assumptions and formulations
associated are detailed. The equations of motion are also derived. Furthermore,
particular solutions to these equations of motion (Lagrange points) and their
locations in configuration space are determined, and their stability is assessed
via linear systems theory. The linear analysis is extended to explore initial
conditions in their vicinity and to generate initial guesses for periodic orbits.
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• Chapter 3:
Numerical methods are introduced to correct initial guesses generated from linear systems analysis; periodic solutions in the full non-linear model are then
generated. A numerical single shooting scheme is detailed to target specified
conditions associated with members of the Lyapunov (planar) and halo (spatial)
periodic orbit families. The state transition matrix is also derived, exposing the
sensitivity of the targeted states to changes in the initial conditions. A natural parameter continuation scheme is introduced, one that adopts conditions
from a converged orbit in the family to seed the process of developing other
members of the family. The stability associated with these periodic orbits is assessed using Floquet theory and the resulting manifold structures are discussed.
Furthermore, the only integral of motion identified for the CR3BP, the Jacobi
constant, is derived and its significance and influence in the generation of solutions in this dynamical regime are explored, including zero velocity curves and
forbidden regions. Finally, the benefit of Poincaré maps as a general tool in
trajectory design is introduced. Then, the theory behind detecting long-term
lunar centered capture orbits using such tools is explored.
• Chapter 4:
The physical phenomena that enable solar sailing are introduced, followed by
a discussion of significant factors such as heliocentric distance, sail material
and efficiency, sail loading and pointing directions. Other perturbing forces
in the Earth’s vicinity, such as drag, also heavily influence the performance
of a solar sail. The difference between characteristic and effective (useful) sail
acceleration is also explored. This chapter concludes with solar sail applications
through time. The corresponding sail physical parameters are also described to
supply a better understanding of the required advancements in sail technology.
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• Chapter 5:
Various coordinate frames are introduced including a Sun-frame and rotating
Sun-line, as well as a body frame for describing the sail attitude. The solar sail
motion is modeled within the context of the traditional CR3BP by incorporating
the additional sail forces into the equations of motion. Three differing steering
laws, to maneuver the sail through space, the On/Off, locally optimal and velocity tangent laws, are derived and their implementation is described. These
three steering laws dictate different orientations for the sail normal. Accordingly, the consequences of the differing orientations of the sail normal relative
to the Sun-line and the impact on the acceleration delivered by the sail are also
briefly introduced. The sail propagations are also modified to accommodate
occultation events resulting from the Earth and Moon shadow cones. Although
all three shadow regions (umbra, penumbra and antumbra) are illustrated and
discussed, only the geometry associated with the umbra shadow cone, where no
sail acceleration can be generated, is developed for further investigation in this
preliminary study.
• Chapter 6:
Transfer results are obtained for the Earth to libration point trajectories, as
well as for the Earth to lunar-centric orbits. Each sample case begins with an
analysis of the characteristics associated with the destination orbit(s), followed
by the procedure developed to construct the phases for Earth-escape and capture upon arrival. Any underlying assumptions and design constraints (e.g.,
minimum Earth altitude constraints based on sail performance) are also detailed explicitly. The solutions generated highlight the relationship between
transfer durations, allowable on-orbit sail active fractions, sail characteristic
accelerations and destination orbit characteristics for scenarios propagated using all three steering laws. The impact of introducing shadow events on the
performance measures is also investigated. Finally, the advantages and chal-
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lenges associated with the employment of the three different steering strategies
is examined to offer insight into feasible/infeasible options available for the exploration of the Earth-Moon region using solar sails within the context of the
CR3BP.
• Chapter 7:
The investigation is concluded by summarising the results and understanding
gained through this study. Recommendations to continue the investigation beyond this preliminary analysis are also offered.
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2. NATURAL DYNAMICAL MODEL
Throughout history, humans have attempted to explain many natural phenomena.
Across many cultures, explanations for various natural behviors, such as eclipses,
were not based on scientific facts [72]. Unsatisfied with such theories, many mathematicians and astronomers, including Sir Isaac Newton, strived to explain the underlying physical processes that drive these natural phenomena. The early mathematical
foundations remain a key basis for analysis today.

2.1

The N -body Problem
In 1687, Newton published the laws of gravitational attraction that influence the

planetary motion in his book Philosophiæ Naturalis Principia Mathematica [4]. These
formulations capture the dynamics associated with the motion of celestial bodies in
addition to their kinematic representations that Johannes Kepler highlighted in the
17th century. A vector representation of Newton’s 2nd law of gravitation is written:
00

mi Ri = −G

N
X
mi mj
j=1
j6=i

3
Rji

Rji

(2.1)

where, for a system of N bodies, the differential equation aims to model the motion of
a particle Pi with respect to an inertially fixed base point as the particle is influenced
by the gravitational forces of N − 1 point masses, Pj . In Eqn. (2.1), mi and mj
represent the masses of the particles Pi and Pj respectively. The term G reflects the
universal gravitational constant, Rji is the relative position of body i with respect
00

to body j, (Rji = Ri − Rj ), and Ri is the 2nd derivative of the position of the
object Pi with respect to dimensional time, τ . All quantities in Eqn. (2.1) are in
dimensional units and the boldface letters are indicative of vector quantities. Also,
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scalar quantities associated with the vector quantities are magnitudes. For example,
Rji is the magnitude of the vector Rji . Figure. 2.1 represents the spatial N -body
problem as viewed in an inertial frame with axes X̂ − Ŷ − Ẑ. The ‘^’ signifies a unit
vector.

Figure 2.1. The particle Pi under the gravitational influence of N − 1
point masses, Pj

The complete mathematical model for the N -body problem can be derived as the
N second order vector differential equations in Eqn. (2.1). Analytically solving the
three 2nd order scalar equations associated with the N −bodies in Eqn. (2.1) requires
6N integrals of the motion. Only 10 integrals of motion are known: six from the
equations associated with the conservation of linear momentum, three from angular
momentum and one from the conservation of energy. For a system of two particles,
N = 2, and 6N = 12 integrals are required, which is greater than the total known 10
integrals. However, the equations representing the motion of the two bodies can be
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rewritten in relative terms which reduces the system to six 1st order scalar differential
equations. The solutions to these equations are the well known conic sections and
can, therefore, be solved analytically yielding the Keplerian elements. However, no
closed form solution exists for N > 2 scenarios the known 10 integrals fall short of the
18 integrals (6 × 3) of motion required when adding even one additional particle, i.e.,
N = 3. So, in general, systems of three or more particles require numerical techniques
to explore the mutual interactions between the bodies and their subsequent behavior.

2.2

Circular Restricted Three-Body Problem
Although the N -body is not analytically solvable, some simplifications can add

insight and very useful results. Fundamentally, assessing the gravitational influence of
multiple (N − 1) bodies on a spacecraft is the focus of mission design. Incorporating
only the gravitational forces of the largest contributors can offer both a time-efficient
and accurate baseline solution during any initial mission design phase. A number of
reasonable assumptions reduce the problem to the three-body restricted system which
models the behavior of an infinitesimal spacecraft as influenced by the gravitational
forces of two massive bodies. The differential equations that govern the state of the
spacecraft, P3 , in this system are a specific case of Eqn. (2.1):
00

m3 R3 = −G

m3 m1
m3 m2
R13 − G 3 R23
3
R13
R23

(2.2)

The subscripts in Eqn. (2.2) specify the specific bodies in the three-body model, the
primaries, P1 and P2 , and the spacecraft, P3 . It is further assumed that the mass
of the spacecraft, m3 compared to that of the primaries’ (m1 and m2 ) is negligible
and does not affect their motion. As a consequence, the system of two primaries now
reduces to a two body problem that has a known conic solution. Choosing circular
paths for the two primaries around their common barycenter is not necessary, but
simplifies the preliminary calculations and yields reasonal baseline solutions. The
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assumption of ‘circular’ conic paths for the primaries further constrains the problem
to the ‘Circular Restricted Three-Body Problem’ (CR3BP).

Figure 2.2. Circular Restricted Three-Body Problem (CR3BP) illustrating time dependent motion of the primaries

The classical CR3BP is depicted in Fig. 2.2. In this system, an inertial frame fixed at
the barycenter between the two primaries, B, is defined in terms of the unit vectors
X̂ − Ŷ . The unit vector Ẑ completes the right-handed triad and aligns with the
direction of the orbital angular momentum vector associated with the orbits of the
primaries. The X̂ − Ŷ plane is defined to be the plane of motion of the primaries. The
line joining the primaries revolve about the barycenter at a common and constant
angular rate N. This rate is also equivalent to the common mean motion associated
with the circular orbits of the primaries:
s
G(m1 + m2 )
.
N=
(R1 + R2 )

(2.3)

The spacecraft can move in all three spatial dimensions. In Fig. 2.2, the unit vectors
x̂ − ŷ − ẑ are defined as a rotating frame that is aligned with the inertial frame at time
τ = 0, and then rotates at the common angular rate associated with the primaries.
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Therefore, the orientation of this rotating frame and, consequently, that of the line
joining the two primaries with respect to the inertial frame at an instant in time τ ∗ ,
is calculated as Nτ ∗ . The distance between the spacecraft and the primaries at any
given time, as viewed from the inertial frame is evaluated as [5]:
R13 = [(X − X1 )2 + (Y − Y1 )2 + (Z − Z1 )2 ]1/2

(2.4a)

R23 = [(X − X2 )2 + (Y − Y2 )2 + (Z − Z2 )2 ]1/2

(2.4b)

where X and Y are the in-plane excursions and Z is the out of plane coordinate of
P3 relative to the barycenter as viewed in the inertial frame and
X1 = −R1 cos Nτ ∗ ,

X2 = R2 cos Nτ ∗

Y1 = −R1 sin Nτ ∗ ,

Y2 = R2 sin Nτ ∗

Z1 = 0,

Z2 = 0

Equation. (2.2) can now be rewritten to explicitly demonstrate the time-dependent
nature. In terms of the scalar components,


m1 (X + R1 cos(Nτ ∗ )) m2 (X − R2 cos(Nτ ∗ ))
00
+
X = −G
3
3
R13
R23


m1 (Y + R1 sin(Nτ ∗ )) m2 (Y − R2 sin(Nτ ∗))
00
+
Y = −G
3
3
R13
R23


m1 Z m2 Z
00
+ 3 .
Z = −G
3
R13
R23

(2.5a)
(2.5b)
(2.5c)

The position and velocity quantities in Eqns. (2.5) exist on scales of vastly different
orders of magnitude. This disparity in scales could introduce numerical inaccuracies
during numerical integration, so it is beneficial to nondimensionalize these equations.
Some quantities, such as the relative distances between primaries as well as their
masses, remain constant in the CR3BP. Thus, these quantities can be exploited in
combinations to nondimensionalize. These terms are called the ‘characteristic quantities’. The characteristic length is the sum of the distances of the two primaries from
the barycenter:
l∗ = R1 + R2

(2.6)
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The characteristic mass is the sum of the masses of the two primaries:
m∗ = m1 + m2

(2.7)

Then, the characteristic time is formulated to ensure that the nondimensional gravitational parameter is unity:
s
τ∗ =

(R1 + R2 )3
=
G(m1 + m2 )

r

l∗3
.
Gm∗

(2.8)

The characteristic velocity v ∗ and acceleration a∗ are defined as:
l∗
τ∗
l∗
∗
a = ∗2
τ
v∗ =

(2.9)
(2.10)

The values of these characteristic quantities for the Earth-Moon system are listed in
Table 2.1. These quantities are employed to nondimensionalise Eqns. (2.5) as follows.
Table 2.1 Characteristic quantities in the Earth-Moon system
Quantity

Value

Mass parameter (µ)

0.01215

Earth moon distance (l∗ )

384400 km

Characteristic Time (τ ∗ )

3.752×105 sec

Characteristic Velocity (v ∗ )

1.0245 km/s

Characteristic Acceleration (a∗ )

2.73029×10−6 km/sec2

The nondimensional mean motion is defined as:
s
r
G(m1 + m2 )
l∗3
n = Nτ ∗ =
= 1.
l∗3
G(m1 + m2 )

(2.11)

The nondimensional mass parameter is defined as:
µ=

m2
.
m∗

(2.12)
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As apparent in Eqn. (2.12), the mass parameter, µ, is a measure of the mass of the
second primary compared to the mass of the system; values for the mass parameter
occur in the range (0,0.5]. Dividing Eqn. (2.7) by m∗ , substituting µ from Eqn. (2.12)
and rearranging produces the nondimensional expression for the ratio of the mass of
P1 to the system mass:
m1
= 1 − µ.
m∗

(2.13)

Nondimensionalising distances to the primaries is straightforward. The Center of
Mass (CoM) of the system is defined at the barycenter, B, such that:
B=
where, r1 =

R1
l∗

and r2 =

R2
.
l∗

−m1 r1 + m2 r2
=0
m∗

(2.14)

Recall that these vectors are defined solely along the x̂

direction. Substituting the nondimensional forms of the mass ratios and of Eqn. (2.6),
where r1 + r2 = 1 into Eqn. (2.14) and rearranging results in:
(1 − µ)r1 = µ(1 − r1 )
r1 = µ

(2.15)

r2 = 1 − µ.

(2.16)

Again, since the primary position vectors lie in the x̂ direction, their nondimensional
positions from the barycenter are written as:
r1 = −µ x̂

(2.17)

r2 = 1 − µ x̂.

(2.18)

The nondimensional position vector of P3 as measured from the barycenter is:
r3 =

R3
.
l∗

(2.19)

The nondimensional time is is expressed as:
t=

τ
.
τ∗

(2.20)
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The relevant nondimensional quantities are now substituted into Eqn. (2.2) to render
the nondimensional EOMs of the spacecraft as viewed by an inertial observer as:
r̈3 = −

(1 − µ)
µ
r13 − 3 r23
3
r13
r23

(2.21)

The dots above r indicate the 2nd derivative of position with respect to nondimensional time. Analysis and generation of solutions for such a system was simplified in
1722 by the famous Swiss mathematician and physicist Leonhard Euler, as part of his
research associated with understanding the motion of the Moon (P3 ) in the Sun-Earth
(P1 and P2 , respectively) system. He proposed reformulating the equations in terms of
the rotating frame coordinates [73]. In contrast to the sidereal frame, the primaries
are fixed in this rotating frame, therefore eliminating the explicit time-dependent
nature of the EOMs associated with P3 .

2.2.1

Formulation of the CR3BP EOMs in the Rotating Frame

The reformulation of the EOMs into the rotating frame enables the exploitation
of certain geometries and symmetries to simplify the design of novel trajectory solutions in various mission design scenarios. It also offers access to a useful constant of
integration, that is, the Jacobi constant, a pseudo-energy term that constrains the
motion of P3 within the CR3BP design space. An illustration of the rotating frame in
the Earth-Moon system consisting of P3 and the nondimensional system parameters
appears in Fig. 2.3.
The nondimensional position vector for P3 with respect to the barycenter is rewritten
in terms of the rotating coordinate frame as r = xx̂ + y ŷ + z ẑ. The position of P3
with respect to P1 as well as P2 is given as follows:
r13 = (x + µ)x̂ + y ŷ + z ẑ

(2.22)

r23 = (x + µ − 1)x̂ + y ŷ + z ẑ

(2.23)
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Figure 2.3. CR3BP - nondimensional system parameters in the rotating frame

To preserve the dynamics of the spacecraft as viewed by an inertial frame observer
when reformulating the EOMs in terms of the rotating frame coordinates, the kinematics incorporates the Coriolis and centripetal accelerations. The rate of change of
velocity (acceleration) with respect to the inertial observer can be written as:

 R

I 2
d r3
d I R
dr3 I R
=
+ ω ×
+ ω ×r
dt2
dt
dt
R 2
R
d r3
dr3 I R I R
I R
=
(2.24)
+
2
ω
×
+ ω × ω × r3 .
2
{z
}
|
dt
{z dt }
|
Coriolis

centripetal

In Eqn. (2.24), ω is the angular velocity of the rotating reference frame with respect to
the inertial frame, ω = nẑ = 1ẑ. The superscripts on the left side of a vector indicate
the frame from which the quantity is being observed. Expanding Eqn. (2.24) and
rewriting in Cartesian coordinate component form produces the kinematic expression:
r̈3 = (ẍ − 2nẏ − n2 x)x̂ + (ÿ + 2nẋ − n2 y)ŷ + z̈ ẑ.

(2.25)
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Equating Eqn. (2.25) to Eqn. (2.21) and rearranging the terms results in the three
nondimensional scalar second-order differential equations that dictate the motion of
P3 as expressed in terms of the CR3BP rotating frame,
(1 − µ)(x + µ) µ(x − 1 + µ)
−
3
3
r13
r23
(1 − µ)y
µy
ÿ + 2nẋ − n2 y = −
− 3
3
r13
r23
µz
(1 − µ)z
−
z̈ = −
3
3
r13
r23

ẍ − 2nẏ − n2 x = −

(2.26a)
(2.26b)
(2.26c)

where,
p
(x + µ)2 + y 2 + z 2
p
= (x + µ − 1)2 + y 2 + z 2

r13 =
r23

Note that the sum of the centripetal (Eqn. (2.24)) and gravitational (Eqn. (2.21))
accelerations are representative of the gradient of a pseudo-potential term U ∗ :


(1 − µ)
µ
∗
∇U = (ω × ω × r3 ) + −
r13 − 3 r23
(2.27)
3
r13
r23
where,
U ∗ (x, y, z) =

µ
1
1−µ
+
+ (x2 + y 2 )
r13
r23 2

(2.28)

is a function of only the position. These terms are used to simplify the representation
of the EOMs in Eqns. (2.26), i.e.:
∂U ∗
∂x
∂U ∗
ÿ = −2ẋ +
∂y
∗
∂U
z̈ =
∂z

ẍ = 2ẏ +

where,

∂U ∗
∂x

= ∇Ux∗ ,

∂U ∗
∂y

= ∇Uy∗ and

∂U ∗
∂z

(2.29a)
(2.29b)
(2.29c)

= ∇Uz∗ . In addition to simplifying the

representation of the EOMs, the gradient of the pseudo-potential term can be used
to determine the equilibrium solutions to the EOMs in Eqns. (2.29).
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2.3

Equilibrium Solutions
The dynamical regime influenced by the two primaries in the CR3BP is more

complex than the environment in the two-body problem. Some mission applications
require specific orbits/configurations to be maintained for extended periods of time
for example, space weather monitoring or communication satellites. Such scenarios
could benefit from searches for equilibrium solutions. Solutions where P3 is stationary with respect to an observer in the rotating frame are characterized by particular
solutions of Eqn. (2.29), that is, the accelerations and velocities relative to the rotating frame are zero. The equilibrium position coordinates are determined from the
gradient of the pseudo-potential term, ∇U ∗ = 0. At these equilibrium locations,
the gravitational and centripetal accelerations are balanced and, in the CR3BP, these
solutions are termed the Lagrange points. In the following equations where ∇U ∗ = 0
is formulated, the subscript ‘eq’ indicates that the calculations are being performed
at the equilibrium points.
∂U ∗
(1 − µ)(xeq + µ) µ(xeq + µ − 1)
=−
−
+ n2 xeq = 0
3
3
∂x
r13
r
23eq
eq

(2.30a)

∂U ∗
(1 − µ)yeq
µyeq
=−
− 3 + n2 yeq = 0
3
∂y
r13eq
r23eq

(2.30b)

(1 − µ)zeq
µzeq
∂U ∗
=−
−
=0
3
3
∂z
r13
r
23
eq
eq

(2.30c)

It is immediately evident that Eqn. (2.30c) = 0 if and only if zeq = 0. Therefore,
only planar equilibrium solutions exist in the CR3BP. Also, assuming yeq = 0 in
Eqn. (2.30b) successfully results in solving this equation to be equal to zero, suggesting
that at least some equilibrium points lie along the x̂ line where yeq = zeq = 0. So,
substituting yeq = 0 and zeq = 0 into Eqn. (2.30a) produces the following equation:
xeq =

(1 − µ)(xeq + µ) µ(xeq − 1 + µ)
+
|xeq + µ|3
|xeq − 1 + µ|3

(2.31)

which possesses 3 real roots and 2 imaginary roots when solving for xeq . Only the
real roots are notable when investigating the equilibrium solutions in the CR3BP.
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These roots are conveniently evaluated for by first defining relative distances (γi , for
i = 1, 2, 3) from the nearest primary (xL1 and xL2 from P2 and xL3 from P1 ):
γ1 = −(xL1 + µ − 1)

(2.32a)

γ2 = xL2 + µ − 1

(2.32b)

γ3 = xL3 − µ

(2.32c)

The γi from Eqns. (2.32) are individually substituted back into Eqn. (2.31) to solve
for the corresponding xLi using Newton’s iterative method:
γi (j + 1) = γi (j) −

f (γi (j))
f 0 (γi (j))

(2.33)

where j is the current iteration. A maximum number of iterations and an acceptable
numerical tolerance for convergence (e.g., 1 × 10−12 ) are assessed to terminate the
iterative process. The three solutions that lie on the x̂ axes are labelled the collinear
libration points in the CR3BP and their position is retrieved by substituting the values
of γi into Eqns. (2.32). The two remaining equilibrium points result from Eqn. (2.30c)
and then solving Eqns. (2.30a) and (2.30b) simultaneously for (xeq , yeq )4,5 . These
solutions are available analytically, resulting in:
1
−µ
2√
3
=±
2

x4,5 =

(2.34a)

y4,5

(2.34b)

These libration points are located such that they form equilateral triangles with the
two primaries. The L4 point leads P2 by 60◦ and L5 trails P2 by 60◦ when their motion
is observed in an inertial frame. Figure. 2.4 illustrates these librations point locations
within the Earth-Moon system rotating frame and Table 2.2 lists their coordinates.
Although a spacecraft would be theoretically stationary if located precisely at one of
these points, each solution has different stability characteristics that determine the
level of difficulty associated with maintaining operations in their vicinity.
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Figure 2.4. Illustration of libration point locations in the CR3BP

2.4

Stability Associated with the Equilibrium Solutions
Libration point stability is an assessment of the behavior near the equilibrium

solution when a perturbation is introduced into the spacecraft state. Stability evaluation can be accomplished in terms of Poisson, Hill, Laplace, Lagrange and Lyapunov
stability, for example. In this investigation, Lyapunov stability suffices to determine
whether an object subjected to perturbations will remain in the vicinity of the origi-

Table 2.2 Libration point locations in the Earth-Moon System
Nondimensional
libration Point

x

Dimensional, km

y

x

y

L1

0.83691531

0

321710.2452

0

L2

1.15568202

0

444244.1690

0

L3

-1.00506263

0

-386346.0751

0

L4

0.487849452

0.866025404

187529.3293

332900.1652

L5

0.487849452

-0.866025404

187529.3293

-332900.1652
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nal solution over extended periods of time. Marquez [74] states that the equilibrium
solution (xe ) is stable if it satisfies the following conditions for a small bound set
surrounding the equilibrium point such that  > 0,
∃δ = δ() > 0,
kx0 − xe k < δ =⇒ kxt − xe k <  ∀t ≥ t0

(2.35)

where δ is the bound set on the allowable small initial perturbation, x0 are the initial
conditions in position and velocity in the vicinity of xe after being perturbed from the
equilibrium solution, and xt is the state of the propagation after time t. Furthermore,
the solution is convergent if:
kx0 − xe k < δ =⇒ lim xt = xe

(2.36)

t→∞

If an equilibrium solution is stable and convergent, it is classified as being asymptotically stable. If a perturbed solution departs the vicinity of the equilibrium point
after time t, then it is classified as being an unstable equilibrium point. Figure. 2.5
adapted from Marquez, [74] illustrates these ideas:

(a) Stable

(b) Asymptotically stable

(c) Unstable

Figure 2.5. Difference between a stable, asymptotically stable and
unstable equilibrium point. Adapted from Marquez [74]
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The stability characteristics of the equilibrium solutions can be explored by perturbing the state at a libration point and integrating the resulting conditions for periods
of time in the nonlinear system. A more efficient approach is linear stability analysis. Linear analysis firstly requires the variational equations of motion relative to
the equilibrium points. Consider the position vector in all three dimensions of the
five Lagrange points xLi = [xLi , yLi , zLi ] and variations from them represented by
δx = [ξ, η, ζ], respectively. The resulting perturbed initial position is then represented as:
x = xLi + δx
x = xLi + ξ

(2.37a)

y = yLi + η

(2.37b)

z = zLi + ζ

(2.37c)

The first and second derivatives of these perturbed states with respect to nondimensional time in Eqns. (2.37) are substituted into a Taylor series expansion about the
equilibrium solutions to produce the 2nd order linear variational equations:
0
: neglect
∗
∗

ξ¨ − 2η̇ = Uxx
ξ + Uxy
η + U∗xz ζ + 
H.O.T

(2.38a)

0
: neglect

∗
∗

η̈ + 2δ ξ˙ = Uyx
ξ + Uyy
η + U∗yz ζ + 
H.O.T

(2.38b)

0
0
: neglect
∗

ζ̈ = U∗zx ξ + U∗zy η + Uzz
δζ + 
H.O.T

(2.38c)

The term H.O.T refers to “Higher Order Terms” that are neglected because they
would approach zero as x → xeq (as only small perturbations are involved). Therefore,
only 1st order expansions are used to model the behavior due to small perturbations
from the equilibrium points. The symbol Uij∗ refers to the 2nd partial derivatives of the
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pseudo-potential term (U ∗ ) with respect to the position variables at each equilibrium
point xLi .
(1 − µ)
µ
3(1 − µ)(x + µ)2 3µ(x − 1 + µ)2
−
+
+
3
3
5
5
r13
r23
r13
r23
(1 − µ)
µ
3(1 − µ)y 2 3µy 2
=1−
−
+
+ 5
3
3
5
r13
r23
r13
r23
2
(1 − µ)
µ
3(1 − µ)z
3µz 2
=1−
−
+
+
3
3
5
5
r13
r23
r13
r23
3(1 − µ)(x + µ)y 3µ(x − 1 + µ)y
+
=
5
5
r13
r23
3(1 − µ)(x + µ)z 3µ(x − 1 + µ)z
=
+
5
5
r13
r23
3(1 − µ)yz 3µyz
=
+ 5
5
r13
r23

∗
=1−
Uxx

(2.39a)

∗
Uyy

(2.39b)

∗
Uzz
∗
Uxy
∗
Uxz
∗
Uyz

(2.39c)
(2.39d)
(2.39e)
(2.39f)

∗
∗
Uyx
= Uxy

(2.39g)

∗
∗
Uzx
= Uxz

(2.39h)

∗
∗
Uzy
= Uyz

(2.39i)

The Uij∗ terms are constant for the equilibrium points, which are themselves time
invariant. In state space form, the system of equations in Eqns. (2.38) can be represented by:
δ ẋ = Aδx

(2.40)

˙ η̇, ζ̇] . The constant A matrix is a Jacobian matrix
where, δx = [ξ, η, ζ] and δ ẋ = [ξ,
consisting of the partials corresponding to the rates of change of the variations from
the equilibrium points with respect to the variations themselves. Since all these par-
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tials are time invariant for a reference at xLi , the A matrix is constant and evaluated
as



A=

∂δ ẋ
∂δx

x=xLi

0
0
0
1 0


 0
0
0
0 1


 0
0
0
0 0
=
 ∗
∗
∗
Uxx Uxy
Uxz
0 2

 ∗
∗
∗
Uxy Uyy
Uyz
−2 0

∗
∗
∗
0 0
Uzz
Uyz
Uxz


0


0


1


0


0

0

(2.41)

∗
∗
appear in the A matrix, their values are actually zero
and Uyz
Although the terms Uxz

when evaluated at the equilibrium points; the in-plane and out-of-plane stability are
decoupled. The general form of the solutions to Eqn. (2.40) for ξ and η corresponding
to the in-plane behavior have the form:
δξ =
δη =

4
X
i=1
4
X

Di eλi t

(2.42a)

Ei eλi t

(2.42b)

i=1

The variables Di and Ei are constants of integration and λi are the roots of the
determinant of the A matrix. The characteristic equation for the 4x4 elements of the
A matrix corresponding to the in-plane elements is:
∗
∗
∗
∗
∗
∗
λ4 + (4 − Uxx
− Uyy
)λ2 + (Uxx
Uyy
− Uyx
Uxy
)=0

(2.43)

∗
∗
At the collinear libration points, the terms Uxy
and Uyx
are equal to zero since zLi =

yLi = 0. Thus, Eqn. (2.43) becomes:
∗
∗
∗
∗
− Uyy
)λ2 + Uxx
Uyy
=0
λ4 + (4 − Uxx

(2.44)

Letting Λ = λ2 , Eqn. (2.44) is rewritten as a quadratic:
Λ2 + 2β1 Λ − β22 = 0

(2.45)
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where,
∗
∗
Uxx
+ Uyy
β1 = 2 −
2
∗
∗
Uyy
β22 = −Uxx
q
Λ1 = −β1 + β12 + β22
q
Λ2 = −β1 − β12 + β22 .

(2.46a)
(2.46b)
(2.46c)
(2.46d)

Also,
p
Λ1
p
= ± Λ2 .

λ1,2 = ±

(2.47a)

λ3,4

(2.47b)

∗
∗
At the equilibrium points, Uxx
> 0 and Uyy
< 0 . So, it is immediately evident that

both λ3,4 are purely imaginary and that the two real eigenvalues possess opposing
signs, λ1 > 0 and λ2 < 0. The decoupled out-of-plane behavior is determined from
the solutions to Eqn. (2.38c) and are of a simple harmonic form:
ζ = C1 cos(ωτ ) + C2 sin(ωτ )
with frequency, ω =

q

(2.48)

∗ | . The two pure imaginary roots of Eqn. (2.38c) are:
|Uzz
Li

λout−of −plane = ±

p
∗ i.
Uzz

(2.49)

Each of these different types of eigenvalues associated with the collinear libration
points lends a unique type of behavior to a perturbed reference solution in its vicinity
as t → ∞. Dawkins [75] and Rutgers [76] supply the following definitions:
• Asymptotically Stable: The solution is asymptotically stable if all the eigenvalues are real and negative, or complex and their real parts are negative. Such
solutions are expected to return to the equilibrium point if perturbed, as demonstrated in Fig. 2.5b.
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• Unstable: The solution is unstable if even one eigenvalue is real and positive,
or complex, but with positive real parts, or purely imaginary, but not unique.
These solutions eventually depart the vicinity of the reference solution, as in
Fig. 2.5c.
• Marginally Stable The solution is marginally stable, in a linear sense, if all the
eigenvalues are purely imaginary and also distinct (no repeating roots). Such
eigenvalues introduce oscillations into the behavior of a solution. It is not
possible to predict the stability of the nonlinear system in this case. Instead,
higher-order stability analysis must be performed.
Given that the collinear libration points possess six eigenvalues where two are real
(one positive and one negative), and four are purely imaginary, a combination of
stable, unstable and oscillatory behavior can be expected in the vicinity of these
equilibrium points. A similar process is used to investigate the eigenvalues associated
with the equilateral libration points with the result that all six eigenvalues are purely
imaginary. So, the motion in the vicinity of these points is expected to be marginally
stable in a linear sense, which means that the solution can still depart when non linearities are introduced. Even if the equilibrium points are unstable, these regions
are still attractive for mission design because they enable a variety of mission scenarios. Furthermore, unstable modes can be suppressed with the appropriate choice of
initial conditions to obtain desirable solutions in the vicinity of the libration points.
Szebehely [5] details the process of generating initial conditions in the linear system
(ξ0 , η0 , ζ0 ). Initial conditions to yield periodic solutions centered around the libration
points can be constructed. However, when the initial conditions developed in the
linear system are propagated in the full nonlinear model, the result is not closed as
illustrated in Fig. 2.6.
The blue orbit in Fig. 2.6 is an initial guess for a Lyapunov orbit with a period of
12 days that is obtained from the linear sytem calculations. Such periodic orbits are
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Figure 2.6. Divergence during nonlinear propagation from the intended Lyapunov orbit obtained via linear analysis

useful for varied mission applications, so constructing a periodic orbit in the nonlinear
system is a key capability. Numerical techniques are developed to accomplish such
corrective strategies.
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3. NUMERICAL METHODS AND PROCESSES
Mission design often requires exploiting the natural flow in a dynamical system to
aid in generating reference solutions. In many scenarios, linear systems theory is a
valuable step in producing such initial guesses, but these solutions require correction
when the nonlinearities are introduced. Furthermore, additional forces that may be
generated via vehicle options, such as solar sails may leverage existing natural flow
and create opportunities to access broader design spaces. Also, a spacecraft on a
successfully generated reference trajectory that accommodates multi-body dynamics
remains subject to perturbations such as atmospheric drag and oblateness of a body.
An on board propulsion system (for example, chemical/electric thrusters or solar
sails) might introduce some equivalent correction maneuvers to offset such perturbation. Therefore, tools are sought to accommodate the true forces on a spacecraft and
produce an appropriate reference solution. Numerical corrections schemes are based
on certain fundamental elements.

3.1

The State Transition Matrix
A first step in adjusting any trajectory states is an understanding of the relation-

ship between the initial and terminal conditions along a reference solution. Consider
Fig. 3.1, where the baseline spacecraft path is the blue reference trajectory with initial states, xrt0 = xr0 = {x0 y0 z0 ẋ0 ẏ0 ż0 } that satisfy the differential equations
of motion, ẋ = f (x). The natural end states are those on the blue trajectory at
time tf , xrtf = xrf = {xf yf zf ẋf ẏf żf }. A perturbation of the initial conditions,
δx0 = {δx0 δy0 δz0 δ ẋ0 δ ẏ0 δ ż0 }, either due to system dynamics or through manual
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intervention leads to the pink trajectory that has deviated from the nominal at the
final time by δxf = {δxf δyf δzf δ ẋf δ ẏf δ żf }.

Figure 3.1. Reference and perturbed trajectories for fixed time propagations. The superscript r identifies the reference path and p identifies the perturbed path

The initial deviation is evaluated as:
δx0 = xp0 − xr0

(3.1)

The final contemporaneous deviation is then:
δxf = xpf (xp0 , t) − xrf (xr0 , t)
= x(xr0 + δx0 , t) − xrf (xr0 , t)

(3.2)

A first order expansion of x(xr0 + δx0 , t) about the reference solution yields:
x(xr0 + δx0 , t) ≈ xrf (xr0 , t) +

∂xf
δx0
∂x0

(3.3)

Substituting Eqn. (3.3) into Eqn. (3.2) results in:
δxf =

∂xf
δx0
∂x0

(3.4)
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The matrix,

∂xf
∂x0

is denoted the State Transition Matrix (STM), Φ(t, t0 ) where:


Φ(t, t0 ) =

∂xf
 ∂x0
 ∂yf
 ∂x0

 ∂zf
 ∂x0

 ∂ ẋf
 ∂x
 0
 ∂ ẏf
 ∂x
 0
∂ żf
∂x0

∂xf
∂y0
∂yf
∂y0
∂zf
∂y0
∂ ẋf
∂y0
∂ ẏf
∂y0
∂ żf
∂y0

∂xf
∂z0
∂yf
∂z0
∂zf
∂z0
∂ ẋf
∂z0
∂ ẏf
∂z0
∂ żf
∂z0

∂xf
∂ ẋ0
∂yf
∂ ẋ0
∂zf
∂ ẋ0
∂ ẋf
∂ ẋ0
∂ ẏf
∂ ẋ0
∂ żf
∂ ẋ0

∂xf
∂ ẏ0
∂yf
∂ ẏ0
∂zf
∂ ẏ0
∂ ẋf
∂ ẏ0
∂ ẏf
∂ ẏ0
∂ żf
∂ ẏ0



∂xf
∂ ż0 
∂yf 

∂ ż0 
∂zf 

∂ ż0 
∂ ẋf 

∂ ż0 
∂ ẏf 

∂ ż0 
∂ żf
∂ ż0

(3.5)

Note that at time t = t0 , the left and right sides of Eqn. (3.4) are equal. Therefore,
Φ0 = I, the identity matrix. The critical assumption is that the perturbed solution
is very similar to the reference solution (i.e. the perturbation is very small ), and,
thus, linear theory is valid to derive the STM, a linear map to advance the initial
deviation. The STM is also termed a ‘sensitivity matrix’ because it is a measure of
the sensitivity of the final conditions to modifications in the initial conditions. Note
that the states vary with time along the trajectory. Thus, a first order differential
representation for the STM, Φ̇(t, t0 ) is determined such that Φ(t, t0 ) is integrated
along with the equations of motion:
∂ ∂xf
∂t ∂x0
∂ ẋf ∂xf
=
∂xf ∂x0

Φ̇(t, t0 ) =

Φ̇(t, t0 ) = A(t)Φ(t, t0)
Note that the term

∂ ẋf
∂xf

(3.6)

is the Jacobian matrix A, also seen in Eqn. (2.41). Recall that

A is a constant matrix when the reference is a time-invariant equilibrium point but,
for general trajectory arcs as a reference, A(t) is not constant due to the time-varying
nature of the states associated with the trajectories.
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3.2

Numerical Shooting Methods
The STM is incorporated into numerical strategies for trajectory design to meet

specific requirements. A trajectory is one solution to the differential equations of
motion that govern the flow associated with the dynamical system. The solutions to
the three 2nd order ODEs describing the motion of the spacecraft in Eqns. (2.29) can
be solved by posing the problem as a two point boundary value problem (2PBVP)
for the six equivalent 1st order ODEs. For some unknown trajectory path, assume
that the goal is arrival at a specified set of end conditions. Then, the problem is
defined as targeting end conditions while allowing certain initial conditions to vary.
Hence, the term shooting is used to classify this technique, that is, adjusting the
initial aim conditions to successfully intercept the desired target. Such methods
involve three crucial steps to construct an iterative procedure - targeting the desired
states, correcting for any deviations, and updating the states that are allowed to vary.
The iterative process is executed using a Newton-Raphson technique and aided by
knowledge of the sensitivities via the STM.

3.2.1

Constraint and Free Variables Approach to Numerical Shooting

To formulate an iterative process, a vector is defined that consists of k design parameters called free variables, X, as well as an d -vector of desired target conditions
formulated as constraints of the form F (X) = 0. In practice, solutions satisfying
F (X) <  are sought, where  is a user-defined tolerance that accommodates numerical errors that could accrue during the convergence process. The free variable vector
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X usually incorporates spacecraft states and/or time-of-flight (TOF) and is defined
as:

 



X1 







X 

2
X=
.. 


. 







X 

k

(3.7)

The constraint vector F (X) incorporates a variety of desired conditions, e.g., spacecraft states, altitudes, turn rates as well as flight path angles, and is written as:





F1 (X)








F (X)
2
(3.8)
F (X) =
..  = 0.



.








F (X)
d

The search for an X ∗ that satisfies F (X ∗ ) = 0 is initiated by seeding an iterative
scheme with an initial guess, X0 . A Taylor series expansion of F (X) about X0
results in:
F (X) ≈ F (X0 ) + DF (X0 ) · (X − X0 ) = 0
or, more generally as:
F (Xj ) + DF (Xj ) · (Xj+1 − Xj ) = 0

(3.9)

where, j represents the current iteration and DF (Xj ) is an d × k Jacobian matrix,
the partial derivatives of the constraints with respect to the free variables evaluated
at Xj :


∂F1
 ∂X1

 ∂F2
∂F (Xj ) 
∂X1
DF (Xj ) =
=
 ..
∂Xj
 .

∂Fd
∂X1

∂F1
∂X2

...

∂F2
∂X2

...
...

∂Fd
∂X2

...

..
.



∂F1
∂Xk 
∂F2 

∂Xk 

..  .
. 


(3.10)

∂Fd
∂Xk

Note that kF (Xj+1 )k < kF (Xj )k as long as the (j+1)th iteration moves the generated
solution (Xj+1 ) closer to a true solution for the system. Also, the convergence is
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quadratic if initial guesses supplied to the iteration process are in the vicinity of a
true solution. The update for Xj+1 is determined by rearranging Eqn. (3.9). However,
the form of this equation, and the approach to iteratively updating Xj+1 , may require
modification depending on the total number of free variables that are available and the
constraints that are specified. If there are as many constraints as variables (d = k),
there exists a unique X ∗ that satisfies F (X ∗ ) = 0. In this case, the square Jacobian
matrix can be mathematically inverted, and the guess for the (j + 1)th iteration is
calculated:
Xj+1 = Xj − DF (Xj )−1 F (Xj )

(3.11)

In the case where the number of free variables exceeds the number of constraints
(k > d), infinite solutions exist. Here, a minimum norm approach is employed which
minimizes the difference between Xj+1 and Xj and, therefore, seeks the closest solution to Xj . So, this method offers an advantage by providing a converged solution
that is similar to the supplied initial guess. The minimum-norm update equation is
formulated as:
Xj+1 = Xj − DF (Xj )T [DF (Xj )DF (Xj )T ]−1 F (Xj )

(3.12)

For the numerical process, a new round of iterations is executed only if two conditions
are satisfied:
• The norm of the constraint vector does not satisfy the desired tolerance, that
is, F (Xj ) > 
• The iteration count does not exceed a defined limit, #Iterations ≤ #Iterationsmax .
The vector Xj+1 produced by the update equation then becomes the initial guess for
the next iteration.
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3.2.2

Single Shooting

In one type of straightforward scenario, a single shooting scheme is employed
to target conditions at the end of a single arc after propagating the initial conditions x0 for a specified time, t. An example of varying the initial velocity components [ẋ0 , ẏ0 , ż0 ]T , of xt0 on the ‘baseline’ trajectory, to target specific position states
[xd , yd , zd ]T at the final time that are components of x∗tf on the ‘desired’ trajectory is
illustrated in Fig. 3.2.

Figure 3.2. Single shooting

For this scenario, the design vector X is formulated as:
 
ẋ
 0
 
X =  ẏ0 
 
ż0

(3.13)

The constraint vector, F , is formulated as the difference between the conditions at
the end of a propagation segment at time t (denoted by subscript, t) and the desired
conditions (denoted by subscript, d):


x − xd
 t



F (X) =  yt − yd 


zt − zd

(3.14)
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The Jacobian matrix is evaluated, per Eqn. (3.10), as:

 
DF (X) =

∂F1
 ∂X1

∂F1
∂X2

∂F3
∂X1

∂F3
∂X2

∂F (X)  ∂F2
=  ∂X
∂X
 1

∂F2
∂X2

Recall that the elements of the DF matrix are

∂F1
∂X3 
∂F2 

∂X3 
∂F3
∂X3

∂Xf
.
∂X0

∂xt
 ∂ ẋ0

∂xt
∂ ẏ0

∂zt
∂ ẋ0

∂zt
∂ ẏ0


=  ∂∂yẋt
 0

∂yt
∂ ẏ0



∂xt
∂ ż0 
∂yt 

∂ ż0 

(3.15)

∂zt
∂ ż0

Accordingly, they are elements

from the full 6 × 6 STM associated with the system of equations, Φ(t, t0 )6×6 . This
scenario is an example of fixed time single shooting, since the time of propagation is
not included as a design variable.

3.3

Generating Planar Periodic Orbits - Lyapunov Orbits
Recall the periodic Lyapunov orbit nonlinear propagation in Fig. 2.6; the linear

path did not represent the nonlinear arc. A single shooting scheme is implemented
to target the desired states that would produce a periodic nonlinear orbit. Prior to
initiating a targeting scheme, however, it is important to note two observations: (i)
the EOMs are invariant in time reversal, and (ii) across the x-axis satisfy the Mirror
Theorem examined in Roy and Ovenden [77]. The mirror theorem states that for
a system of N point masses acted upon only by their mutual gravitational forces, a
mirror configuration exists at a location where the position vector as defined from
the barycenter B, is perpendicular to the velocity vector at that point at a given
instant in time. According to this theorem, these periodic orbits possess two mirror
configuration locations (perpendicular crossings) of the x̂ − ẑ plane, i.e., where they
are symmetric across this plane. Therefore, it is advantageous to use the states at
these locations as initial conditions for purposes of targeting periodic orbits. Also,
only the conditions at the half-period along the orbit need be targeted, after which
the converged states can be mirrored across the axis of symmetry. Again, critical to
this approach is the fact that just as [x, y, z, ẋ, ẏ, ż] satisfy the EOMs in Eqn. (2.29)
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in forward time t, by symmetry the states [x, −y, z, −ẋ, ẏ, −ż] satisfy them in reverse
time −t.
By definition, a planar periodic orbit that is centered at L1 is defined such that
y0 = ẋ0 = yf = ẋf = 0 at the two perpendicular crossings on the x̂ − ẑ plane. So,
the only free variables available are [x0 , ẏ0 , t]T , to then target the desired half-period
conditions, yf = ẋf = 0. If all three free variables are involved in the iterative process
to generate a Lyapunov orbit, then the total number of free variables (k) > total
number of constraints (d) and the minimum-norm method is activated. However,
only the free variables [ẏ0 , t]T are employed for this example, rendering it a ‘unique’
solution, variable time single shooting example.
 
ẏ0
X= 
th
where, th is the half period of the orbit.

F =

DF (X) =

yf − yd
ẋf − ẋd


∂F (X)
=
∂X

∂y
 ∂ ẏ0
∂ ẋ
∂ ẏ0

(3.16)


(3.17)




∂y
∂th 
∂ ẋ
∂th


=

∂y
 ∂ ẏ0
∂ ẋ
∂ ẏ0

ẏ
ẍ

As discussed in section 3.2.1, Xj+1 is updated as:
 
 

−1 

∂y
ẏ0
ẏ0
ẏ
y
−
y
d
 
  f

=   −  ∂ ẏ0
∂ ẋ
ẍ
ẋf − ẋd
th
th
∂ ẏ0
j+1

j

j




(3.18)

(3.19)

j

The linear initial guess, the nonlinear converged trajectory after a half period and
full period are plotted in Figs. 3.3.

3.4

Generating 3D Periodic Orbits - Halo Orbits
The approach to target and correct to create periodic Lyapunov orbits is extended

to generate out-of-plane, three-dimensional libration point periodic orbits as well, for
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(a) After 6 Days

(b)After 12 days

Figure 3.3. Comparison between the initial guess in the linear model,
and the nonlinear converged Lyapunov orbit after a half period of 6
days and full period of 12 days

example, the halo orbits. By definition, these periodic orbits are defined such that
y0 = ẋ0 = ż0 = yf = ẋf = żf = 0 at the perpendicular crossings on the x̂ − ẑ plane.
During the targeting process, the z0 value can be included as a design variable while
fixing the x0 value. The update equation for a fixed z0 value is formulated as:
 
x
 0
 
 ẏ0 
 
th

j+1

 

∂y
x
 0
 ∂x0
 
 ∂ ẋ
=  ẏ0  −  ∂x
 
 0
∂ ż
th
∂x0
j

∂y
∂ ẏ0
∂ ẋ
∂ ẏ0
∂ ż
∂ ẏ0

ẏ
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ẍ
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żf − żd

(3.20)

j

The update equation for a fixed x0 value is:
 
z
 0
 
ẏ0 
 
th

j+1

 

∂y
z0
 
 ∂z0
 
 ∂ ẋ
= ẏ0  −  ∂z
 
 0
∂ ż
th
∂z0
j

∂y
∂ ẏ0
∂ ẋ
∂ ẏ0
∂ ż
∂ ẏ0

ẏ

−1 



ẍ

z̈

j

Illustrations of halo orbits are plotted in section 3.5.

yf − yd







ẋf − ẋd 


żf − żd

j

(3.21)
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3.5

Generating Families of Periodic Orbits
Sections 3.3-3.4 detail the process of targeting and correcting to produce planar

and spatial periodic orbits in the CR3BP. The orbits used as examples are part
of larger families of orbits that can be obtained by continuation using a natural
parameter followed by the same targeting and corrections process. For example, a
new member of the Lyapunov orbit family is generated by taking a small step in
the ±x̂ direction from a perpendicular crossing of a known and converged Lyapunov
orbit. The initial velocities from this converged orbit are seeded as the initial guess
to initiate the targeting process for the new member. Trajectory members in the L1
Lyapunov family is illustrated in Fig. 3.4.

Figure 3.4. Selected trajectories composing the L1 Lyapunov family

For halo orbits, a step in the ±x̂ direction is effective if x0 is not a design variable or
in the ±ẑ direction if z0 is not a design variable. Furthermore, the halo orbits may
be separated into two families - the northern family which expands in the positive ẑ
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direction and southern family which extends in the negative ẑ direction. They are
mirror images across the x̂ − ŷ plane. The L1 halo families are illustrated in Fig. 3.5.

Figure 3.5. L1 northern and southern halo orbit families

3.6

Stability Associated with Periodic Orbits
The periodic orbit families in the CR3BP offer a multitude of opportunities for

enabling mission applications. In addition to the size, duration and orientation that
factor into the selection of a periodic orbit as the focus of a particular mission, the
inherent stability characteristics dictate the ease of capture into these orbits, and also,
the efforts associated with maintaining the desired configuration over the mission
duration. The eigenvalues associated with the constant A matrix in section 2.4,
Eqn. (2.41), offer insight concerning the stability associated with the libration or
equilibrium points. In the case of a periodic orbit, the A(t) matrix results from a
linearization of the system dynamics about a fixed-point associated with an orbit of
period P. So, for a periodic orbit, the A(t) matrix is also time-varying with period
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P. Floquet theory addresses the topic of stability of a periodic orbit. According to
the theory, for a system of linear differential equations ẋ = A(t)x. Here, A(t) is a
periodic matrix such that A(t + P) = A(t). For such a system, there is at least one
non-trivial solution y(t) such that [78]:
y(t + P) = γy(t)

(3.22)

where γ is an eigenvalue associated with a matrix called the monodromy matrix. The
eigenvalue γ is also denoted a characteristic multiplier of the system. The variable y
is the corresponding eigenvector. The monodromy matrix is the STM acquired after
one full period P, along the periodic solution. If the orbit is discretized into multiple
fixed points, then the monodromy matrix can be calculated after a full revolution of
the orbit from any of these chosen points. The criteria for assessing the stability of
such a Floquet system is as follows [79]:
• If |γi | < 1 then limt→∞ y(t) = 0, and the solution is asymptotically stable in a
linear sense.
• If |γi | > 1 then |y(t)| → ∞ as t → ∞, and the solution is unstable
• If |γi | = 1 then there exists a constant D such that |y(t)| ≤ D |y(0)| for t ≥ 0,
and the solution is oscillatory and linearly marginally stable.
Also, according to Lyapunov’s theorem, the eigenvalues occur in reciprocal pairs [80,
81]. In this system, the complex eigenvalue pairs lie on the unit circle, the stable
eigenvalues are real and inside the unit circle and the real unstable ones are > 1.
Due to the reciprocal nature of the eigenvalues, if there exists a |γi | < 1, then there
must exist a |γi | > 1. So, a solution is determined to be marginally stable iff the
magnitudes of all the eigenvalues of the monodromy matrix are equal to unity. The
instabilities associated with the fixed points or periodic orbits enable natural flow
towards and away from them.
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3.7

Invariant Manifold Theory
Stability determination associated with the librations points and periodic orbits

in the the CR3BP were discussed in sections 2.4 and 3.6 respectively. In addition
to an assessment of a perturbed solution in the vicinity of the reference solution and
the subsequent behavior, the stability characteristics also add insight into the flow
structure in the vicinity of these reference solutions [7, 82, 83]. These natural flows
can be exploited in mission design to approach and depart from the desired reference
solutions without additional forcing terms.

3.7.1

Manifold Arcs Associated with Equilibrium Points

Given the variational equations, the matrix A is constant for the linear system from
section 2.4, Eqn. (2.41), whose related eigenvalues determined the stable (<[λi ] < 0),
unstable(<[λi ] > 0) and marginally stable(<[λi ] = 0) nature of the libration point.
For the n-dimensional phase space, the number of eigenvalues in each subspace is
denoted ns , nu and nc respectively, where n = ns + nu + nc . The corresponding
eigenvectors ν span the following subspaces [83]:
E s = span{νs1 , ....., νsns } stable subspace

(3.23)

E u = span{νu1 , ....., νunu } unstable subspace

(3.24)

E c = span{νc1 , ....., νcnc } center subspace

(3.25)

The Stable Manifold Theorem in Guckenheimer and Holmes [83] defines local stable
s
u
and unstable manifolds Wloc
and Wloc
, the “nonlinear analogues” to the linear system

subspaces, E s and E u . Their flow is tangent to E s and E u at the fixed libration
s
points. The stable manifold Wloc
, approaches the libration point asymptotically in

forward time and departs it asymptotically in reverse time. The converse is true
u
for the unstable manifold, Wloc
. These local manifolds may be extended to global
s
u
ones by propagating Wloc
backwards in time and Wloc
forwards in time to generate
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W s and W u , respectively. Both manifold types possess the same dimension as their
linear system counterparts and are time invariant, meaning that points on a manifold
will remain on it for all time. They are also unique, which restricts the manifold
of a libration point from intersecting itself, or intersecting a manifold of the same
type belonging to another libration point. An unstable and stable manifold may,
however, intersect. The center subspace E c also has associated tangential local and
c
and W c , respectively. The Center Manifold Theorem as
global center manifolds, Wloc

detailed by Guckenheimer and Holmes [83] introduces the center subspace, and reports
that the center manifolds need not be unique. The E c subspace contains eigenvalues
that are purely complex, providing an opportunity for periodic and quasi-periodic
motion to exist in the vicinity of the libration points. Since the stable and unstable
manifolds flow to/from the libration points of interest, they enable unconventional
mission design opportunities, making it important to understand how to arrive at
these solutions. The first step towards generating stable and unstable manifolds
is to determine the eigenvectors (νs and νu ), associated with stable and unstable
eigenvalues (ns and nu ) of the libration point and normalize them:
νs
|νs |
νu
ν̂u =
|νu |
ν̂s =

(3.26)
(3.27)

where,
νs = {xs , ys , zs , ẋs , ẏs , żs }T

(3.28)

νu = {xu , yu , zu , ẋu , ẏu , żu }T

(3.29)

A suitably small step in the direction of ν̂s and ν̂u supplies the initial conditions in
all the six-dimensions corresponding to the state vector to initiate the propagation of
the global manifolds.
xs = xLi ± ν̂s

(3.30a)

xu = xLi ± ν̂u

(3.30b)
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Note that the stable and unstable manifold directions at an equilibrium point exist in
pairs, and both these directions are accommodated by the ± sign in Eqns. (3.30). The
variable  signifies the nondimensional magnitude of the step in the direction of the
stable and unstable eigenvectors. The initial conditions in Eqn. (3.30a) are propagated
in reverse time to establish the global stable manifolds associated with the libration
point and those in Eqn. (3.30b) are propagated in forward time to establish the global
unstable manifolds. An example of the unstable and stable manifolds associated with
the L1 libration point are displayed in Figs. 3.6.

(a) Local Manifolds

(b) Global Manifolds

Figure 3.6. Stable and unstable manifold arcs at L1 in the EarthMoon system. The arrows display the direction of flow in forward
time.

3.7.2

Manifold Arcs Associated with Periodic Orbits

Stable, unstable and center subspaces and manifolds are determined for periodic
orbits in a manner similar to the approach for the libration points. One of the major
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differences is the nature of the eigenvectors, νs , νu , and νc that span the eigenspaces,
E s , E u and E c :
if |λi | < 1 → ns

(3.31)

if |λi | = 1 → nc

(3.32)

if |λi | > 1 → nu

(3.33)

Consider that a propagation of the periodic orbits are initiated at a mirror configuration location on the orbit at time t0 . Then, the characteristic multipliers, or
eigenvalues, of the monodromy matrix Φ(t0 + P, t0 ), yield the stability information
concerning the periodic orbit. Recall that the eigenvalues are the same regardless of
the fixed point selected, however, the eigenvectors do change. To facilitate construction of the eigenvectors at any fixed point along the orbit, the monodromy matrix
can be advanced via the similarity transformation:
Φi (ti + P, ti ) = Φ(ti , t0 )−1 Φ0 (t0 + P, t0 )Φ(ti , t0 )

(3.34)

where, Φ(ti , t0 ) is the STM associated with a fixed point at t, that might be advanced
from time t0 . Recall that the eigenvectors associated with the points at time ti are
not equal to those at t0 , hence the flows into and out of the orbit at these locations
may vary. Even though it is possible to calculate Φi (ti + P, ti ) at each of the fixed
points, and, then, calculate Wis and Wiu , this process is not always straightforward.
A more elegant method is to more directly exploit the knowledge of the eigenvector
directions at the initial time, ν̂0 , and that of the STM at the desired fixed point on
the orbit Φ(ti , t0 ):
ν(ti ) = Φ(ti , t0 )ν̂(t0 )

(3.35)
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The eigenvectors are normalized to supply the direction of the local stable and unstable manifolds:
νs (ti )
|νs (ti )|
νu (ti )
ν̂u (ti ) =
|νu (ti )|
ν̂s (ti ) =

(3.36)
(3.37)

followed by a step taken in the direction of these eigenvectors:
xs (ti ) = x(ti ) ± ν̂s (ti )

(3.38)

xs (ti ) = x(ti ) ± ν̂s (ti )

(3.39)

where  is the nondimensional magnitude of the step in the direction of the eigenvectors. Again, the local stable manifold is propated in reverse time and the unstable
manifold in forward time to generate the global manifolds associated with a certain
orbit. Figure. 3.7 illustrates the Ws− and Wu+ global manfiolds for a southern halo
orbit with a period of ≈ 12 days and Az ≈ −2.245 × 104 km . As can be seen, they
form a surface in the shape of a tube. The stable manifold Ws− flows from the Earth
towards the halo in forward time and the unstable manifold Wu+ flows from the halo
towards the Moon in forward time. These flow structures are advantageous in mission
design because once a spacecraft is inserted onto such a manifold surface, it is possible
to enter the halo or even travel further onwards at a minimal cost.

3.8

The Jacobi Constant
The technique to compute and exploit manifolds to enter/depart an equilibrium

point or periodic orbit is described in Sections 3.7.1 and 3.7.2. However, each of these
orbits and their manifolds only exist at specific energy levels. It is advantageous
to understand the energy levels associated with many mission applications as they
define a minimum bound on the amount of propellant or time required to join with a
manifold member, transfer between orbit families or even members within a family.
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Figure 3.7. Stable and unstable manifold arcs associated with a southern halo orbit. The arrows display the direction of flow in forward
time.

A term that is analogous to energy is quantified by the ‘Jacobi constant,’ the only
known integral of motion associated with the CR3BP. The first step in acquiring this
constant is to take the dot product of the EOMs (Eqn. (2.29)) and the rotating frame
velocity vector components:
∂U ∗
ẋẍ + ẏ ÿ + ż z̈ =
∂t

(3.40)

Equation. (3.40) is then integrated with respect to nondimensional time, t to produce:
1 2
JC
(ẋ + ẏ 2 + ż 2 ) = U ∗ −
2
2

(3.41)

v 2 = 2U ∗ − JC

(3.42)

This simplifies to:

where, JC is the Jacobi constant and ‘v’ is the velocity magnitude in the rotating
frame. Since JC is not explicitly dependent on time, it is a quantity that is influ-
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enced by the velocity magnitude and position of the spacecraft (through U ∗ ) at a
given instant in time in the rotating frame. Since the rotating velocity magnitude
is zero at all the libration points, the factor that determines the Jacobi constant at
these points is their position in the design space. These values for the Earth-Moon
CR3BP are listed in Table 3.1. As is evident from Table 3.1, the Jacobi constant
Table 3.1 Jacobi constant values associated with libration points
Libration Point

Jacobi constant value

L1

3.188341

L2

3.172160

L3

3.012147

L4

2.237997

L5

2.237997

values decrease from L1 → L4 and the values are equal at L4 and L5 . Although systems with a different mass parameter µ won’t possess the same values of the Jacobi
constant at their libration points, the same trend holds true between each of them
(JCL1 > JCL2 > JCL3 > JCL4 ) and (JCL4 = JCL5 ). The Jacobi constant values
associated with periodic orbits (and other trajectories) can also be calculated using
Eqn. (3.42). As seen in Fig. 3.8, the smaller orbits closer to L1 have higher Jacobi
constant values, and, the larger and more out of plane orbits possess lower Jacobi
constant values. The Jacobi constant associated with a particular orbit, along with
its stability characteristics, all offer very useful information.

3.9

Zero Velocity Surfaces and Forbidden Regions
The Jacobi constant is defined in Eqn. (3.42) in terms of position in the cofig-

uration space and relative speed. Equation. (3.42) indicates that some areas in the
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(a) L1 Lyapunov orbits

(b) L1 southern halo orbits

Figure 3.8. Jacobi constant values associated with select Earth-Moon
system L1 Lyapunov and southern halo orbits. The colorbar is indicative of the Jacobi constant associated with a particular orbit.

CR3BP configuration space are not traversible by P3 when it posesses certain Jacobi
constant values. For example, the relative speed of the spacecraft v, is imaginary
when JC > 2U (x.y, z), which is a physical impossibility. So, for a specified energy
level JC, the spacecraft is only able to traverse spaces that satisfy the conditions
2U (x, y, z) ≥ JC. Solving Eqn. (3.42) for all the boundaries or areas in CR3BP configuration space where the speed v is imaginary produces surfaces in 3D space [84,85]
which are termed forbidden regions. The projections of the boundaries of these surfaces onto the x̂ − ŷ plane yield Zero Velocity Curves (ZVCs). The grey regions
in Fig. 3.9 are forbidden because the 2U ∗ (x, y, z) ≥ JC condition is not satsified.
Depending upon the initial state of the spacecraft (and which gateways are open),
it is able to traverse the white space that is either interior to the forbidden region,
or exterior to it, or both. The only method to traverse between the interior and
exterior regions when only the L1 gateway is open, is to equip the spacecraft with
thrust providing mechanisms (e.g. solar sails, thrusters) to alter its velocity state
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and therefore, its Jacobi constant value. As illustrated in Fig. 3.9, the libration point
gateways open up at exactly their Jacobi constant values. Therefore, to travel from
the vicinity of the Earth towards the Moon when considering only the effect of natural
dynamics, the Jacobi constant must be ≤ JCL1 . The forbidden region shrinks with
higher energies (lower Jacobi constants) reducing to just two points at L4 and L5 at
JC = JCL4 = JCL5 . If the Jacobi constant is lowered below those corresponding to
the equilateral libration points (JC < JCL4 ,L5 ), then the spacecraft is free to travel
anywhere in the entire x̂ − ŷ configuration space as the zero velocity regions are fully
out-of-plane. Within a specified configuration space as determined by a certain Jacobi
constant (energy level), it may become important to visualize the various trajectory
options available.

3.10

Poincaré Maps

In 1881, the French physicist Henri Poincaré introduced a powerful tool, now called
a Poincaré map, to visualize the dynamical behavior in terms of the phase space.
Such a map is based on sampling the flow of the system at discrete intervals based on
specified criteria. The flow associated with a particular n-dimensional system φ(x, t),
is made available by the differential equations of the system in first-order form:
ẋ = f (x)

(3.43)

where, f (x) is the vector field associated with x. The discrete sampling of the
flow is enabled when it is intercepted by a hypersurface, Σ (surface of section) that
is transverse to the flow, i.e. some component of the flow is perpendicular to the
hypersurface. As illustrated in Fig. 3.10, each side of the hypersurface is designated
with a ‘+’ or a ‘−’ sign to signify the direction from which is it intercepted by the
flow. A one-sided map (Σ+ or Σ− ) or a two-sided map (Σ) is selected for the type of
investigation being conducted.
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(a) L1 gateway open, JC:3.188

(b) L2 gateway open, JC:3.172

(c) L1 gateway open, JC:3.012

(d) L4 , L5 gateways open, JC:2.988

Figure 3.9. ZVCs associated with libration point Jacobi constant
values (rounded values). Axes are in nondimensional units.

In Fig. 3.10, Γ1 represents a periodic solution with period p, such that the states at
the initial time, xt0 , equal the states at the end of the period xtp . This particular
periodic solution, therefore, appears as a single fixed point on the hypersurface. A
quasi-periodic solution, Γ2 intersects the hypersurface at multiple locations over a
given time t, so it appears as a set of points on the map. Therefore, singular or
sets of points viewed on a surface of section can be traced to unique trajectories. A
flow is usually comprised of both position and velocity states of dimension n. The
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Figure 3.10. Illustrative example of a Poincaré map

use of a hypersurface reduces the dimension of the system, that is, the dimension of
the hypersurface is n − 1. For convenience of viewing, the surface of section is often
projected into position or velocity space, or even a combination of the two. Specifying
the Jacobi constant for a trajectory further reduces the order of the system to n − 2
free variables.

3.10.1

Periapse Poincaré Section

To understand the location of periapses around a primary, the Poincaré section is
defined to be the hypersurface comprised of the periapse passages. A periapsis is the
location along a trajectory where the radius relative to a primary in a particular orbit
is at a local minimum [33]. To demonstrate this condition mathematically, consider
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the position (q) and velocity (q̇) vectors of the spacecraft with respect to P2 in the
CR3BP in terms of the rotating frame coordinates at a particular instant in time:
q = (x − 1 + µ)x̂ + y ŷ + z ẑ

(3.44)

q̇ = ẋx̂ + ẏ ŷ + ż ẑ

(3.45)

where |q| = r. Then, the velocity magnitude in the radial direction, ṙ =

q q̇ T
r

. By the

chain rule, the radial acceleration magnitude is calculated as:
1
1
r̈ = (q̇ q̇ T + q q̈ T ) − 3 (q q̇ T )2 .
r
r

(3.46)

Since, at an apse, the velocity in the radial direction is zero, q q̇ T = 0 and Eqn. (3.46)
simplifies to:
1
r̈ = (q̇ q̇ T + q q̈ T )
r
1 2
= (v + q q̈ T )
r

(3.47)

A periapse or a local minimum corresponding to the radii around P2 is established
when the first derivative of the position vector at the given location in the radial
direction is zero and its second derivative in the same direction is positive. Mathematically, these conditions that define the surface of section are represented as:
q q̇ T = 0

(3.48)

v 2 + q̇ q̈ T > 0

(3.49)

These conditions can be used interchangeably in both the rotating and inertial frames
to determine a periapse location [33]. The periapse hypersurface can then be projected
in the x − y plane for viewing periapse locations around P2 in the planar CR3BP. An
illustration of the apse conditions in the vicinity of the Moon as viewed in the x − y
plane for a specific Jacobi constant appears in Fig. 3.11.
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Figure 3.11. Apse conditions associated with a single trajectory in
the vicinity of the Moon. ZVC generated at Jacobi constant = 3.178

3.11

Coordinate Transformations between Inertial and Rotating Frames

Working with the rotating frame coordinates allows time-invariant dynamics, energy quantities, symmetries, and geometries to be exploited. However, transforming
the solutions to the inertial frame can aid in viewing or assessing characteristics such
as the orbital elements associated with a trajectory, which offers additional insights
into the generated solutions. Therefore, a transition for the states between these
frames is necessary. In Section 2.2, the rotating frame is defined to rotate at a constant rate N relative to the inertial frame, rendering its orientation about the inertial
frame at a particular time as the angle equal to Nτ . The nondimensional value of
N in the rotating frame is n = Nτ ∗ = 1 and the nondimensional time is labelled ‘t’,
where t =

τ
.
τ∗

The motion of the rotating frame with respect to the inertial frame is
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visualised in Fig. 3.12. So, the nondimensional inertial position states with respect

Figure 3.12. Conceptual illustration of rotating frame motion around
fixed inertial frame

to the barycenter, XI = [X, Y, Z] are obtained by multiplying the states relative to
the rotating frame, xR = [x, y, z], by the direction cosine matrix evaluated at nt = t:
XI = CR2I xR
where, from Fig. 3.12, CR2I is derived to be:


cos(t) −sin(t) 0




CR2I = sin(t) cos(t) 0


0
0
1

(3.50)

(3.51)

Note that if the inertial states are to be computed with respect to a primary instead
of the barycenter, the x component of the rotating frame vector xR would need to
be re-written with respect to the primary of interest (P1 or P2 ) first, for example:
h
i
xR = xR − −µ 0 0 x̂ (with respect to the Earth)
(3.52)
h
i
xR = xR − 1 − µ 0 0 x̂ (with respect to the Moon)
(3.53)
The associated velocity transformation is then calculated by taking the time derivative
of the position vector in the inertial frame:
ẊI = ĊR2I xR + CR2I ẋR

(3.54)
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where the term ĊR2I is derived as:


−sin(t) −cos(t) 0




ĊR2I =  cos(t) −sin(t) 0 .


0
0
0

(3.55)

Therefore, the required transformation of the entire state vector, including both position and velocity states, is acquired by combining the submatrices, ĊR2I and CR2I ,
and mulitplying the resulting matrix by the full state vector in the rotating frame:
 
 
x
X
 
 
 
 
y 
Y 
  
 
 
 
Z 
C
03×3 z 
  =  R2I
 
(3.56)
 
 
Ẋ 
ĊR2I CR2I ẋ
 
 
 
 
ẏ 
 Ẏ 
 
 
ż
Ż
The ‘CR2I ’ matrix is referred to as the Direction Cosine Matrix (DCM), and serves
very beneficial in the transformation of states between frames. The rotating frame
states are acquired by multiplying the inertial states by the inverse of this matrix.
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4. SOLAR SAILING
Solar sails offer a novel method of low-thrust propulsion for spacecraft, without the
requirement for on-board storage of propellant. Various physical phenomena and
design considerations influence the performance of a solar sail spacecraft. Aspects
relevant to this preliminary investigation are examined in detail.

4.1

Physical Underpinnings of Solar Sailing
The physical phenomenon that propels a solar sail through space is quite simple.

As illustrated in Fig. 4.1, the incident and reflected photons impart forces to the sail,
that is, fl and fr , respectively. The resultant of these forces, ftotal , acts in a direction
n̂ that is oriented by α degrees (also called pitch/cone angle) from the Sun line, ˆl.
Note that the pitch angle can only take on values −90◦ ≤ α ≤ 90◦ for a one-sided
sail because it is not possible for photons to impart any momentum to the sail if the
entire reflective surface faces away from the Sun. The sail is fully ON (or active)
when α = 0◦ and fully OFF (or feathered), when α = 90◦ or − 90◦ .

4.2

Factors Affecting Sail Performance
The amount by which the reflective surface is tacked (aligned) relative to the Sun

line, the size of the sail, the distance from the Sun, the mission environment and the
efficiency of the surface in reflecting the photons are all key factors that determine
the amount of acceleration that can be achieved by a particular sail. These factors
are explored more in the following sections.
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Figure 4.1. Incident and reflected photons generating forces on an ideal sail model

4.2.1

Heliocentric Distance and Energy Flux

Quantum and special relativity theories are used, in unison, to assess the momentum transfer associated with a photon. The equations are derived to be:
∆ρ =

W As ∆t
∆E
=
c
c

(4.1)

where E is the energy associated with the photon, W is the amount of energy passing
over a unit area in a unit time (flux), As is the area on which the photons are incident,
∆t is the amount of time under consideration and c is the speed of light. The diffusion
of light as it travels in a radial direction and onto larger sections of concentric spheres
is illustrated in Fig. 4.2 as the photons move further away from a point source. The
total amount of energy on each sphere surface is the same, causing a unit area on a
larger sphere to receive less flux than that on a smaller sphere [86]. Therefore, the
energy flux decreases with increasing distance from the source, where at the surface
of the Sun it is approximately WS = 6.33 × 107 W/m2 [87]. The flux reduces to
WE = 1368W/m2 at the Earth (approximately 1AU). This value for the flux is only
a mean value, as the Earth’s orbit is not perfectly circular around the Sun.
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Figure 4.2. Effect on light intensity with increasing distance, ‘r’, from
the Sun (image credit: Brownson [87]).

The energy flux at the Earth is used as a scaling measure to calculate the flux at
other bodies in the solar system as:
W = WE

RS−E
RS−SS

!2
(4.2)

where, RS−E is the Sun-Earth distance and RS−SS is the Sun-solar sail distance. The
solar radiation pressure (SRP), Ps , acting on a surface is then calculated to be the
momentum imparted per unit area per unit time [13]:
Ps =

W
∆ρ
=
.
As ∆t
c

(4.3)

A perfectly reflecting solar sail would receive twice the amount of pressure as calculated in Eqn. (4.3) due to the momentum imparted from the incident and reflected
photons. The SRP at the Earth on a perfectly reflecting solar sail is then calculated
as 2 × 4.56 × 10−6 N/m2 ≈ 9.12 × 10−6 N/m2 . The pressure on the sail area initiates
a force in the incident and reflected directions as:
fl ˆl = Ps As (ˆl · n̂)ˆl

Force Incident

(4.4)

fr r̂ = −Ps As (ˆl · n̂)r̂

Force Reflected

(4.5)
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The total force exerted is then the sum of the force vector quantities in Eqns. (4.4)
and (4.5):
fT n̂ = 2Ps As (ˆl · n̂)2 n̂
= 2Ps As (cos2 α)n̂

Force Total

(4.6)

To simplify calculations, the curvature of the Sun has been ignored and so, the photons
incident on the sail at 1AU are assumed to be parallel to each other at the Sun-Earth
distance. Also, the sail has been modelled to be a rigid body; ofcourse, in reality, sail
billowing effects would also be incorporated.

4.2.2

Sail Material and Related Sail Efficiency

Solar sail substrate materials that are particularly valuable include those that are
chemically inert, possess high tensile strength to withstand tears after deployment,
adhere well to the sail structural supports and offer a high temperature threshold to
resist degradation. Equally important is the coating on such substrates to help reflect
the incident photons. Here also, characteristics such as reflective capabilities across
a broad range of wavelengths, high melting points and low densities are evaluated
to select the most suitable coating material. For many current solar sail designs,
aluminium is employed as the coating material of choice that satisfies these criteria.
Typical inefficiencies associated with the currently available materials are approximated at 10 − 15% [13]. Selecting a suitable material is crucial for the success of
a mission because the material and its durability in the space environment influence
the level of acceleration the sail is capable of producing during various phases of the
mission.
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4.2.3

Sail Loading

Some mission design scenarios, such as transport of large payload masses or trajectories that drift further from the Sun where photon flux is decreased, may require
large sail areas to establish the required acceleration levels. However, increasing the
sail size and the amount of supporting material, adds weight and diminishes the performance of the sail. A measure of sail ‘mass per unit area’ that is allowable for
achieving a desired level of acceleration is the sail loading factor:
σ=

mt
As

(4.7)

where mt is the total spacecraft mass and As is the sail area.

4.2.4

Sail Pointing

In addition to the heliocentric distance and physical sail properties, the orientation
of the sail relative to the incident photon direction is a crucial element in determining
the available acceleration from the sail. The sail orientation in three-dimensional
(3D) space is described using the cone angle α and clock angle δ. The cone angle
is measured from the Sun-line ˆl to the sail normal direction n̂ and was previously
mentioned in Fig. 4.1. The clock angle δ is measured from a specified reference
direction, for example the orbit normal direction ẑ, to a projection of the sail normal
n̂ onto a plane that is normal to the Sun-line. These angles are illustrated in Fig. 4.3
(adapted from Dachwald et al. [88]). The direction represented by ẑ × ˆl is the unit
vector direction that completes the right-handed triad. Although the cone angle is
allowed to roam over a range −90◦ ≤ α ≤ 90◦ so that the sail normal never has a
component towards the Sun direction, the maximum acceleration is achieved when
α = 0◦ . However, the clock angle δ is undefined whenever the sail normal possesses
no component that lies in the ±(ẑ × ˆl) directions. Changes in sail orientation allows
adjustment to the acceleration level. Current investigations place the maximum turn
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rate of a 40m × 40m sail with a characteristic acceleration (explained in Section 4.3)
of ≈ 0.07mm/s2 at 0.02 deg/s [89].

Figure 4.3. Sail orientation described using cone (α) and clock (δ)
angles. Figure adapted from Dachwald et al. [88]

4.2.5

Atmospheric Drag and Electromagnetic Radiation

Careful consideration of the sail loading, materials, photon intensity and sail maneuvering are crucial elements in mission planning and execution. Equally important
is an understanding of the operational environment for the sail and the perturbation
types and magnitudes that can impact the intended mission history over its lifetime.
Near the Earth, the atmospheric drag force on a sail is stronger than the force due
to SRP until the altitude reaches about 800km [90, 91]. Furthermore, high energy
proton/electron particles in the Van Allen belts are capable of degrading the sail
material and, therefore, performance over time. The inner radiation belt extends
from ≈ 1000km − 6000km, although it is strongest between ≈ 2000km − 5000km.
The energies of the electrons in this region can take on values as high as about 10
MeV. The outer belt extends from ≈ 10, 000km−65, 000km, but is strongest between
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≈ 14, 000km − 25, 000km where the electron energies can take on values as high as
about 1MeV [92, 93]. Although it would be useful to begin solar sail operations beyond the harmful radiation environment, mission costs and complexities increase with
launches to higher altitudes. So, some interplanetary missions may initiate the sailing phase at altitudes near 10, 000km. Such a compromise allows for a balance to be
struck between the time spent in the Earth’s vicinity prior to escape, and the reduced
radiation doses at these altitudes which are less harmful for the sail [90].

4.3

Characteristic Acceleration and Useful Sail Acceleration
The characteristic acceleration ac , is a term that incorporates some of the afore-

mentioned sail performance criteria. It is defined as:
ac =

9.12η
2P η
=
[mm s−2 ]
σ
σ[gm−2 ]

(4.8)

The characteristic acceleration is one that a sail with a certain efficiency, η, is capable
of providing at 1AU when the sail is fully ON (i.e., when the sail normal is oriented
along the Sun-line and α = 0◦ ). Note that this acceleration term as defined in
Eqn. (4.8) only accommodates the acceleration capability of the sail at the mean
Sun-Earth distance. Also, the orientation of the sail normal to the Sun-line, which
affects the effective reflective sail area exposed to the photons, is also not incorporated
into Eqn. (4.8). So, accommodating both these criteria, the total useful acceleration
that can be obtained from the solar sail is given by:

2
RE
as = ac
cos2 α n̂
r

(4.9)

where RE is the Sun-Earth distance and r is the heliocentric distance of the sail, typically approximated as RE for mission planning at/near the Earth. From Eqn. (4.9),
the characteristic acceleration is the term responsible for the sail traversing the design
space at a given heliocentric distance and orientation to the Sun-line. Some ac values
associated with successful/proposed solar sail missions are available.
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4.4

Determining Required Physical Sail Properties
Although the characteristic acceleration ac does not encompass all the factors

involved in the determination of useful sail accelration, it is still considered a very
useful term for exploring sail concepts. It can be exploited to make comparisons
between various sail sizes, masses, efficiencies, and even configurations required for a
specific mission. These are important considerations which impact some factors such
as the launch vehicle to accomodate the dimensions and mass of the sail and, also,
the associated costs and dates of launch. In Eqns. (4.7) and 4.8, the σ term can be
further decomposed into:
σ = σs + σp
ms mp
+
=
As
As

(4.10)

where σs is the sail loading (or areal density), i.e., is a ratio of the mass of the sail film
plus structure to the sail area. The term σp is the ratio of the mass of the payload
to the sail area. So, given a desired acceleration magnitude ac and payload mass,
Eqns. (4.8) and 4.10 are used to solve for the required physical sail dimensions and
vice-versa. The outcome of such calculations for varying combinations of ac values,
payload masses, sail side lengths and efficiencies for a square sail are introduced in
Fig. 4.4. The total mass of the sail has been assumed to be evenly split into thirds:
the payload, mp , and the sail structure plus sail film, both contributing to ms [13].
Fig. 4.4 demonstrates that a more efficient sail requires less sail area to transport a
specified payload mass at a given ac value. It is also evident that, to maintain a certain
acceleration magnitude (ac value), a larger sail area is required to transport heavier
payloads. These types of figures can also be generated for different sail configurations
such as heliogyros and discs, and are a good starting point for comparing options
during early mission planning phases.
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(a) η = 100%

(b) η = 60%

Figure 4.4. Physical dimensions of a square sail that are required
for a specified payload and characteristic acceleration for efficiencies
η = 60% and η = 100%. The colorbar indicates higher ac values in
mm/s2 . This figure is expanded from Ref. [13]

4.5

Solar Sail Applications
In addition to the conventional meaning associated with the term “solar sailing”,

creative uses of solar panels on spacecraft can offer options to exploit the effects of
SRP. In 1973, NASA used SRP to maneuver Mariner 10’s solar panels for attitude
control on its way to Mercury and Venus [94]. In 2004, this concept was extended
to MESSENGER, when SRP was used to perform course corrections enroute to a
Mercury orbit [95]. Two other missions that employed SRP in a similar manner
are the NESDIS’ GOES I-M system involving geosynchronous satellites for weather
forecasting and meteorology research [96], and JAXA’s Hayabusa mission, a sample
return mission to the asteroid Itokawa in 2003 [97].
Although more than half a century has passed since the first instance of a technical review of solar sails conducted in the engineering literature [9], conventional
solar sail missions are still scarce today. Russia was one of the first few countries to
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attempt to deploy such large structures in space when they unfurled Znamya in 1992.
These were reflectors that were intended to illuminate many Russian cities during
winter [13]. The Planetary Society in USA pursued some solar sail demonstration
missions such as Cosmos 1 in 2005, which was not successful due to a launch vehicle
failure [98]. However, the company aims to continue in its endeavours using Lightsails 1, 2 and 3 [99]. In 2006, Lichodziejweski et al. (2006) published their results
of ground testing including vacuum deployment tests of a 20 × 20m solar sail with
an ac value of 1.70mm/s2 for the sail subsystem alone and 0.58mm/s2 for the entire
sailcraft [100]. This collaborative effort between L’Garde, Ball Aerospace, JPL and
NASA LaRC sought an increase in the TRL value of solar sails to a level 6 (successful ground testing). Another launch vehicle failure occurred in 2008, this time for
NASA’s NanoSail-D mission [101]. This unfortunate event was followed by a successful NanoSail-D2 deployment in LEO in 2010. The sail was approximately 3.12m
on each side, with a characteristic acceleration of approximately 0.02mm/s2 [102].
Another successful mission in that year was JAXA’s 14 × 14m IKAROS, launched as
a sail demonstration mission. The sail’s ac value is approximately 0.004mm/s2 [103]
and it is remains in orbit around the Sun. IKAROS has 4 tip masses (0.5 kg each)
to aid with sail deployment, and 80 LCD panels whose reflectance is adjusted for
direction control. The sail is made of 7.5µm thick polyimide and also houses solar
panels to power its instruments as seen in Fig. 4.5 [104–106].
Scientific missions have a variety of goals and take on various forms such as demonstrations, flybys, orbiters, sample returns, observation stations and transfers to enable
cargo or human delivery, to name a few. Depending on the performance metrics, solar sails are better suited for certain applications. Long duration missions allow the
small but continuous acceleration on a sail to build up the required velocities and also
avoid launch schedule restrictions associated with conventional chemical systems, or
propellant loss associated with low thrust engines. However, since SRP decreases
with distance from the Sun, so for any planned mission beyond the solar system, it is
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Figure 4.5. Interplanetary Kite-craft Accelerated by Radiation of the
Sun (IKAROS - JAXA), Ref. [105, 106]

advantageous to first travel towards the Sun and infuse the trajectory with sufficient
energy to boost it to a hyperbolic path relative to the Sun. Such is the basis for
the proposed Interstellar Heliopause Probe concept that aims to examine intestellar
matter. To conduct this mission, a disc-shaped solar sail that offers lower sail loading
than the other configurations with approximately a 200m radius and ac value of 1.5-3
mm/s2 has been proposed by Macdonald et al. [107, 108] and Wallace [109]. In this
mission concept the sail would be jettisoned at about 5AU. The L’Garde company in
the US proposed a smaller sail, Team Encounter, that was approximately 77m on a
side with an ac value of 2.26 mm/s2 that they envisioned would be used as a solar
system escape demonstration mission [110].
Moving to the inner solar system, high energy transfers usually require high propellant consumption, so missions in this region would benefit from exploiting the
propellant-free nature of solar sails. An example of such a mission is the Solar Polar
Orbiter that proposes to use a solar sail to transport a science payload to a polar
orbit about the Sun to study it in greater detail. Macdonald et al. [111] suggest a
153 × 153m square sail at an ac value of 0.5 mm/s2 . The 90◦ inclination offers greater
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coverage and, therefore, potential for greater scientific gains compared to a 25◦ inclination orbit proposed for the European Space Agency’s (ESA’s) 2017 SEP mission,
Solar Orbiter, a similar mission which even requires multiple flybys of Venus prior to
orbit insertion.
In addition to transfers, solar sails also enable long duration orbiter options such
as the GeoSail mission, aimed to study the Earth’s magnetosphere. The fundamental
trajectory strategy is the precession of an elliptic Earth-orbit such that the apogee
is always located within the geomagnetic tail. Maneuvers required to maintain such
orientations require high ∆Vs (over 2 km/s/year ), and other low thrust systems
would not be adequate to sustain such requirements for greater than approximately
2 years [112]. However, Macdonald et al. [112] conclude that a 40 × 40m sail with an
ac value of 0.09985mm/s2 is required to accomplish this mission.
Another useful application of sails is their use to achieve and maintain nonKeplerian orbits. The Geostorm mission concept proposes placing a spacecraft in
an orbit about an artificial equilibrium point between the Sun and the Earth to offer
advanced warnings of hazardous solar activity [113]. Prior to its cancellation in the
year 2014, such a concept was slated to be demonstrated in flight when the Sunjammer mission was to set sail onwards to its destination in 2015. The sail is about 38m
on each side [114]. Further exploiting non-Keplerian dynamics, a Polesitter mission
concept follows up Geostorm by placing and maintaining a sail on an equilibrium
surface above/below the pole(s) of a body to supply continuous coverage of these
areas and also enable constant communication with another observing body [107].
Other proposed solar sail applications include those related to de-orbiting debris
(mostly defunct satellites) in orbit around the Earth. The German aerospace center, Duetsches zentrum fur luft- und raumfahrt (DLR), in collaboration with ESA,
is preparing a series of demonstration missions for the Gossamer solar sail spacecraft, where these missions increase in complexity focusing on various physical and
application-related tests [115]. The third of these tests proposes using a sail with an
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ac value > 0.1mm/s2 to escape the Earth’s gravitational field in about 100 days by
departing a high altitude orbit. Some universities are also becoming involved with
such demonstration missions, for example, the University of Colordo, Boulder, USA
is proposing a test of the deployment and thrust level readings from of a 200 m2 sail
deployed from two 1.5U cubesats [116].
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5. SOLAR SAIL DYNAMICS IN THE CR3BP
In the circular-restricted three body model, the third body of negligible mass can be
a free-floating object or one with force-generating mechanisms such as a low thrust
spacecraft or a solar sail. This investigation incorporates the dynamics associated
with a solar sail into the mathematical model governing the behavior of a third body
of negligible mass, in the Earth-Moon system. In this system, the sail’s motion is
influenced by the gravitational fields of the Earth and the Moon and also the force
generated as a result of the sail orientation with respect to the Sun. Although the
gravity of the Sun is not modeled, a Sun-fixed rotating frame is employed to define
the motion of the Sun relative to the Earth-Moon system, where all three bodies lie in
the same plane. This frame is centered on the Sun and is defined by the rotating unit
vectors X̂S − ŶS − ẐS . The X̂S vector is directed from the Sun to the Earth-Moon
barycenter B, and reflects the direction of the photon flow from the Sun toward the
Earth-Moon system, denoted by the unit-vector ˆl. The unit-vector ẐS is parallel to
the angular momentum vector associated with the Earth-Moon barycenter rotating
about the Sun in an anti-clockwise direction, in the Sun-fixed inertial frame. The ŶS
vector completes the orthogonal triad. These definitions are illustrated in Fig. 5.1.
Figure 5.2 displays the Earth-Moon rotating frame as defined by the unit vectors, x̂−ŷ
in the Earth-Moon plane of motion and ẑ that completes the right-handed triad. The
sidereal period of the Earth-Moon system is approximately 27.32 days, compared to
the synodic period of the Sun and Earth-Moon barycenter system of 29.531 days.
The ratio of these two periods is equivalent to the nondimensional constant rate at
which the Sun rotates around the Earth-Moon barycenter system, Ω ≈ 0.925. The
sail incorporated as P3 into the Earth-Moon CR3BP appears in Fig. 5.2. The cone
(α) and clock (δ) angles are also indicated in Fig. 5.2 and are defined with respect to
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Figure 5.1. Sun-fixed frame

Figure 5.2. Solar sail as P3 in the Earth-Moon CR3BP

the Sun-line ˆl; the angles are used to maneuver the sail. The incident Sun rays are
assumed to be parallel and the sail normal, n̂, is perpendicular to the sail face as a
result of assuming a perfectly reflecting flat surface.
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5.1

Definition and Transformation of Sail Parameters between Frames
The sail orientation angles α and δ are defined with respect to the Sun-line in the

Sun-fixed frame. However, the EOMs are executed within the context of the rotating
frame. Therefore, the transformations between these frames are necessary.

5.1.1

Coordinate Transformations between the Sun-Fixed and EarthMoon Rotating Frames

Transformation of the states between coordinate frames is a fundamental kinematic relationship. The states in the Sun-fixed frame are denoted XS and those in
the Earth-Moon rotating frame are labelled xR such that
xR = DCMS2R XS

(5.1)

where the transformation matrix is defined


Ps 03×3

DCMS2R = 
Ṗs Ps
with sub-matrices



(5.2)



cos(Ωt) sin(Ωt) 0




Ps = −sin(Ωt) cos(Ωt) 0


0
0
1


−Ωsin(Ωt) Ωcos(Ωt) 0




Ṗs = −Ωcos(Ωt) −Ωsin(Ωt) 0 .


0
0
0

(5.3)

(5.4)

The term Ω is the rate of the synodic motion between the Sun and Earth-Moon
system and t is the nondimensional time at which the transformation is evaluated.
Note that this representation implicity assumes that the alignment of the Sun-fixed
and Earth-Moon rotating frames at t = 0.
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5.1.2

Sun and Sail Parameters Expressed in the Rotating Frame

The transformation of the sail-pointing direction from the Sun-fixed frame to the
Earth-Moon frame is developed consistent with the transformations of the physical
states. The Sun-line direction in the Sun-fixed frame is defined along the X̂S vector,
ˆlS = [1, 0, 0]T . At a given instant in time t, this direction in the rotating frame is
represented:
ˆl(t) = cos Ωt x̂ − sin Ωt ŷ + 0 ẑ

(5.5)

The sail normal n̂ is expressed in terms of components in the Sun-fixed frame as:
  





nx 


cos
α



 
 

(5.6)
n̂ = sin δ sin α = ny
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cos δ sin α
z

and with associated transformations to the Earth-Moon frame:





cos Ωt cos α + sin Ωt sin α sin δ 




n̂ = − sin Ωt cos α + cos Ωt sin α sin δ








cos δ sin α





cos
Ωt
n
+
sin
Ωt
n
x
y 




= − sin Ωt nx + cos Ωt ny








n

(5.7)

(5.8)

z

Note that the sail normal as written in terms of ni in Eqn. (5.8) is preferred over
the form with the angles α and δ in Eqn. (5.7) because it minimizes the influence of
numerical sensitivities in targeting algorithms.

5.1.3

Transforming Sail Pointing Parameters to the Sun-Fixed Frame

The Cartesian coordinate representation of the sail pointing directions enable
smoother computations, but inroduces the disadvantage of reduced intuition when
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attempting to visualize the orientation of the sail. Accordingly, a process is implemented to re-acquire the α and δ angles from the relationships in Eqn. (5.6). The
sail pitch angle is straightforwardly recovered by inverting the first element of Eqn.
(5.6) to obtain
α = + cos−1 (nx );

(5.9)

Note that the positive sign is selected as the sail is constrained to maintain an antiSunward pointing direction. The clock angle δ is restricted by two angle relationships
that must, ultimately, be resolved via a quadrant check


ny
−1
δa = sin
sin(α)

(5.10a)

δb = Sign(δa ) ∗ 180 − δa


nz
−1
δc = cos
sin(α)

(5.10b)

δd = −δc

(5.10d)

(5.10c)

where the true value of δ is determined at the intersection of [δa , δb , δc , δd ].

5.2

Solar Sail Motion in the CR3BP
The equations of motion as formulated in the rotating frame for the massless third

body in the CR3BP are derived in section 2.2.1, Eqn. (2.29). However, the motion of
a sail (as the body P3 ) within this CR3BP design space is determined not only by the
mutual gravitational interaction of the Earth and the Moon, but also by the photons
incident on the surface of the sail. So, the acceleration, as , generated by such an
external force, as derived in section 4.3, Eqn. (4.9), is incorporated into the EOMs:
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∂U ∗
+ β(n3x cΩt + n2x ny sΩt )
∂x
∂U ∗
+ β(−n3x sΩt + n2x ny cΩt )
ÿ = −2ẋ +
∂y
∂U ∗
z̈ =
+ β(n2x nz )
∂z

ẍ = 2ẏ +

(5.11a)
(5.11b)
(5.11c)

Note that β in Eqns. (5.11) is the nondimensional sail characteristic acceleration,
β =

ac
.
a∗

Recall that the characteristic acceleration, a∗ , is derived in section 2.2,

Eqn. (2.10). The modified equations of motion incorporating the sail are employed
to model baseline solutions withi the context of the CR3BP.

5.3

Sail Steering Laws
Baseline solar sail trajectories are generated via three different steering laws. In

this investigation, they are generated using three different steering laws. The sail
orientation with respect to the incident photons determines the level of acceleration
that is harnessed from the sail and dictates the direction of the acceleration due to
solar radiation pressure. McInnes [13] describes three major steering laws to maneuver
the sail around planet centered orbits - On/Off, velocity tangent and locally optimal
steering laws. These laws are further developed for the application to the transfer
between the Earth and the Moon.

5.3.1

On/Off Steering Law

The simplest steering law orients the sail normal, n̂, either parallel to the Sun-line,
ˆl, (fully on) or perpendicular to it (fully off). These conditions are mathematically
developed to be:
ˆl · n̂ = 1 (Fully ON)

(5.12)

ˆl · n̂ = 0 (Fully OFF)

(5.13)
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The ‘fully on’ condition allows the sail to generate the maximum possible magnitude
of sail acceleration within the limits of the physical sail parameters and a given
heliocentric distance. McInnes [13] introduces this law for a planet-centered orbit
where the Sun is stationary for all time as apparent in Fig. 5.3. The logic consistent

Figure 5.3. On/Off steering law

with Fig. 5.3 can be extended to the Earth-Moon system with the rotating Sun as
well. Additionally, for the proposed transfer applications in the Earth-Moon system,
two scenarios are considered for the ‘fully on’ case:
• Fully on to accelerate sail
In this scenario, the sail normal is oriented parallel to and along the direction
of the Sun’s rays, but only when a component of the sail velocity direction,
v̂, exists in this direction as well. Mathematically, a non-zero sail acceleration
magnitude, as exists only when:


0 < ˆl · v̂ ≤ 1

(5.14)

• Fully on to decelerate sail
In this phase, the sail normal is directed parallel to and along the direction of
the Sun’s rays, but only when a component of the sail velocity direction, v̂,
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does not exist in this direction. Physically, the sail is moving towards the Sun.
Mathematically, a non-zero sail acceleration magnitude, as exists only when:


−1 ≤ ˆl · v̂ < 0
(5.15)
Therefore, the velocity direction and the location of the Sun at a particular instant
in time play a key role in determining the acceleration/deceleration strategies for
this steering law. If the conditions for the required Sun-velocity direction during the
acceleration or deceleration phases are not met, the sail is turned edge-on to the Sun
and, therefore, fully off.

5.3.2

Velocity-Tangent Steering Law

The maximum sail acceleration magnitude is acquired by maintaining the sail
normal along the Sun-line (the On/Off steering law), but then the effective acceleration is not in the direction of motion of the sail (the velocity direction). The energy
gain in the direction of motion is instead achieved by specifying that the sail normal
direction is always parallel to the sail inertial velocity direction, as investigated by
Ozimek and Grebow [48, 49]:
n̂ · v̂ = 1.

(5.16)

The same logic employed in Eqns. (5.14) and (5.15) is used to either orient the sail
along the velocity direction to accelerate the spacecraft, or opposite the velocity direction to decelerate. Again, the sail is maneuvered edge-on to the Sun-line whenever
the conditions required for the acceleration or deceleration phases (refer Section 5.3.1)
are not met. Although a representation of this logic, using a fixed Sun position, is
illustrated in Fig. 5.4, it is easily adapted to the Earth-Moon CR3BP with a rotating
Sun. Orienting the sail along the velocity direction associated with the inertial, Sunfixed or rotating frames can lead to varied control efforts and solutions depending on
the mission design conditions. So, investigation of all potential options is beneficial
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to satisfy the mission requirements. In this preliminary analysis, only the inertial
velocity pointing scenario is considered in depth.

Figure 5.4. Velocity tangent steering law

5.3.3

Locally Optimal Steering Law

The On/Off steering law offers the maximum sail acceleration but does not always
guarantee energy growth in the direction of motion. The Velocity-Tangent steering
law, even though the acceleration is fully in the direction of motion of the sail, the
magnitude of the sail acceleration is diminished because the sail normal is not being
oriented fully along the Sun-line. Accordingly, McInnes [13] introduces a strategy to
orient the sail in a direction where the magnitude of the energy gain in the direction
of motion is optimized. This concept is illustrated in Fig. 5.5. The derivation of this
approach in McInnes [13] applies to the two-body problem with a fixed Sun position,
but other variations and implementations of this method are seen in McInnes [65],
Coverstone [66] and Edelbaum [60].
The sail normal components are defined with respect to the Sun line in the Sunfixed frame in Section 5.1.2. For consistency, the sail normal components that are
required to maximize the sail energy gain are also derived with respect to the Sun
line, in the Sun-fixed frame, followed by a transformation into the rotating frame for
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Figure 5.5. Sail acceleration magnitude relationship to Sun-line direction

Figure 5.6. Locally optimal steering law

incorporation into the EOMs. Recall from Eqn. (4.9) that the sail acceleration is
expressed as:

aSail = as = ac

RE
r

2

cos2 α n̂

(5.17)

which is expressed in the Earth-Moon system as:
as = ac (n̂T ˆl)2 n̂

(5.18)

where, nT = [nl nβ nΨ ] and ˆl = [1 0 0] are the components of the sail normal and
Sun-line in the Sun-fixed frame, respectively. Note that ˆlT n = nl > 0, as the sail
normal is never allowed to assume a sunward pointing direction. To maximize the
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energy in the direction of velocity, ν, the component of sail acceleration in the same
direction is maximized. Therefore, the term aTs ν is maximized:
aTs ν = ac (ˆl · n̂T )2 n̂T ν

(5.19)

The Hamiltonian for this constrained parameter optimization problem is then posed
as:
H = ac (ˆlT n̂)2 n̂T ν + λ(nT n − 1)

(5.20)

where λ is a Lagrange mulitplier that adjoins a sail pointing unit vector constraint
with the objective function. With the exception of the Sun pointing constraint, the
sail angles are free variables subject to the constraint that the sail normal is of unit
magnitude:
n2Θ + n2β + n2Ψ = 1

(5.21)

Note that the components in the Sun frame, [X̂s − Yˆs − Ẑs ] are renamed with subscripts [Θ, Φ, Ψ], for conveniently deriving the equations associated with the locally
optimal steering law. The maximum of this Hamiltonian with respect to the sail
angle combinations will result in the sail orienation that maximizes the energy in
the direction of motion. This extremum of the Hamiltonian is calculated from the
first-order necessary condition:
∂H
= 2ac (ˆlT n)(ν T n)ˆl + ac (ˆlT n)2 ν + 2λn = 0
∂n

(5.22)

Expanding Eqn. (5.22) leads to the following relationships with respect to each axis
in the Sun-frame coordinate system, that is:
2ac nΘ (nΘ vΘ + nΦ vΦ + nΨ vΨ ) + ac n2Θ vΘ + 2λnΘ = 0

(5.23)

ac n2Θ vΦ + 2λnΦ = 0

(5.24)

ac n2Θ vΨ + 2λnΨ = 0

(5.25)
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Solving for λ in Eqns. (5.24) and (5.25) yields:
−ac n2Θ vΦ
2nΦ
−ac n2Θ vΨ
λ=
2nΨ

(5.26)

λ=

(5.27)

which, when equated, leads to:
vΨ
nΨ
=
nΦ
vΦ

(5.28)

Equation (5.23) is trivially zero when the sail is off, i.e., nΘ = 0. However, by
substituting Eqns. (5.26) and (5.28) into Eqn. (5.23), defining ζ =

nΦ
,
nΘ

and solving

for ζ, the following quadratic is obtained:
p
−3νΘ νΦ ± νΦ 9νΘ2 + 8(νΦ2 + νΨ2 )
.
ζ=
4(νΦ2 + νΨ2 )

(5.29)

In Eqn. (5.29), a ‘+’ or ‘−’ sign is selected depending upon which value maximizes
the sail acceleration in the velocity direction:
aTs ν = ac n2Θ (nΘ νΘ + nΦ νΦ + nΨ νΨ )

(5.30)

Dividing Eqn. (5.30) by ac n3Θ , rewriting the equation in terms of ζ, utilizing the
relationships in Eqn. (5.28), and finally substituting ζ from Eqn. (5.29), leads to the
following relationship:
aTs ν
νΘ
=
±
3
ac nΘ
4

p
9νΘ2 + 8(νΦ2 + νΨ2 )
4

(5.31)

Now, by selecting the ‘+’ sign in Eqn. (5.31), the left side of the equation and,
therefore, the sail acceleration in the velocity direction is maximized. To determine
the required sail pointing directions, Eqns. (5.21) and (5.28) as well as

nΦ
nΘ

= ζ are

used to specify the sail pointing terms in the Sun-fixed frame:
|νΦ |
nΘ = p 2
νΦ + ζ 2 (νΦ2 + νΨ2 )
nΦ = ζnΘ
νΨ
nΦ
nΨ =
νΦ

(5.32)
(5.33)
(5.34)
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Note that all three pointing directions are coupled and functions of the velocity components relative to the Sun frame. All sail angles are transformed into the rotating
frame using the relationships detailed in Eqn. (5.1) to calculate the sail acceleration
contribution to the EOMs in Eqn. (5.11). Note that, alternatively, the orbit energy
can be minimized by using the ‘−’ sign instead in Eqn. (5.31) and, therefore, in the
determination of ζ via Eqn. (5.29).

5.4

Influence of Shadows
Sun-sail orientation constraints dictate the magnitude of the sail acceleration.

However, a solar sail is unable to generate any forces, or can deliver only reduced acceleration magnitudes, when passing through full or partial shadows cast by the Earth
and/or Moon. Shadow events alter the temperature on the sail, with consequent effects on the power/thermal subsystems [13,117]. As a consequence, shadows influence
the decisions related to the material(s) and other sail durability characteristics. A
follow-on effect of limited power capabilities is the possiblity of diminished communication links with the sail. Although these are all important considerations, the scope
of this analysis is restricted to understanding the influence of shadow events on the
duration and characteristics of the Earth-Moon sail transfer trajectories. In Fig. 5.7,
the shadow regions behind the Earth are illustrated where a sail has no propulsive
capability in the umbra region and diminished capability in the penumbra and antumbra regions. The investigation incorporates only the effect of the umbra regions,
this is, full shadow, associated with the Earth and the Moon in the CR3BP. During
full shadow passages, the sail acceleration terms in the EOMs from Eqns. (5.11) drop
out and the motion of the sail-craft is govered by the classical CR3BP EOMs. The
resulting behavior is equivalent to the motion when the sail is feathered with the cone
angle, α = 90◦ .
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Figure 5.7. Shadows regions resulting from a Sun-Earth-Moon alignment, [118]

Recall that the Sun is modeled to be a point source with the rays coming in parallel
to the Earth-Moon system, which would be supported consistently by a cylindrical
shadow model. However, the umbra shadow region is modeled as a cone, which
would be more accurate for the Sun modeled as spherical body, as illustrated in
Fig. 5.7. From simple geometry in Fig. 5.8, even when a worst case sceario of 2× the
Earth-Moon radius, XEM , is assumed for the location of the sail, the angle that the
Sun’s rays make with this point, and the Earth-Moon plane is very small (≈ 0.29◦ ).
Therefore, the Sun’s rays are still considered parallel to simplify calculations, but a
cone shadow model is assumed to offer a higher fidelity analysis of the influence of
shadows on the passage of the sail in the vicinity of the Earth and the Moon.

Figure 5.8. Sun ray angles in the Earth-Moon system
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Figure 5.9. Earth-Moon umbra shadow regions in the rotating frame

The mathematical relationships defining the boundaries of the shadow regions focus
on the umbra region. A schematic of the Earth and Moon shadows, with relevant
direction vectors and angles, appear in Fig. 5.9. Note that the direction of the Sun’s
rays (ˆl) are assumed to be parallel. Therefore, as the Sun rotates about the EarthMoon barycenter, the mid-line of the umbra shadow cones at the two primaries are
also parallel. The subscripts E, M , SS and U in the figure correspond to Earth,
Moon, Solar Sail and the Umbra region, respectively. For clarity with regards to
the mathematical formulation of the shadow regions, Fig. 5.9 illustrates only shadow
triangles, whereas the shadow regions are actually cones in 3D space. Nevertheless,
the mathematics are equivalent for both cases. The shadow triangles in Fig. 5.9
have bases that span the diameter of the primaries and vertices that extend to the
termination points UE and UM . The distance of these locations from the center of
the primaries XU E and XU M are calculated based on simple cone geometry. The case
for the Earth shadow cone is illustrated as an example in Fig. 5.10.
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Figure 5.10. Geometry for Earth umbral shadow-cone region

The length of the Earth’s shadow XU E in Fig. 5.10 extends far beyond the Moon. Its
numerical value is calculated as follows:
RS
RE
=
δE−S + XU E
XU E
RE δE−S
XU E =
RS − RE
XU E = 1.384 × 106 km

(5.35)

where RS is the radius of the Sun and RE is the radius of the Earth. Furthermore,
the cone half angle αU E is obtained via:
−1

αU E = tan



RE
XU E


(5.36)

An equivalent approach is employed to calculate XM , the distance of the termination
point, UM , associated with the Moon’s umbra shadow cone and, αU M , the half angle
for this shadow cone. Note that, for the Earth-Moon system, the Sun-Earth distance,
δE−S , is assumed to be equal to the Sun-Moon distance, δM −S . In Fig. 5.9, the r̂
vectors signify the unit vector directions between the Earth, Moon, sail and termination points. The angles θU E−SS and θU M −SS are the angles between the shadow cone
centerline directions and the r̂ unit vectors from the respective termination points to
the sail, where the angles are evaluated as
θU E−SS = cos−1 (−r̂S−E · r̂U E−SS )

(5.37)

θU M −SS = cos−1 (−r̂S−M · r̂U M −SS ).

(5.38)
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Note that the shadow cone centerlines, r̂S−E and r̂S−M , align with the unit vector
direction of the Sun-line in the rotating frame, ˆl. Using these relationships, the sail
is deemed to be ‘in shadow’ when the following two conditions are satisfied:
(i) Angle Condition - The sail is within an expected orientation from the Umbra
termination points:
θU E−SS ≤ αU E when inside Earth Umbra Cone

(5.39)

θU M −SS ≤ αU M when inside Moon Umbra Cone

(5.40)

(ii) Orientation Condition - The sail is on the opposite side of the primaries to
that of the Sun:
cos−1 (−ˆlR · r̂E−SS ) ≤ 90◦ when inside Earth Umbra Cone

(5.41)

cos−1 (−ˆlR · r̂M −SS ) ≤ 90◦ when inside Moon Umbra Cone.

(5.42)

When both conditions are true for either shadow region, the sail acceleration is set
equal to zero and the path of the sail is determined solely by the gravitational fields of
the Earth and the Moon as modelled in the CR3BP. Shadow events can perturb the
baseline path, therefore, a robust corrections scheme would be required to maintain
the sail on the desired path.
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6. APPLICATIONS AND RESULTS
The underlying dynamics in the CR3BP is coupled with additional forces acquired
from a solar sail to explore transfers from the vicinity of the Earth to the region around
the Moon. Note that the particular mission application usually determines the type
and specifications associated with the destination orbit(s) at the Moon. Thus, the
focus of this preliminary investigation is to develop a generalized framework and assess
different strategies which can be adopted to depart the Earth using a solar sail and
enter the chosen destination orbit. Three types of destination orbits are considered to
assess the strenghts, limitations and feasibility of the framework/strategies, namely,
the L1 Lyapunov and southern halo orbits, and long-term capture orbits encircling
the Moon. In all transfer cases, the influence of the Locally Optimal Steering Law
(LOSL), On/Off Steering Law (OFSL) and Velocity Tangent Steering Law (VTSL)
on the performance of the sail are assessed.
All transfers are developed in reverse time, where they are initiated at the destination orbit and flow backwards towards the greater gravity well near the Earth,
to begin a low thrust spiral down to a pre-specified energy level. In the cases where
the destination is a Lypunov or halo orbit, their respective manifolds are propagated
towards Earth using only the classical CR3BP dynamics, to then initiate a sail propelled Earth-spiral at a close approach to the Earth. The long-term Moon capture
orbits, however, may not possess stable manifolds that can depart the Moon’s vicinity in reverse time, or may have flow structures that don’t reach the Earth’s vicinity.
Therefore, thrust from a sail is used to form a connection between these orbits around
the Moon and the Earth-escape phase. Figure 6.1 illustrates a representation of the
Earth-spiral, connecting arc, and a representative destination orbit that connect together to form the desired transfer trajectory.
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Figure 6.1. Conceptual illustration of Earth escape to a representative
destination orbit via a stable manifold, in a rotating frame view

The backward Earth-spirals are terminated when they reach a prespecified energy
level with respect to the Earth. The target energy level in this analysis is that
associated with a conic GTO energy, approximately -8.307

km2
s2

with respect to the

Earth. A GTO perigee is typically at a LEO distance (≈ 200km) and apogee is ≈
35, 000km. However, recall from Section 4.2.5, that the atmospheric drag force is more
significant nearer to the Earth. Accordingly, it is beneficial to deploy the sail at higher
altitudes for an Earth-escape application. Thus, it is assumed that a launch vehicle
delivers the sail to orbits possessing the same energy, but with insertion perigees
greater than or equal to 3000km. This lower limit for the insertion altitude is a design
variable. A value of 3000km has been selected to minimize the effect of sensitivities
and increased computational load that is required for numerical propagations closer
to the Earth, and yet, to also add some understanding of sail performance near the
Earth. Note that the apogee of the final orbits near the Earth will be lower than the
35000km associated with standard GTOs, to satisfy the specified conic energy level
even with the increased perigee altitude enforced for the transfers. The initial task in
the analysis is an assessment of the influence of the three different steering strategies
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on spirals originating from the manifolds of the libration point orbits. The results from
the Lyapunov and halo examples are compared to gain insight into any differences
in trends. The influence of Earth and Moon occultation events on the solutions are
also investigated. The analyses for the L1 target orbit transfers are then concluded
by highlighting the challenges (e.g., infeasible turn rates) that are observed with the
employment of each steering law to produce these end-to-end transfers. Finally, the
Earth-to-lunar capture orbit transfers are analysed by a similar procedure.

6.1

Overview of the Analysis of the Framework for Earth-to-L1 Transfers
A variety of factors influence the evolution of a spiral trajectory and, ultimately,

determine whether a potential transfer satisfies a set of mission objectives. While
short segments along the spiral trajectories can be approximated using conic elements,
the natural dynamics in the CR3BP cause long-term variations in these parameters.
Additionally, thrust effects from the solar sail, including Sun-sail alignments and
shadow events, further modify the already sensitive spiral behavior. The sail characteristic acceleration, ac , determines the maximum acceleration magnitude generated
by the sail, so it too influences the profile of the spiral trajectory. An undesirable
consequence of these perturbations on the osculating orbital elements is that the
eccentricity associated with these orbits tends to increase sharply during the spiral
phase, resulting in a rapid decrease in the perigee altitude. This undesirable behavior
could eventually lead to a violation of the minimum altitude constraint, if a strategy
is not introduced to address these effects. MacDonald and McInness [65] as well as
Sackett [60] implement penalty functions within locally optimal steering strategies to
prevent the perigee from dropping below a specified altitude. In this investigation,
however, a more straightforward approach is employed to compare the performance
associated with both the locally optimal and non-optimal steering strategies as dis-
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cussed in Section 5.3. The procedure for establishing the Earth spiral to Lyapunov
and halo orbits is as follows:
1. Numerically target and correct the desired members of the Lyapunov/halo family.
2. Propagate the stable manifolds associated with of the selected members of the
Lyapunov/halo families, in reverse time, until they enter the vicitnity of the
Earth and reach the first closest approach to the Earth (first periapse crossing). In these examples, the threshold for Earth approach is determined to
be approximately half-way between the Earth and the location of L1 (x =
0.45 nondimensional (N D) units from the barycenter). Note that this condition
can be altered.
3. Initiate the spiral at the 6-dimensional state associated with the terminal point
along the manifold arc. Allow the sail to contribute a force wherever possible
(i.e., for 100% of the time along current path), except where the active conditions for the implemented steering strategy are violated. Execute the spiral
propagation for a specified duration in reverse time.
4. During the propagation, if the sail violates the minimum operational altitude
constraint, terminate the propagation and reduce the fraction of the orbit for
which the sail is active, based upon altitudes with respect to Earth. A reduction of 5% is convenient. Adding a ‘thrust’ force at apogee, in forward time,
raises the perigee, so in reverse time, a lowering of the perigee is expected.
Therefore, to prevent a rapid decrease in the perigee altitude, the fractional
reduction is enforced from apogee. Note that, as the sail is continually active
along the orbital path and the orbital elements are continually modified, it
is challenging to predict the perigee and apogee altitudes/locations associated
with the current orbit as it is propagated in reverse time. Therefore, although
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the fractional reduction by a specified amount is applied to the current orbit, it
is calculated based on the attributes of the preceeding orbit (calculated during
the reverse-time propagation). Such an approach is considered acceptable in
this preliminary investigation because, for the majority of spirals, each successive orbit is only slightly modified from its predecessor. The concept is visually
represented in Fig. 6.2.

(a) Iteration #1

(a) Iteration #2

(b) Iteration #3

Figure 6.2. Conceptual illustration of allowable sail active fraction
implementation, and effects on trajectory characteristics during a reverse time propagation

Regardless of the direction of propagation, the Earth-escape spiral phase is subject to two boundary constraints- it must possess the desired GTO energy level
on one end (near the Earth), and it must intercept the end of the manifold arc
at the other end. Therefore, given certain initial conditions upon the manifold,
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it may be possible, in some cases, to activate the sail for 100% of each orbit and
also successfully intercept the desired energy level near the Earth.
5. An iterative loop is established, where the fraction of the orbit for which an
active sail force is allowed, is continually reduced by a constant amount, until
all design constraints are satisfied without commiting any violations.
6. Steps 3-5 are repeated from the terminal point on the same manifold arc using
different sail characteristic acceleration magnitudes to assess the physical sail
requirements for executing the chosen scenarios.
7. Steps 3-6 are repeated for each candidate member of the Lyapunov and halo
family.
Thus, the above steps outline the iterative procedure required to establish the baseline
transfers from the Earth to the L1 region.

6.2

Transfers between Earth and L1 Orbits using a Solar Sail
Both Lyapunov and halo destination orbits are examined, primarily to investigate

the performance metrics and the influence of shadows associated with both planar and
spatial spiral transfers from the Earth. The subset of L1 Lyapunov orbit manifolds
with Jacobi constants in the range of approximately 3.05−3.17 are plotted in Fig. 6.3,
and those L1 halo orbit manifolds within the same Jacobi constant range appear in
Fig. 6.4. The y-amplitude of the representative Lyapunov orbits range from Ay =
2.15 × 104 − 8.08 × 104 km. The z-amplitudes of the representative halo orbits range
from Az = 8.61 × 103 − 5.01 × 104 km and their respective inclinations relative to the
Earth-Moon plane range from ≈ 1.5◦ − 8.8◦ . Note that all the L1 Lyapunov stable
manifold arcs are initiated at the left x-axis crossings of the periodic orbits. They
are propagated towards the Earth in reverse time and are terminated at the first
periapse crossing in the Earth’s vicinity. The manifolds inherit the Jacobi constant
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values associated with their orbit (to within acceptable numerical tolerances), so,
consistent with Fig. 3.8(a), the outer manifolds possess lower Jacobi values. All the
L1 southern halo stable manifold arcs are initiated at the maximum z-amplitude
along each periodic orbit. A comparison of Fig. 6.4 and Fig. 3.8(b) reveals that the
manifold arcs with lower Jacobi values correspond to the larger and more inclined
halo orbits. As apparent from Fig. 6.4(b), the out-of-plane components associated
with these manifolds can exceed 40, 000km.

Figure 6.3. Rotating frame view of the L1 Lyapunov orbit manifolds
considered for the transfer studies. The orbits are colored by their
associated Jacobi constant values. The arrow indicates the direction
of motion in forward time.

Introducing a variety of target orbits and their manifolds helps establish the general
application of the procedure for various scenarios. Additionally, various target destinations also offer insight into the differences in the spiral performances, given the
varied nature of the terminal points on the manifolds for this subset (e.g., varying
energy levels, altitudes and relative positions from Earth, orientations with respect
to the Sun line, and orbital element characteristics). Furthermore, investigating the
performance trends for different sail characteristic accelerations (ac ) suggests bounds
on the level of sail technologies that are required to complete an Earth escape within
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(a) 3D View

(b) X-Y View

(c) X-Z View

Figure 6.4. Rotating view of the L1 southern halo orbit stable manifold arcs considered for the transfer studies. The orbits are colored
by their associated Jacobi constant values. The arrow indicates the
direction of motion in forward time.

a specified time-frame. The profiles associated with an Earth escape to an L1 Lyapunov orbit manifold (orbit Ay ≈ 2.92 × 104 , JC ≈ 3.1630) using the three different
sail strategies serve as an illustrative example. The negative times in Figs. 6.5-6.8 are
representative of the reverse time propagations used in generating the stable manifolds
and Earth spirals.
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(a) Locally optimal

(b) Velocity tangent

(c) On/Off
Figure 6.5. Rotating frame view profiles associated with a spiral Earth
escape and insertion into an L1 Lyapunov orbit with Jacobi constant
≈ 3.1630, period ≈ 12 days. Sail characteristics: ac = 0.5mm/s2 ,
η = 1. The arrow indicates the direction of motion in forward time.
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(a) Locally optimal

(b) Velocity tangent

(c) On/Off
Figure 6.6. Inertial frame view profiles associated with a spiral Earth
escape and insertion into an L1 Lyapunov orbit with Jacobi constant
≈ 3.1630, period ≈ 12 days. Sail characteristics: ac = 0.5mm/s2 ,
η = 1. The arrow indicates the direction of motion in forward time.
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(a) Locally optimal (75%)

(b) Velocity tangent (90%)

(c) On/Off (80%)
Figure 6.7. Altitude profiles associated with a spiral Earth escape and
insertion into an L1 Lyapunov orbit with Jacobi constant ≈ 3.1630,
period ≈ 12 days. Sail characteristics: ac = 0.5mm/s2 , η = 1. The
arrow indicates the direction of motion in forward time.
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(j) Locally optimal

(k) Velocity tangent

(l) On/Off
Figure 6.8. Jacobi constant profiles associated with a spiral Earth
escape and insertion into an L1 Lyapunov orbit with Jacobi constant
≈ 3.1630, period ≈ 12 days. Sail characteristics: ac = 0.5mm/s2 ,
η = 1. The arrow indicates the direction of motion in forward time.
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Figures 6.5 display noticeably more eccentric orbits associated with the Earth-escape
phase generated using the On/Off Steering Law (OFSL) compared to the other strategies. The inertial views in Figs. 6.6 also support this observation. Furthermore, these
inertial views demonstrate the variation in orbital characteristics, such as a shift in
the line of apsides over the duration of the Earth-escape phase, and a decrease in the
eccentricity and semi-major axis of the orbits as they spiral closer to the Earth. An
in-depth investigation into the variations in these orbital elements is beyond the scope
of this investigation, as they are heavily influenced by factors such as the initial Sun
position relative to the sail when the spiral is initiated, the sail physical parameters
and the destination orbit(s). The differences in sail operations as a result of the different steering strategies are also more clearly visualized in these inertial end-to-end
plots. It is clearly evident that there are more opportunities for the sail to be active
when the Locally Optimal Steering Law (LOSL) is employed compared to the other
two strategies. This observation is consistent because the LOSL commands a non-zero
sail acceleration (however small) in a component of the velocity direction whenever
the velocity is not directly opposite the Sun-line. The only times on these plots when
the sail is not active is when the sail is feathered near the apogee to manage the
rate at which the perigee lowers in reverse time. On the other hand, when the sail is
moving towards the Sun, both the Velocity Tangent Steering Law (VTSL) and OFSL
command the sail to feather and, therefore, generate no sail acceleration during these
periods. During the spiral phase, the period of the smallest orbits are on the order
of ≈ 10 hours, whereas the larger orbit periods are closer to ≈ 6 − 8 days. So, since
the period of these orbits is considerably shorter than the synodic period of the Sun
and Earth-Moon system, the sail may remain off for extended portions along an orbit
path when employing the VTSL and OFSL. The extended sail-feathered portions are
clearly observed in Figs. 6.6. Whilst employing these two non-optimal strategies as
well, the allowable sail active fractions may be reduced if required, to control the rate
of lowering of the perigee in reverse time. Figures. 6.7 clarify that each steering law
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produces different altitude profiles as the sail spirals in towards the Earth from the
specific Lyapunov manifold arc. However, it is not safe to assume that the shape
and sail-on arcs are the same for all profiles propagated using a given steering laweach trajectory is specific to the chosen sail and mission configuration parameters.
These figures do, however, support Figs. 6.6 by demonstrating that the trajectories
become smaller and more circular as the sail spirals in towards the Earth in reverse
time. These figures represent the altitude of the sail above the Earth and, so, the
top and bottom bounds on the altitude profiles are representative of the behavior of
the perigee and apogee altitude characteristics of the sail over time. As such, it is
evident in all three altitude profiles that the sail attempts to remain active all the
way through perigee whenever possible (restricted only by the Sun-velocity alignment
conditions for the VTSL and OFSL) to lower the apogee quickly. In contrast, the
sail is not active all the way to apogee to prevent a higher rate of perigee lowering,
and eventual violation of the minimum altitude constratint in reverse time. The percentage values in Figs. 6.7 indicate the upper bounds on the fraction of a given orbit
where a sail is allowed to be active, to reach the specified GTO energy level without
violating the minimum altitude constraint. Recall that these fractions/percentages
are calculated based on the perigee and apogee altitudes of the previous orbit. So, a
value of 75% implies that the sail is active up to 25% below the apogee altitude of
the previous orbit. As previously stated, this approach is acceptable for this preliminary analysis because, for the majority of the spiral phase, each orbit is sufficiently
similar to its predecessor. The discrepency in the allowable sail-on fractions exists
for the different steering strategies due to factors such as varying sail active locations, varying acceleration magnitudes when the sail is on (the OFSL producing the
greatest magnitude followed by the LOSL and, then, the VTSL), and the direction
along which the acceleration is enforced (only the VTSL directs the sail acceleration
entirely along the direction of motion). Another important point of consideration for
the libration point transfers is that the spirals may be commenced at a time that is
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different than the terminal point of the Lyapunov manifold trajectories. This time
skip is acceptable because the sail is off during its journey along the stable manifold
and also post-insertion into the periodic orbit, and so, given the CR3BP framework,
both these phases are time-invariant, as discussed in Section 3.7. Therefore, these
natural propagations can be initiated at any desired time that would allow a manifold of interest to terminate near the time when the spiral is desired to be initiated
in reverse time. Therefore, a libration point orbit as a destination orbit poses the
advantage that the flight path can be designed around the requirements of the spiral
trajectory alone, e.g., initiation of the spiral (Sun position/launch dates) and the
sail parameters on the spiral, instead of also the requirements associated with the
connecting leg. Finally, a direct comparison of the performance resulting from the
three different steering laws demonstrates that the trajectory generated using the
LOSL results in the shortest time required to complete the spiral phase (≈ 270 days),
whereas the performances resulting from the VTSL and OFSL generally require an
extra ≈ 80 days for the discussed example. The duration of the spacecraft motion
along the manifold in this example is ≈ 18 days. Note, however, that although the
spirals for all three steering strategies are initiated from the end of the manifold at
≈ 174000km Earth altitude, they all need not terminate at the same orbit around the
Earth. In this particular example, all three spirals terminate at orbits with perigee altitudes between ≈ 3700−3900km, and apogee altitudes between ≈ 31420−31440km.
Figures. 6.8 capture the instantaneous value of Jacobi constant as it varies throughout the spiral phase. This figure also reflects the constant value (within numerical
tolerances) of the Jacobi constant when the sail is off along the spiral, and during the
propagations of the Lyapunov orbit and its stable manifold. Recall that the spirals
are commanded to be terminated upon reaching a conic GTO energy with respect
to the Earth. For the Earth-Moon system, the equivalent Jacobi constant value is
≈ 16N D units. As is evident, as the relative effect of the Earth’s gravity becomes
stronger as the sail’s altitude diminishes, the rate at which the Jacobi value increases
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in reverse time becomes steeper as well; a very large change in Jacobi constant is
required to conduct the transfers from the Earth to the libration point region. Note
that the performance analyses in Figs. 6.5-6.8 have been conducted with the Sun
initially in line with the Earth-Moon system and on the far side of the Earth at time
t = 0. Exploring a different initial Sun location requires a new set of propagations.

6.2.1

Generalizing Performance Metrics

The analysis completed for an individual end-to-end transfer (Fig. 6.5-6.8) is extended to incorporate Earth-escapes to reach the selected range of Lyapunov and
halo orbits using sail characteristic accelerations ranging from ac = 0.1 − 0.5mm/s2 .
Recall from Section 4.4 that known ac values are used to size the effective sail area
and payload for a given scenario. Therefore, the results acquired can be exploited
to gain insight into the sail parameters to successfully implement desired end-to-end
transfers.

6.2.1.1

Earth Escape to Lyapunov Orbit Insertion

The first example for analysis invoves spiral transfers to planar Lyapunov orbits.
Figures. 6.9(a-c) reflect an assessment of the duration of the transfers for varying sail
and manifold parameters. Then, Fig. 6.9(d) summarizes the fraction of the spiral
orbits during which the sail is active for each steering law. Recall that the sail can
assume an active status for less than this allowable acceleration level, if the Sunvelocity alignments are not satisfied for the OFSL and VTSL requirements.
The information in Figs. 6.9(a-c) is consistent with the findings in Figs. 6.5- 6.8, that
is, employing the LOSL consistently results in the shortest transfer times. Also evident from Figs. 6.9(a), for a given sail ac value, the time of flight is comparable for
transfer-times from Earth-bound orbits with the same GTO energy level to similar
members of the Lyapunov family. The distinctions between each case are more ob-
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(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

Figure 6.9. Surface plots for transfer times and allowable sail active
fractions associated with transfers to a subset of lyapunov orbits; over
a range of sail ac values and varying steering laws.
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vious in Fig. 6.9(b). Recall that the lower the ac value, the lower the magnitude of
acceleration that the sail can generate. Therefore, in the complex 3BP regime, the
trajectories produced using different sail ac values are then subject to varying levels
of influence from the gravity fields of the Earth and the Moon, in addition to being influenced differently by the characteristics of the manifold from which the spiral phase
is initiated, and the location of the Sun at a given instant in time. This preliminary
investigation introduces a Rough Order of Magnitude (ROM) for time-frames that
can be expected from such end-to-end transfers, given varying conditions. A more
thorough investigation and optimization of the transfer times, is beyond the scope of
this analysis, but warranted when designing a specific mission scenario. Figure. 6.9(c)
displays an increase in the transfer duration with reductions in the sail ac values and,
therefore, the sail acceleration capability. This graph is of great importance in understanding the transfer durations that can be achieved given current sail technology
and the developments that are required to conduct transfers within ambitious timeframes. For example, given the upper limit on current sail technology (sail-enabled
spacecraft with ac values currently less than 0.1mm/s2 ), an Earth escape to an L1
Lyapunov orbit insertion can be expected to be accomplished in ≈ 4.1 years using
the VTSL. To reduce this duration by approximately three years would require the
use of a sail with an ac value of ≈ 0.5mm/s2 . The time of flight for the LOSL propagations compares closely with those stated by MacDonald and McInnes [65], where
they apply a similar LOSL for Earth escape in a model where the Moon’s gravity
is not included. These performance measures acquired from the results correspond
directly to the sail area required and payload capabilities as well.
The maximum sail active fraction during the Earth escape spiral is explored in
Fig. 6.9(d). When the acceleration magnitude from a sail is comparatively small,
the sail is able to remain active for higher fractions on the orbits without causing a
violation of the minimum altitude constraint. Also, when the sail acceleration magnitudes are small, the differences arising from employing the three steering laws are
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less varied and, therefore, leads to greater similarity in the sail active orbit fractions
at smaller ac values. Furthermore, when employing the LOSL, the sail is able to
remain active both when moving away or towards the Sun, and allows the apogee
and perigee to lower quicker in reverse time than the solutions acquired using the
VTSL or the OFSL, especially for larger sail ac values. So, the allowable sail active
fraction is lower for the LOSL compared to that for the other two strategies, especially when using larger sail ac values. Even so, the increased sail active opportunities
on-orbit renders the propagations using this strategy the quickest. Recall that the
OFSL allows the sail to remain active only during certain regions along an orbit,
when the sail is moving away from the Sun. Such asymmetric sail active regions, in
combination with high sail acceleration magnitudes, can lead to eccentric orbits with
low perigees that violate the minimum altitude constraint. Therefore, the allowable
sail active fraction has to be lowered when using larger sail ac values for the OFSL
as well, as seen in Fig. 6.9(d). The VTSL is the only strategy examined that allows
the sail to always add a sail force in the direction of motion. However, recall that
the associated sail acceleration magnitude that can be generated is reduced when
the sail normal is pointed further away from the Sun-line, which then contributes
towards the increased time of flight for these propagations. The increased TOF is
also a result of having to feather the sail whenever the sail moves towards the Sun.
A combination of the lowered acceleration magnitude and the ability to point along
the direction of motion however, allows for a higher allowable sail active fraction on
the orbits generated using the VTSL. The reduced allowable sail active fractions for
the LOSL and OFSL propagations, whereas a generally maintained sail active fraction for the VTSL, results in the more comparable transfer times between the three
strategies when the larger sail ac values are used (Fig. 6.9(c)). Across the Lyapunov
family, the allowable sail active fractions are generally comparable for a given sail
ac value, but vary due to factors mentioned earlier such as different energy levels,
orbital characteristics and initial Sun-sail alignments and sail position with respect
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to the primaries, that influence the ensuing spiral phase. These performance analyses
can certainly be extended to other orbits, or families of orbits, and also for different
ranges of sail ac values. The observations stated in this section are again validated
when assessing the transfer times to the selected halo family members.

6.2.1.2

Earth Escape to Halo Orbit Insertion

The analysis carried out for the transfers from the Earth to the select subset
of halo orbits demonstrate similar trends to that seen for the Earth to Lyapunov
transfers. The results are displayed in Figs. 6.10. Again, from Fig. 6.10(a-b), the
transfer times to the various halo members for a given sail ac value and sail steering
law are comparable. The solutions generated using the LOSL are again the quickest, followed by the OFSL and then the VTSL solutions. The transfer durations
are also noticeably shorter when employing sails with larger ac values as observed in
Fig. 6.10(c). Furthermore, similar trends observed for the allowable sail active fractions in the Lyapunov transfers (Fig. 6.9(d)) are again seen in Fig. 6.10(d). Therefore,
for the specified Jacobi constant range of the libration point orbits, it is interesting
to directly compare the difference in performance between Earth-Lyapunov (planar)
versus Earth-halo (spatial) transfers and also assess the factors that could contribute
to such differences.

6.2.1.3

Comparison: Earth to Lyapunov Orbit versus Earth to Halo Orbit
Transfers

Two primary characteristics for comparison between Lyapunov and halo target
orbits is the associated allowable sail active fraction and dependent spiral time. Figures 6.11 illuminate remarkable similarities in the flight duration trends associated
with both the Earth to Lyapunov and halo transfers for a given sail ac value and
steering law. As discussed in Sections 6.2.1.1-6.2.1.2, the sails with higher ac values
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(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

Figure 6.10. Surface plots for transfer times and allowable sail active
fractions associated with transfers to a subset of halo orbits; over a
range of sail ac values and varying steering laws.
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are able to generate more sail force than those with smaller values, resulting in shorter
transfer durations. The allowable sail active fractions are generally lower for these
larger sail ac values as well (see Fig. 6.12), to prevent rapid perigee lowering and a
violation of the minimum altitude constraint prior to obtaining GTO energy. The
TOF and sail active fraction differences between the transfers to the Lyapunov and
halo orbits exist for the same ac value and steering strategy, because of the varied
characteristics of the target manifolds that initiate the Earth spirals. Moreover, the
highly non-linear element of the problem, and the many variables involved, including
the path dependent deviations of the sail normal from the Sun-line also influence the
observed differences in performance.
A deeper investigation of the observed trends in Figs. 6.11-6.12 aid in establishing a
better understanding of the circumstanstances that induce the outcomes of the spiral phase. In Figs. 6.11, the Lyapunov transfers, in general, require a little longer
than the halo transfers across all steering strategies, for ac values ranging between
≈ 0.2 − 0.5mm/s2 , before which the trend is reversed and the Lyapunov transfer durations are shorter. The reversal occurs at different Jacobi constant values associated
with the different periodic orbits, for different steering strategies. An explanation for
such trends requires insight into the conditions that give rise to a particular spiral
and its ensuing phase towards the Earth. Thus, Fig. 6.13 displays some orbital elements at the terminal points of the Lyapunov and halo manifolds (commencement
of the spirals) considered in this investigation. Figures 6.13 (b,c,d) illustrate that, in
general, the spiral phases initiated from the Lyapunov manifolds begin much further
away from the Earth (higher periapse altitudes), in larger orbits (larger semi-major
axis), and are initially less eccentric compared to their halo counterparts. These
initial conditions engender the longer Lyapunov transfer durations compared to the
halo spirals, when using sails with larger ac values, for a similar allowable sail active
fraction. As discussed earlier, the relative influence of gravity is stronger on propagations where the sail acceleration is diminished. Also, the spirals connecting the
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(a) Locally optimal

(b) On/Off

(c) Velocity tangent
Figure 6.11. Comparison of transfer durations between Earth to Lyapunov and halo orbits for a range of sail ac values.
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(a) Locally optimal

(b) On/Off

(c) Velocity tangent
Figure 6.12. Comparison of maximum allowable sail active fraction
between Earth to Lyapunov and halo orbits for a range of sail ac
values.
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halo manifolds, which begin much closer to the Earth and are more eccentric, are
inherently at greater risk of being greatly attracted towards the Earth, leading to a
quicker violation of the minimum altitude constraint prior to reaching the specified
GTO energy level. To prevent this undesirable outcome, the allowable sail active
fractions are drastically lowered on the spirals propagated from the halo manifolds
(Figs. 6.12), when using smaller ac values. These conditions consequently result in a
longer transfer duration to the halo orbits compared to their Lyapunov counterparts.
The amount by which the allowable sail active fractions are lowered depends on the
conditions of the particular spiral in question and the steering strategy implemented.
These reasons support the observation of the flip in the durations between the halos
and the Lyapunov transfers due to lower ac values, for the different steering strategies
implemented.
MacDonald and McInnes [65] investigate the influence of increasing orbital inclination
(0◦ − 179◦ ) on Earth-escape times using a locally optimal control law in a Sun-Earth
system (with a revolving Sun-line). In the absence of shadow events, the increased sail
acceleration magnitude in orbits more closely aligned with the plane of the incoming
photons leading to shorter escape times are discussed and illustrated in depth by these
authors. Recall that the incoming photons are modelled to flow parallel to the EarthMoon system in this investigation. However, the range of inclinations investigated
here are much smaller as seen in Fig. 6.13(a) and, thus, may not be sufficiently
large to warrant drastic transfer duration differences between the Lyapunov and halo
transfers. A more in-depth analysis would be required to reveal the dependence of
the transfer durations on inclination within the CR3BP architecture.

6.3

Impact of Shadows on the Earth-to-L1 Orbit Transfer Results
Photons are the only source of propulsion considered for the solar sail transfers

conducted in this investigation. Therefore, the trajectories generated using the sails
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(a) Inclination

(b) Eccentricity

(c) Periapse altitude

(d) Semi-major axis

Figure 6.13. Orbital elements associated with Lyapunov and halo
manifold arc terminal points
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are subject to perturbations caused by shadow events as the spacecraft moves behind
the Earth and the Moon, as discussed in Section 5.4. Since the sail is unable to
generate any forces in the umbra regions modelled in this investigation, an increased
flight duration and varied profiles can be expected for the trajectories subjected to
shadow events. The illustrative example in Figs. 6.14-6.17 begins exploring such
ideas. The shadow curves in Figs. 6.14-6.17 take on a cyclic path in the spiral phase.
This trend is not unexpected because the direction of shadows that are cast behind
the Earth and the Moon shift gradually as these bodies revolve around the Sun.
The period of such curves are therefore strongly linked to the Sun-Earth sidereal
period (365 days). Note that for these propagations, although no sail acceleration
is generated during shadow events, the sail need not be feathered when it traverses
through them. Thus, the spacecraft can continue pointing in the direction determined
by the steering law enforced outside the shadow regions.
A quick comparison of Figs. 6.5-6.8 and Figs. 6.14-6.17 display similar profiles for the
non-shadow and shadow results, respectively. Figures 6.14 illustrate how the density
of the shadows on the spiral phase increases closer to the Earth, where the sail travels
faster and is able to complete more revolutions, therefore, exposing itself to more
shadow events. Occultation periods on individual spiral orbits are on the order of 1-3
hours. The inertial view comparisons with respect to the Earth between Figs. 6.6 and
Figs. 6.15 show slight variations in the orientation of the orbits between the shadow
and no-shadow case, but the geometry is very similar otherwise. A closer inspection
of Figs. 6.15 reveals that for the given design conditions, the shadow tracks mostly fall
along areas where the sail is already feathered, for the OFSL and VTSL employed
Earth-escape phases. However, the shadow events necessarily occur during many
of the sail active periods on the trajectory generated using the LOSL. Therefore, although this strategy is less affected by the Sun-sail velocity orientation, it is impacted
the most by the influence of shadows, since there are fewer times that the sail is feathered on a given orbit. Such a hypothesis is confirmed by analysing the difference in
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(a) Locally optimal

(b) Velocity tangent

(c) On/Off
Figure 6.14. Rotating frame view profiles associated with a spiral
Earth escape and insertion into an L1 Lyapunov orbit with Jacobi
constant ≈ 3.1630, period ≈ 12 days, in the presence of shadow events.
Sail characteristics: ac = 0.5mm/s2 , η = 1. The arrow indicates the
direction of motion in forward time.
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(a) Locally optimal

(b) Velocity tangent

(c) On/Off
Figure 6.15. Inertial frame view profiles associated with a spiral Earth
escape and insertion into an L1 Lyapunov orbit with Jacobi constant
≈ 3.1630, period ≈ 12 days, in the presence of shadow events. Sail
characteristics: ac = 0.5mm/s2 , η = 1. The arrow indicates the
direction of motion in forward time.
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(a) Locally optimal (75%)

(b) Velocity tangent (90%)

(c) On/Off (80%)
Figure 6.16. Altitude profiles associated with a spiral Earth escape and insertion into an L1 Lyapunov orbit with Jacobi constant
≈ 3.1630, period ≈ 12 days, in the presence of shadows. Sail characteristics: ac = 0.5mm/s2 , η = 1. The arrow indicates the direction of
motion in forward time.
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(a) Locally optimal

(b) Velocity tangent

(c) On/Off
Figure 6.17. Jacobi constant profiles associated with a spiral Earth
escape and insertion into an L1 Lyapunov orbit with Jacobi constant
≈ 3.1630, period ≈ 12 days, in the presence of shadows. Sail characteristics: ac = 0.5mm/s2 , η = 1. The arrow indicates the direction of
motion in forward time.
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transfer durations between the shadow/no shadow cases for all three steering laws.
The difference between the trajectories propagated with and without shadow events
for the VTSL case is ≈ 12 days, for the OFSL is ≈ 20 days, and for the LOSL case
is ≈ 29 days. Figures 6.17 display the Jacobi constant profiles associated with each
transfer scenario. The differences identified thus far pertain to the spiral propagations
initiated using a single sail ac value, from one single Lyapunov orbit manifold terminal
point, and at a specified starting location for the Sun. Therefore, there are too many
variables involved to suggest that the order of magnitude difference in the number of
days between trajectories propagated with/without shadow events is similar to the
differences identified between Figs. 6.7 and 6.16. Also, even a difference of 1 day can
have serious implications related to launch efforts and cost/resourcing matters.
Figures 6.18-6.21 illustrate the differences in performance between the shadow/nonshadow cases for spiral propagations from the select range of Lyapunov and halo
manifolds for ac values ranging from 0.1 − 0.5 mm/s2 .
Figures. 6.18-6.21 reveal that the general trends associated with the solutions including shadow events are considerably similar to those generated without the shadow
events. However, the shadow solutions are consistently longer than ones generated
in the absence of shadow events. These results are consistent with the findings from
Figs. 6.14-6.17. Some of the larger time differences observed in these shadow versus
no shadow plots for Lyapunov and halo transfers are on the order of 70 − 80 days.
Such high TOF increases can correspond to large reductions in the allowable sail active fraction required to compensate for a trajectory subjected to altered conditions.
Note however, that a reduced sail active fraction is not necessary to influence an
increased TOF in the shadow case for a particular transfer. The altered conditions
due to the occultations are sufficient to modify the path taken by the sail to cause
different performance metrics. The increased TOFs for the shadow cases presented
in Figs. 6.18 and 6.20 urge the importance of incorporating shadow events in the
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(a) Locally optimal

(b) On/Off

(c) Velocity tangent
Figure 6.18. Comparison of transfer durations between shadow and
non-shadow cases for transfers to select Lyapunov orbits for a range
of sail ac values.
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(a) Locally optimal

(b) On/Off

(c) Velocity tangent
Figure 6.19. Comparison of maximum allowable sail active fraction
between shadow and non-shadow cases for transfers to select Lyapunov orbits, for a range of sail ac values.
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(a) Locally optimal

(b) On/Off

(c) Velocity tangent
Figure 6.20. Comparison of transfer durations between shadow and
non-shadow cases for transfers to select halo orbits for a range of sail
ac values.
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(a) Locally optimal

(b) On/Off

(c) Velocity tangent
Figure 6.21. Comparison of maximum allowable sail active fraction
between shadow and non-shadow cases for transfers to select halo
orbits, for a range of sail ac values.
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modelling of these transfers to supply a more accurate picture of the requirements for
mission planning.

6.4

Demands Placed on Sails by Steering Laws
The results, thus far, assume that the sail operates under no maneuvrability re-

strictions aside from never allowing the sail normal to point Sunwards. Such assumptions lead to a compelling argument for viewing the LOSL as a superior strategy.
However, a closer look at the demands required of the sail for each of these steering
laws, and an assessment of whether they are feasible given current solar sailing technology, is required prior to the selection of a mission strategy. Infeasible turn rates
are not only induced as a result of the inherent logic associated with a particular
steering law that maneuvers the sail when it is active, but can also be induced as
a result of the design and implementation choices adopted to generate the baseline
solutions presented in this investigation. The sail angles acquired from the one-sided
sail propagations are converted from the Sun-frame to the Earth-centered inertial
frame to conduct the final turn rate limitation analyses.

6.4.1

Sail Demands - Velocity Tangent Steering Law

When the sail is on, the velocity tangent steering law commands the sail normal
to point along the inertial velocity direction at all times. The relationships between
the Sun-line (ˆl), sail-normal (n̂), and Sun-frame velocity (v̂) directions for some sailfeathered conditions are illustrated in Fig. 6.22. Note that, when the sail is active,
the n̂1 vector points along the direction of the velocity vector in the inertial frame
and, therefore, need not align completely with the Sun-frame v̂1 vector. There are
two conditions pertaining to this steering law, that dictate when the sail is featheredwhen the sail surpasses the maximum allowable sail active fraction in an orbit, or when
the when the Sun and velocity vector alignments are ≥ 90◦ . Figure 6.22(a) displays
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(a) Turn rates: design choice

(b) Turn rates: implementation choice

Figure 6.22. Conceptual illustration of high turn rate scenarios when
employing the VTSL due to (a) feathering the sail as it exceeds the
allowable sail active fraction in orbit and (b) tracking velocity components on the ŷ − ẑ plane when feathered.

a scenario where the the sail normal, n̂ is feathered instantaneously to the ŷ − ẑ
plane, which induces high turn rates. Such a scenario is identified with the condition
where the sail is instantaneously feathered when the sail exceeds the allowable sailactive fraction in a given orbit. Figure 6.22(b) demonstrates how the sail is feathered
when the sail is travelling towards the Sun, and the velocity vector remains pointed
Sunward. During these conditions, the sail can be directed anywhere along the ŷ − ẑ
plane in the Sun-frame such that the nx component of the sail normal is maintained at
zero to ensure no sail acceleration. Therefore, during such sail-off conditions, the ny
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and nz components of the sail normal are allowed to track the unit-vector formulated
by the ŷ and ẑ components of the velocity vector in the Sun-frame:
[vy , vz ]
n̂23 Of f = q
[vy2 + vz2 ]


0




n̂Of f = n̂23,of f (1)


n̂23,of f (2)

(6.1)

(6.2)

Such a method is implemented to lower the turn rate requirements when the sail
assumes an active state from a feathered one, as it begins moving away from the Sun
again. It is immediately evident from Fig. 6.22(b) that when the sail is feathered,
infeasible turn rates may be imposed on a one-sided sail, when the sail must track
the vy and vz components of the Sun-frame velocity that traverse both positive and
negative values during the Sunward phase. Another implementation alternative is to
maintain a constant orientation in the Sun-frame when the sail is feathered, such as
just along the positive ŷ direction. However, even this option is capable of imposing
infeasible turn rates as well, if the sail is required to instantaneously turn 180◦ to
point along the velocity vector, once allowed to be active from a feathered state.
Figures 6.23 further explores these ideas during the spiral phase of some of the spiral
escapes to an arbitrarily selected southern halo manifold. Note that, in accordance
with Wie et. al [89], a value of 0.02 deg/s is chosen to be the upper bound on the
maximum acceptable sail turn rate. This value is therefore modifiable for specific
mission constraints. Furthermore, the period of the orbits closer to the Earth for the
particular spiral considered in Fig. 6.23 is roughly 10 hours. Therefore, to simplify and
increase the speed of calculations, the required turn rate between sail reorientations
every 0.01 days (14.40 minutes), or between each integration time-step (whichever
is greater), is assessed to determine the feasibility of the control law implemented at
various stages of the spiral phase. The integration is not conducted at equal time-
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steps in an attempt to balance accuracy (integration tolerance of 1 × 10−11 N D ≈
0.0038km or ≈ 1.02 × 10−8 m/s) and computational effort.

Figure 6.23. Infeasible turn rate locations associated with VTSL spiral
propagations from a southern halo manifold at JC = 3.1701. The
shorter TOF solutions are associated with propagations using larger
ac values. The baselines are displayed in black and the highlighted
colors pertain to the infeasible turn rates on a particular trajectory
acquired by employing the ac value with the corresponding color in the
legend. Note that a distinction is not made between the sail active/off
states along these propagations.

Figure. 6.23 displays a qualitative illustration of the locations associated with the undesirable turn rates invoked along the trajectories, and any associated trends. Two
specific patterns are observed - all trajectories seem to possess infeasible turn rates
near apogee, and also possess a sinusoidal pattern of infeasible turn rates all through
the spiral phase. The first pattern with infeasible turn rates near apogee are identified with the condition where the sail is feathered rapidly when the sail exceeds the
allowable sail-active fraction in an orbit. With the second pattern, the longer propa-
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gations for sails with ac values of 0.1mm/s2 and 0.2mm/s2 clearly demonstrate an ≈
365 day cyclic behavior associated with the infeasible turn rate pattern. This number
corresponds to the Sun-Earth sidereal period. Therefore, the continually changing
Sun-Earth alignment during the Earth’s yearly revolution around the Sun, and the
low thrust regime employed in the sail’s spiral routine gradually shifts the location
of the infeasible turn rates on each successive orbit. A closer inspection of these observations is carried out in Fig. 6.24 for the shortest propagation, that is acquired by
employing a sail with an ac value of 0.5mm/s2 .

(a) Infeasible turn rate trends

(b)Zoomed view of box C

Figure 6.24. Infeasible turn rate locations associated with VTSL propagations from a southern halo manifold at JC = 3.1701 - a closer
inspection. The spiral phase is generated using a sail with an ac value
of 0.5mm/s2 . The figure on the right side (b) is a close-up of box C
that is highlighted in (a).

In Figs. 6.24, a distinction is firstly made between the sail feathered states in black,
and the sail active states with feasible turn rates, in blue. The green curves highlight
where infeasible turn rates exist along the propagation. When the sail is active, the
VTSL commands the sail normal to remain directed along the velocity direction during Earth escape, and the built-in logic naturally feathers the sail when the Sun and
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velocity directions become unfavorable. The transitions from the active to the feathered sail states in such cases are usually quite smooth because the velocity vector itself
passes through the ŷ − ẑ plane during these transitions. In Fig. 6.24(a), the infeasible
turn rates highlighted by box A are predominantly due to enforcing the sail to feather
instantaneously (assume a direction in the ŷ − ẑ plane) when the unallowable sail sail
active zone is approached, or instantaneously assume the velocity direction in the
inertial frame when passing out of these zones. These infeasibilities are therefore a
result of the design choices that support the generation of the baseline solutions. The
infeasible turn rates highlighted by box B pertain to the excessive turn rates induced
by following only two components of the velocity vector on the ŷ − ẑ plane when the
sail is feathered. It is therefore, a result of the implementation choices enforced in an
attempt to minimize the infeasibilities encountered when transitioning between the
active/feathered states. Figure 6.24(b) offers a closer look at the section highlighted
by box C in Fig. 6.24(a), and confirms that these undesirable situations pertaining to
the infeasible turn rates during the Sunward phase are only experienced after the sail
is feathered. The multiple green dots in Fig. 6.24(b), around a velocity sign change
are suggestive of a bounded region where the sail turn rate is unacceptably high.
Such a phenomenon with the multiple green dots instead of just one, is observed
only in the 3-dimensional propagations, where even though the velocity vector may
undergo only small changes, the tracking of its components that lie only along the
ŷ − ẑ plane imposes greater sail reorientations within the same time frame. In the
planar spiral cases, only one instance (one green dot) of a high turn rate is observed
under similar circumstances, and is related to an instantaneous maximum of a 180◦
change in orientation, from tracking the signs of the Sun-frame vy component. The
excessive turn rates induced as a result of moving into and out of the unallowable
sail-active regions can also be seen near the apogee altitudes in Fig. 6.24(b). Also,
as the alignment of the Sun around the Earth-Moon system varies with time, the
locations along the propagation where the sail is active or is feathered adjusts as
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well, consequently affecting the locations of the infeasible turn rate scenarios along
the entire spiral phase, as seen in Fig. 6.24(a). The infeasibilities discussed so far
could be addressed by controlling the rate at which the sail feathers, and the rate at
which it maneuvers when already feathered. Modifications to the sail feathered logic
of the steering law will not change the baseline solutions because these sail pointing
conditions, by definition, must maintain the sail in an orientation that produces no
sail acceleration. Thus, infeasible turn rates during sail feathered conditions may be
readily addressed without the need to recompute the nominal trajectories. In contrast, eliminating infeasible turn rates associated with instantaneous switches to the
feathered state when the sail is active, will require implementing these large turns
over finite durations. Accordingly, the steering law logic must be altered to accommodate slower turn segments. Such an analysis, however, is beyond the scope of the
current investigation. The infeasible turn rates highlighted by Box D in Fig. 6.24(a)
occur at lower perigee altitudes (approximately 4000km in this figure), where the
sail normal tracks higher orbit speeds at the lower altitudes, contributing to many
instances of high and infeasible sail maneuvering demands when the sail is actually
active. A possible solution to these concerns is to deploy the sail at higher altitudes
where the lower orbit speeds would not impinge as much on the sail maneuverability,
or to introduce a double-sided (reflective on both sides) sail and/or implement an
effective control strategy that combats the excessive turn rate issue and allows the
sail to return to the desired path within specified time constraints.

6.4.2

Sail Demands - On/Off Steering Law

The On/Off steering law dictates that the sail normal is always oriented along the
Sun line whenever it is active. However, when it is feathered due to an undesirable
alignment of the Sun-line and velocity vector, the sail normal has to point in a direction on the ŷ − ẑ plane. With the OFSL, there is no advantage to tracking the vy and
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vz components in the Sun frame during the feathered situations, because when the
sail is allowed to be active, the sail normal is forced to instantaneously assume a 90◦
turn to align with the Sun-line, from whichever direction it is oriented towards, on
the ŷ − ẑ plane. The instantaneous 90◦ turn is also required when the sail is feathered
from an active state pointed directly along the Sun-line. Figures 6.25 illustrate the
two conditions where high turn rates are induced for this particular steering law.

(a) Turn rates: design choice

(b) Turn rates: implementation choice

Figure 6.25. Conceptual illustration of high turn rate scenarios when
employing the OFSL due to (a) feathering the sail as it exceeds the
allowable sail active fraction in orbit and (b) maneuvering between
on/off states when moving away from, or towards the Sun, respectively

Figure 6.25(a) illustrates the instantaneous sail feathering required when it traverses
into and out of the unallowable sail-active regions. The dark red arrows in Fig. 6.25(a)
display the multiple directions that the sail normal could assume on the ŷ − ẑ plane
when it is feathered, and the bright red lines displays the directions implemented
in this investigation, for the reasons already detailed. Figure 6.25(b) illustrates the
90◦ flip in sail pointing required when feathering/unfeathering the sail as it travels
towards/away from the Sun, respectively. These ideas are investigated in the results
presented in Figs. 6.26, that have been acquired for transfers to the same arbitrary
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halo orbit considered in Section 6.4.1. In Fig. 6.26, the highlights near the apogee for

Figure 6.26. Inacceptable turn rate magnitudes and locations associated with OFSL spiral propagations from a southern halo manifold
at JC = 3.1701. The shorter TOF solutions are associated with
propagations using larger ac values. The baselines are displayed in
black and the highlighted colors pertain to the infeasible turn rates
on a particular trajectory acquired by employing the ac value with
the corresponding color in the legend. Note that a distinction is not
made between the sail active/off states along these propagations.

all spiral propagations demonstrate that, as expected, forcing the sail to feather near
apogee when passing between the unallowable sail active zones leads to high turn
rates. Furthermore, the figure illustrates the same 365-day cyclic behavior associated
with the infeasible turn rate locations as seen in Fig. 6.23. This time however, there
are two of these curves that are out-of-phase with each other. A closer look at the
trajectory generated using the sail with an ac value of 0.5mm/s2 in Fig. 6.27 offers
more insight into these curves.
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(a) Infeasible turn rate trends

(b)Zoomed view of red box

Figure 6.27. Infeasible turn rate locations associated with OFSL propagations from a southern halo manifold at JC = 3.1701 - a closer
inspection. The spiral phase is generated using a sail with an ac value
of 0.5mm/s2 . The figure on the right side (b) is a close-up of the red
box that is highlighted in (a).

In Fig. 6.27(a), the green highlights near the apogee altitude are again a result of the
design choice, where the sail is forced to feather/become active as it passes into and
out of the unallowable sail-active regions. Fig. 6.27(a) display two green curves that
form the boundaries for the sail on-off sections during the propagation. These curves
are a result of the sail transitioning between the on/off states either as it moves away
from or towards the Sun, respectively. These instances become highlighted because
an instantaneous 90◦ turn angle is required to either feather the sail, or activate it,
and align it with the Sun-line, and is therefore, an inherent nature of the steering law.
As is evident from Fig. 6.27(b), the sail does not remain active for an entire orbit due
to the Sun-velocity vector alignment constraints. Also, as the alignment of the Sun
around the Earth-Moon system varies with time, the locations where the sail remains
on/off adjusts as well, consequently affecting the locations of the infeasible turn rate
scenarios along the entire spiral phase.
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6.4.3

Sail Demands - Locally Optimal Steering Law

The locally optimal steering law aims to maximise the sail acceleration in the
velocity direction at all times; this means that a component of the sail acceleration
always points along the velocity direction. This approach allows the sail to be active
as long as the velocity vector does not point exactly opposite the Sun line. As this is
a rare occassion, especially given the numerical processes involved, the opportunities
for having the sail active within the trajectory are greatly increased. However, this
implementation does lead to instantaneous excessive turn rates as the as the sail
moves Sunward. Note that all aspects of the LOSL algorithm are implemented in the
Sun-frame to simplify the calculations. Once the sail is feathered, as illustrated in

(a) Turn rates: design choice

(b) Turn rates: inherent LOSL trait

Figure 6.28. Conceptual illustration of high turn rate scenarios when
employing the LOSL due to (a) feathering the sail as it exceeds the
allowable sail active fraction in orbit and (b) maneuvering the sail to
allow even a small component of sail acceleration along the velocity
direction when it is active and moving towards the Sun.

Fig. 6.28(a), the same technique is employed as in the VTSL in Section 6.4.1, where
the sail normal is forced to track the vy and vz components of the velocity vector in
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the Sun-frame, when it is feathered. Therefore, during these sail-feathered periods,
instances of the high infeasible turn rates discussed in Section 6.4.1 can be expected,
and are relevant. These and other high turn rate trends associated with the LOSL
are further inspected in Fig. 6.29.

Figure 6.29. Infeasible turn rate magnitudes and locations associated with LOSL spiral propagations from a southern halo manifold
at JC = 3.1701. The shorter TOF solutions are associated with
propagations using larger ac values. The baselines are displayed in
black and the highlighted colors pertain to the infeasible turn rates
on a particular trajectory acquired by employing the ac value with
the corresponding color in the legend. Note that a distinction is not
made between the sail active/off states along these propagations.

Figure 6.29(b) illustrates that when the sail is almost feathered during the Sunward
phase, an approximately 180◦ turn could be required in reorienting the sail when
attempting to allow at least a small amount of the sail acceleration in the Sunward
pointing velocity directions. As mentioned in relation to Fig. 6.23, no distinction
is made between the sail on/off states in the baseline trajectories in Fig. 6.29. As
expected, the highlights associated with undesirable turn rates near apogee exists in
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Fig. 6.29, as the sail is transitioned between the feathered/active states, i.e., when
traversing into/out of the unallowable sail-active regions. Also, similar to Fig. 6.23
and Fig. 6.26, the 365-day cyclic behavior is also observed in Fig. 6.29. However,
unlike the results obtained with the VTSL and OFSL, it is also interesting to observe
the presence of smaller periodic curves along the larger cyclic curve in Fig. 6.29.
Figs. 6.30 offer more insight into the different observations along the trajectory.
In Fig. 6.30(a), the contents of the red box, A, display the infeasible turn rates encountered when the sail is feathered and commanded to track the directions of the
vy and vz vectors as they move through positive and negative values. It is therefore,
a result of the implementation choice that supports the generation of the baseline
solution. The yellow box, B, highlights the infeasible turn rates encountered when
the sail is forced to feather/become active, regardless of its orientation, as it enters/leaves the unallowable sail-active regions. It is therefore, a result of the design
choice associated with generating the baseline trajectories. The pink box, C, highlights smaller repetitive bumps along the longer 365-day cycle, which are non-existent
in the results seen for the VTSL and OFSL cases investigated. Upon closer inspection, the period of these smaller cycles is approximately 29 days (see Fig. 6.30(b)).
This period corresponds to the synodic period of the Sun around the Earth-Moon
system. Therefore, for the LOSL solutions, it is not only the absolute position of the
Earth around the Sun in a given year that influences the location of the excessive
turn rates, but also the alignments of the Earth-Moon system with the Sun which
repeats every 29 days. Since the relative position of the Sun with respect to the sail
affects the turn rate behavior seen in box C, it can be concluded that the sail is active
during these periods, unlike what was seen during the 365-day cycle observed with
the VTSL and OFSL cases. A zoomed view of the trajectory around the 200 day
mark in Fig. 6.30(c) supports this hypothesis. These high turn rates correspond to
the instances when the vy - vz components of the Sun-frame velocity vector transition
through a sign change as the sail moves towards the Sun, causing the sail normal to
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(a) Infeasible turn rate trends

(b) Period of smaller cycles

(c) Zoomed view of cyan box in (b)

Figure 6.30. Infeasible turn rate locations associated with LOSL propagations from a southern halo manifold at JC = 3.1701 - a closer
inspection. The spiral phase is generated using a sail with an ac value
of 0.5mm/s2 . The subfigure on the right side, (c), is a close-up of the
red box that is highlighted in (b).
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undergo a rapid turn. Again, the mulitple green dots are observed instead of just one
in these regions in Fig. 6.30(c), essentially due to closely following the changes in the
vy − vz components of the whole Sun-frame velocity vector when moving towards the
Sun. The high turn rates induced due to these reasons in the pink box are therefore,
caused by the inherent nature associated with the steering law. The excessive turn
rates induced as a result of moving into and out of the unallowable sail-active regions
can also be seen in Fig. 6.30(c) near the apogee. The area highlighted by the orange
box, D, in Fig. 6.30(a) highlights the excessive turn rates induced as a result of high
orbit velocities at lower perigee altitudes, as was seen in Fig. 6.30(a) for the VTSL
case. A possible solution would be to deploy the sail at higher altitudes, introduce
a double sided sail, and/or implement an effective control strategy that combats the
excessive turn rate issue and allows the sail to return to the desired path within
specified time constraints. Unlike in the VTSL scenarios, the excessive turn rates
associated with the LOSL are mostly induced when the sail is active, which then
complicates the practical implementation of this strategy. Although a double-sided
sail may address the turn rate challenges, incorporating more sail material would lead
to higher sail loading factors, and therefore diminished sail acceleration magnitudes.
Note that separate studies related to excessive turn rates have not been conducted
into the shadow case solutions because the sail is not feathered when it traverses
through the shadow of the Earth or the Moon, and is allowed to continue pointing
in the direction determined by the steering law enforced outside the shadow regions.
Therefore, there is no new insight to be gained from recomputing the analyses for
such cases.

6.4.4

Quantitative Comparison of Sail Demands for the Steering Laws

Sections 6.4.1-6.4.3 qualitatively discuss the relationships between the turn rate
demands placed on the sail, and their locations along the baseline for the associated
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steering law. It is also valuable to assess the results quantitatively. Figures 6.31
illustrate the magnitudes of the infeasible turn rates associated with each steering
law. No distinction has been made between the infeasibilities caused as a result of
the design or implementation choices, versus those resulting from the inherent nature
of the steering law. Figures 6.31 demonstrate that regardless of the sail ac value em-

(a) Infeasible turn rates - VTSL

(b) Infeasible turn rates - LOSL

(c) Infeasible turn rates - OFSL
Figure 6.31. Infeasible turn rate magnitudes associated with all
steering law spiral propagations from a southern halo manifold at
JC = 3.1701. The dark blue signifies the feasible turn rate magnitudes, the red line signifies the upper bound on acceptable turn rates
(0.02 deg/s), and the other colors pertain to all the infeasible turn
rates acquired from propagating the solutions using the different sail
ac values.
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ployed, each steering law contributes to infeasible turn rates along the propagations.
Recall that the turn rates are calculated at least every 14.40 minutes. Therefore,
the VTSL and LOSL contribute towards the highest turn rates at 0.2 deg/s, which
corresponds to 180◦ in the 14.40 minutes. These high turn rates are associated with
the sail feathered states for the VTSL, and the sail active states for the LOSL, when
the sail moves Sunward. Therefore, as mentioned earlier, the infeasibilities associated
with the VTSL may be more easily addressed than those associated with the LOSL.
With an allowable turn rate of 0.02 deg/s, a 180◦ turn would be accomplished in ≈
2.5 hours. Therefore, a turn rate 10 times greater (0.2 deg/s), places a very infeasible demand on the sail. Calculating the turn rates every 2.5 hours would result in
sampling the sail states only every quarter of an orbit (for the smaller orbits closer
to the Earth), which leads to a poor understanding of the true behavior of the reference solution and, therefore, a poor estimate for the control efforts required. For the
OFSL, most of the infeasible turn rates concentrate around 0.1 deg/s. Again, since
the sail states are sampled only at least every 14.40 minutes, these results indicate
that a maximum of a 90◦ turn can be expected for this steering strategy in 14.40
minutes, which is currently an infeasible demand on the sail. The allowable turn rate
of 0.02 deg/s allows for a 90◦ turn to be executed in 1.25 hours instead. The infeasible turn rates corresponding to values less than 0.1 deg/s are associated with those
values calculated for time-steps that are greater than 14.40 minutes apart. The only
method of ensuring that the 90◦ turns are feasible, would be to allow for an increased
duration for the transitions between the on and off states.

6.5

Transfers to Lunar-Centric Orbits
The Moon serves as a useful destination for scientific investigations and/or as an

intermediate base for journeys to other bodies. Therefore, the selection of the lunar
destination orbit(s) is very much dependent upon the specific mission requirements.
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One of the aims of this preliminary investigation is to assess the whether the strategies that enable the Earth to Libration point orbit transfers using a solar sail can
be extended to Earth-Moon transfers as well. Therefore, as a motivating example,
long-term lunar capture trajectories are chosen to be the destination orbits around
the Moon in this investigation. These trajectories are generated by incorporating the
mapping techniques employed by Howell, Davis & Haapala [36] and Howell & Haapala [35] to produce initial conditions of periapses on a Poincaré section at a fixed
Jacobi constant that remain captured for extended durations without crashing into
the Moon’s surface. Only the planar case has been considered for this investigation.

6.5.1

Generation of Initial Conditions for Lunar-Centric Capture Orbits

The procedure to generate the capture trajectories is followed closely from the
work undertaken by Haapala [84]:
1. Select the minimum and maximum x − y values in the vicinity of the Moon that
form the bounds on the periapse Poincaré section.
2. Establish a grid of x − y coordinates by discretizing the area contained within
the x−y bounds into intervals of a desired specification. In this investigation, an
equally spaced 100 × 100 grid is established between the x-bounds of [0.85, 1.13]
and y-bounds of [-0.15, 0.15] nondimensional units. A finer grid than this may
be required for studies focused purely on the investigation/selection of capture
orbits.
3. Formulate the x − y coordinates within this grid in terms of a radial position
with respect to the center of the Moon:
x = r cos θ

y = r sin θ

(6.3)
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4. Establish the Jacobi constant value of interest for the destination capture orbits
around the Moon. A Jacobi constant value of 3.178 has been chosen for this
motivating example.
5. For the known Jacobi constant, the initial velocities of the x − y coordinates
that establish them as periapse conditions are calculated by exploiting the relationship between its position in configuration space and the associated Jacobi
constant. Recall Eqn. (3.42) which states that: ν 2 = 2U ∗ − JC. Therefore,
√
ν = ± 2U ∗ − JC = rθ̇

(6.4a)

where,
ẋ = −ν sin θ

(6.4b)

ẏ = ν cos θ

(6.4c)

Note that the ± direction of the velocity in Eqn. (6.4)(a) corresponds to either
prograde (+), or retrograde (−) motion.
6. Propagate these initial conditions in forward time for a specified duration. In
this motivating example, the propagation is executed for a fixed time period of
250 ND units (≈ 2.97 years). This time-frame is considered more than reasonable for a solar sail technology demonstration mission to the Moon, but this
design variable is easily modified based on mission requirements.
7. Recall from Section 3.10.1 that at a periapse, the first derivative of the position
vector is zero and its second derivative in the direction of motion in forward
time is positive. Eqns. (3.48) convey this information mathematically. Generate
a map of all the initial conditions in the grid (r, θ) that satisfy the periapse
conditions and, when propagated in forward time for the fixed duration, do not
violate any minimum Moon altitude constraints and remain bounded to the
vicinity of the Moon (i.e. does not escape).
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Maps consisting of the periapse initial conditions for both prograde and retrograde
capture orbits resulting from employing steps 1-7 are displayed in Figs. 6.32.

(a) Prograde

(b) Retrograde

Figure 6.32. Periapse initial condition Poincaré maps for lunar capture orbits at JC=3.178

From Fig. 6.32, for the given Jacobi constant value, there are fewer prograde periapse conditions that result in capture trajectories around the Moon for the specified
time-frame. This is because, in general, prograde trajectories are less stable than
their retrograde counterparts [119, 120], and therefore have a higher propensity to
escape or crash. Since the focus of this investigation is to capture into a long-term
orbit around the Moon using a solar sail, only the retrograde map is considered for
further investigation as it offers more options. Again, this is a design choice that is
modifiable based on specific mission requirements.
The transfers to the Lyapunov orbits are established by transfering to a stable
manifold that naturally carries the feathered sail into a direct insertion of the respective periodic orbit. However, the initial periapse conditions at the Moon may
not always lead to naturally periodic orbits, and therefore, implementation of linear
stability analysis to determine possible manifolds to aid in low energy transfers is not
relevant in these cases. Figure 6.33 identifies an initial condition from Fig. 6.32(b) to
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display its behavior when propagated in forward and reverse time. The propagatations in Figs. 6.34 illustrate that these captured trajectories remain bounded to the
vicinity of the Moon and cannot be propagated in reverse time to reach the Earth’s
vicinity to enable a transfer scenario.

Figure 6.33. Initial condition identified in red, on retrograde initial
condition periapse map at JC=3.178 for further investigation

The Earth-centered inertial representations of the forward and reverse time propagations in Fig. 6.34(a) display the spacecraft’s perturbed motion around the Earth
as it orbits the Moon, which itself revolves around the Earth. The sidereal period of
the Moon around the Earth is ≈ 27.32 days. Therefore, the relative position of the
Moon (and therefore spacecraft) and the Earth during this ≈ 27 day period influences the cyclic nature of the spacecraft altitude with respect to the Earth as seen in
Fig. 6.34(c). Notice that the peaks in this figure are spaced ≈ 27 days apart. A closer
look at the altitude pattern of the spacecraft with respect to the Moon’s surface in
Fig. 6.34(d) (the peaks are spaced ≈ 14 days apart) demonstrates that it encircles the
Moon twice for every revolution of the Moon around the Earth. Knowledge of such
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(a) Inertial View wrt. Earth

(b) Inertial View wrt. Moon

(c) Altitude wrt. Earth

(d) Altitude wrt. Moon

(e) Rotating Frame View

(f) Eccentricity wrt. Moon

Figure 6.34. Forward (light green) and reverse time (dark green)
propagations of a long-term lunar capture trajectory at JC=3.178.
Inertial view representations are propagated for 6months and the rotating view representation is propagated for 18 days for visual clarity.
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information can be used to influence the design choice of the destination orbit chosen
to satisfy the purpose(s) of a mission, or even help establish ground support logistics
and communications. From Fig. 6.34(b), it is also evident that the orbits precess over
time, therefore providing increased coverage of surface of the Moon. The spacecraft
in this example also comes as close as ≈ 5700km and as far as ≈ 26000km from
the Moon’s surface, leading to eccentricities between 0.4 − 0.6 (Fig. 6.34(f)). Such
variations in orbital geometry can prove advantageous for instrument calibration at
higher altitudes [29] and primary surveying/observations at lower altitudes [30] prior
to inserting into a nominal science orbit, or thrusting onwards towards other destinaions. Figure 6.34(e) displays the rotating frame behavior of the spacecraft as it
is propagated in forward and reverse time for ≈ 18 days around the Moon. The
trajectory was not propagated for longer in this figure to present a clearer visual.
The majority of the capture trajectories are not periodic, but clearly remain bounded
to the vicinity of the Moon for extended periods of time. Note that even if some of the
trajectories resulting from the initial conditions in Fig. 6.32 are targeted/corrected to
be periodic, and even if they exhibit unstable behavior, the associated stable manifolds
may not necessarily reach the vicnity of the Earth, or reach it quickly enough to prove
beneficial for an Earth-Moon transfer scenario. Therefore, this prompts the question
of using additional forces from a solar sail to establish the necessary link between the
Earth spiral escape and insertion into the desired long-term capture orbit(s) about
the Moon. The procedure to establish such a transfer link is detailed.

6.6

Overview of the Implementation Strategy for Transfers from Earth
to Lunar Long-Term Capture Orbits using Solar Sails
In order to provide a simplified explanation of the implementation, consider for

a moment that the Sun is stationary and to the left of the Earth for the entire
duration of the transfer trajectory displayed in Fig. 6.35. In forward time, the sail
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must accelerate to escape the Earth’s gravity, and must decelerate to capture around
the Moon. Therefore, the implementation of the steering strategies used in the Earthescape phase must be modified for the Moon-capture phase. Figure. 6.35 illustrates

Figure 6.35. Conceptual illustration of a technique to escape the Earth
and capture around the Moon using sail propagations alone

the idea that to accelerate, the direction of the sail normal complements the direction
of motion, whereas to decelerate, the sail force acts against the direction of motion
to slow down and capture around the Moon. This methodology is adopted from that
which is implemented by Mingotti and Topputo [43], Mingotti, Topputo and BernelliZazzera [25], and Schoenmaekers [121] for traditional low-thrust engine applications.
The various implementation differences for the Earth escape and Moon capture phases
for each steering strategy are highlighted in Fig. 6.36. It is evident from Fig. 6.36 that
different combinations of steering strategies can be employed during the two phases
to generate successful Earth-Moon transfers. Although not investigated in this study,
different steering strategies can also be adopted within a given phase (Earth escape or
Moon capture) to exploit its strengths (e.g. higher acceleration magnitude) and avoid
its weaknesses (e.g. infeasible turn rates) during different stages of a given transfer.
Figures. 6.37 display the results of employing the three different steering strategies
to escape the Moon in reverse time (capture around it in forward time). Note that in
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(a) To escape Earth

(b) To capture around moon
Figure 6.36. Implementation differences in steering strategies between
(a) the Earth escape and (b) Moon capture phases

this preliminary investigation, only 500 arbitrary initial conditions from Fig. 6.32(b)
are selected to establish the transfers seen in Figs. 6.37. Also, a minimum Lunar
altitude of 300km is enforced as a realistic measure of flyby constraints. Therefore,
any trajectories that traverse closer than 300km to the Moon’s surface are discarded
and not considered for further analyses.
All propagations are begun with the Sun directly to the left of the Earth. These
trajectories are generated by allowing the sail to be active everywhere (100%) in the
orbit where it doesn’t violate the underlying constraints associated with the steering
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(a) LOSL

(b) OFSL

(c) VTSL
Figure 6.37. Moon capture leg trajectory options generated using the
three steering strategies and a sail with ac value of 0.3mm/s2 . The
colorbar is indicative of the varying Jacobi constant values associated
with the capture legs. The arrows display the direction of motion in
forward time.
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logic implemented. This implementation is different to the case of the Earth-Libration
point orbit transfers, where the sail active durations and locations on the Earth escape phase are carefully specified to meet minimum altitude and energy constraints
relative to the Earth. Although the same process is applicable to the generation of
the Moon capture trajectories, the sail is allowed to be active everywhere possible (as
determined by the steering law) to enable a rapid generation of a database of lunar
capture orbit initial conditions that can be used to study the feasibility of Earth to
Moon transfers using a solar sail. If a particular initial condition is of interest, then
a more in-depth investigation to refine and optimize a point-solution to capture into
that particular orbit is required. The trajectories generated in Figs. 6.37 are terminated when they reach their first periapse in the vicnity of the Earth. In this example,
the Earth vicinity threshold is determined to be approximately half-way between the
Earth and the location of L1 (x = 0.45N D units from the barycenter). For propagations from the same initial condition map, it is interesting to note the differences
in the number, behavior and variations of the Jacobi constant values associated with
the capture-leg trajectories initiated using the different steering laws. Not surprisingly, many of the ‘exterior’ transfers possess lower Jacobi values than their ‘interior’
transfer counterparts. These energy levels vary as the sail accelerates and decelerates
under the influence of the enforced steering law, and also varying gravitational forces
as it traverses the configuration space. These influences are further subject to the
characteristics of the sail, such as its efficiency and ac value. In this example, the sail
is specified to have an efficiency of 100% (η = 1), and an ac value of 0.3mm/s2 . This
particular ac value is chosen based on a 6U cubesat mission scenario identified by
Staehle et al. [122]. The dimensions of a 6U cubesat are 10 × 20 × 30 cm and Staehle
et al. [122] identify two scenarios of Earth escape for these cubesats, assuming a 10kg
spacecraft - one scenario involves a 10 × 10m sail carrying the vehicle to Earth escape
in about 2.5 years, while a 20 × 20m sail transports the 6U cubesat to Earth escape
in about 1.5 years. Staehle et al. [122] predict 20 × 20m sails will conform to a 6U
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cubesat form factor by the 2030s. In Staehle et al., the total mass of the spacecraft is
considered to be 10kg, and using Eqn. (4.8), an ac value of 0.09m/s2 and 0.36mm/s2
are obtained for each of the sail configurations respectively. Inspection of the surface
plots in Figs. 6.9(c) and 6.10(c) expose similar time-frames for Earth escape using
these ac values, as stated by Staehle et al. [122], where the gravity of the Moon is
not considered for generating the results and a sail efficiency of η = 0.85 is assumed.
Note that, to date no solar sail mission has flown with sail ac values greater than
0.1mm/s2 . However, the ≈ 0.3mm/s2 option is chosen for further analysis over the
≈ 0.1mm/s2 option as it results in reduced computation efforts when undertaking
this preliminary investigation. Since similar solutions need not be expected from any
two steering laws, careful consideration must be given to the pros and cons associated
with the implementation of each strategy prior to generating a transfer to the desired
destination Moon-captured orbit. Figure 6.38 demonstrates the different trajectories
generated from the same initial conditions, but using the three different steering laws.
These initial conditions are identified as a red dot in Fig. 6.33, and lead to the same
long-term capture orbits discussed in Figs. 6.34.

Figure 6.38. Moon capture leg trajectories resulting from different
steering laws. The colorbar is indicative of the varying Jacobi constant
along the propagation. The arrows display the direction of motion in
forward time.
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Notice how the same initial conditions lead to drastic differences in the transfer performance when propagated using different steering laws. Therefore, there is no guarantee
that a transfer and capture into a particular orbit is possible/achievable in an acceptable time-frame using all three strategies. For the particular results in Fig. 6.38, the
LOSL reverse time propagation ends near the Earth with the highest Jacobi constant
value, whereas the OFSL propagation produces a transfer leg ending with the lowest
Jacobi constant value. The only interior transfer is the one produced by the VTSL,
leading to the shortest Moon capture leg out of the three options. Additionally, as
was seen in Section 6.4, the Earth spirals generated using each of the three steering
laws are all subject to infeasible turn rates during different stages of the propagation. Similar trends can be observed for the Moon capture phase for all three steering
strategies, as seen in Fig. 6.39. The turn rates have again been assessed every 0.01
days (14.40 minutes), or every time-step (whichever is greater), as the minimum period of each orbit is ≈ 3 days. Similar to the observations made in Section 6.4.3, the
excessive turn rates associated with the LOSL occur during sail active phases, due
to requiring a maximum of a 180◦ turn when closely tracking the direction of the v̂y
vector (planar case, where v̂z = 0) when the sail is feathered as it moves away from
the Sun. The excessive turn rates associated with the OFSL occur when requiring a
maximum of a 90◦ turn when transitioning between the on and off states, and those
associted with the VTSL occur during the sail feathered states due to requiring a
maximum of a 180◦ turn when tracking the direction and, therefore, sign of the v̂y
vector when the sail is feathered as it moves away from the Sun.
In addition to the shortest transfer duration, addressing the infeasible turn rates
associated with the VTSL, occuring during the sail-feathered instances seem more
tangible than those associated with the LOSL and OFSL. Therefore, an example
end-to-end Earth-Moon transfer is completed by selecting the trajectory obtained
from implementing the VTSL to then influence the Earth spiral phase. The results
of the end-to-end transfer using the three different steering strategies to escape the
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Earth and the VTSL to insert into the long-term Lunar capture orbit are displayed in
Figs. 6.40-6.43. Figures 6.40-6.41 that display the end-to-end Earth-Moon transfers
in the rotating and inertial views, demonstrate that even though the target orbit has
been modified, the general geometry of the transfers in this example is similar to
that of the Earth-libration point orbit transfers. Furthermore, these results demonstrate that each phase of the transfer can be supported by different steering laws if
required. The different stages of the construction of the Earth-Moon transfer, especially the termination of the capture leg at a periapse in the vicinity of the Earth
is clear in the rotating frame views in Figs. 6.40. The behavior of the Earth escape
spirals, including the rate of growth between each spiral, the change in conic parameters of these orbits such as semi-major axis, orientation and eccentricity, and a more
intuitive picture of the transfer leg from the Earth’s vicinity to the Moon are more
clearly visualised in the inertial view graphs in Figs. 6.41. Recall from Section 6.2
that due to the time-invariant nature of the manifold propagations, the Earth escape
spirals were able to be initiated at a time that was independent of the time at the
end of the manifold arc. The Earth to Moon transfers are subject to more restrictions because the Moon capture leg is a time dependent and therefore, Sun-direction
dependent trajectory. So, the Earth spirals are restricted to being initiated at the
exact time of the termination of the Lunar capture spiral. Such restrictions also flow
on to constraints placed on launch logistics. From inspection of Fig. 6.38, the Jacobi
constant value associated with the Moon-capture leg is higher than the range considered for the Lyapunov/halo manifolds in Section 6.2. Even so, similar trends can
be observed when comparing the durations of the Earth-escape phase constructed
using the different steering laws, from the terminal points of both these connecting
arcs. From inspection of the altitude profiles in Figs. 6.42, the LOSL allows for Earth
escape in ≈ 1.12 years, the OFSL in ≈ 1.47 years and VTSL in ≈ 1.74 years. These
durations are comparable to that estimated by Staehle et al. [122] for a similar problem set-up. In these figures, the particular Moon capture leg trajectory generated
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using the VTSL takes ≈ 2.2 months, and the Moon capture orbit in green exhibits a
bounded behavior for the 6 months of propagation. The geometries associated with
these solutions very closely resemble those obtained in the traditional low-thrust work
produced by Mingotti and Topputo [43], Mingotti, Topputo and Bernelli-Zazzera [25],
and Schoenmaekers [121]. The decrease in Jacobi value as the sail accelerates to escape the Earth, and an increase in it as the sail decelerates to capture around the
Moon, and then the constant Jacobi value once inserted into the long-term capture
orbit around the Moon are visualised through the Jacobi constant profile graphs in
Figs. 6.43. It is again evident that the LOSL produces the fastest Earth-escape phase
and, therefore, the quickest Earth-Moon transfer. However, it is still subject to the
infeasible turn rates as discussed in Section 6.4.
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(a) LOSL

(b) OFSL

(c) VTSL
Figure 6.39. Altitude profiles with respect to the Earth demonstrating
infeasible turn rates experienced during the Moon capture leg. The
trajectories are generated using a sail with an ac value 0.3mm/s2 , for
all three steering laws. The arrows display the direction of motion in
forward time.

(b) VTSL/VTSL

Figure 6.40. Earth to Moon transfers generated using a sail with ac
value of 0.3mm/s2 . Earth escape phase is generated using LOSL,
VTSL and OFSL, and the Moon capture phase is generated using
VTSL - rotating view. The arrows display the direction of motion in
forward time.

(c) OFSL/VTSL

(a) LOSL/VTSL
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(a) LOSL/VTSL

(b) VTSL/VTSL

(c) OFSL/VTSL
Figure 6.41. Earth to Moon transfers generated using a sail with ac
value of 0.3mm/s2 . Earth escape phase is generated using LOSL,
VTSL and OFSL, and the Moon capture phase is generated using
VTSL - inertial frame view. The arrows display the direction of motion in forward time.
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(a) LOSL/VTSL

(b) VTSL/VTSL

(c) OFSL/VTSL
Figure 6.42. Altitude profiles for Earth to Moon transfers generated
using a sail with ac value of 0.3mm/s2 . Earth escape phase is generated using LOSL, VTSL and OFSL, and the Moon capture phase is
generated using VTSL. The arrows display the direction of motion in
forward time.
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(a) LOSL/VTSL

(b) VTSL/VTSL

(c) OFSL/VTSL
Figure 6.43. Jacobi constant profiles for Earth to Moon transfers
generated using a sail with ac value of 0.3mm/s2 . Earth escape phase
is generated using LOSL, VTSL and OFSL, and the Moon capture
phase is generated using VTSL. The arrows display the direction of
motion in forward time.
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6.7

Effect of Shadows on the Earth-Moon Transfers
The impact of occultations on the Earth-Moon transfers is dependent on the states

associated with the long-term lunar orbit into which the insertion is conducted, the
path taken by the capture-leg and, therefore, the steering laws incorporated, the
location of the Sun when the capture-leg is initiated, and the ac value of the sail, to
name a few factors. Figs. 6.45 display the differences that results from propagating
the same initial conditions of the capture orbit with and without the influence of
shadows.

Figure 6.44. Comparison of Moon capture leg generated using VTSL,
with and without the presence of shadows, using a sail with an ac
value of 0.3mm/s2 . The arrow indicates the direction of motion in
foward time.

The shadow events observed are only on the order of a few hours (≈ 3 hours for
this trajectory), compared to the order of days (≈ 4 days here) taken on average for
each spiral around the Moon prior to capture. Even so, notice how the trajectories
generated with and without shadow perturbations are significantly different. Such a
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difference requires the Earth-spiral leg to be recomputed based on the conditions at
the end of the Moon capture leg that was propagated in reverse time. The resulting
differences in the end-to-end Earth-Moon transfers using each of the three different
steering laws to escape the Earth, and employing the VTSL to capture around the
Moon, are displayed in Figs. 6.45-6.47.
Figures. 6.45 clearly illustrates the heavily modified paths taken by the sail during the
Earth-escape phase when shadows are incorporated. These figures also demonstrate
how the density of the shadows on the spiral phase increases closer to the primaries,
where the sail travels faster and is able to complete more revolutions, therefore exposing itself to more shadow events. The inertial views with respect to the Earth
in Figs. 6.46 display slight variations in the orientation of the orbits between the
shadow and no-shadow case, but look very similar otherwise. A closer inspection of
these graphs reveals that for the given design conditions, the shadow tracks fall along
areas where the sail is already feathered, for the OFSL and VTSL employed Earthescape phases. However, the shadow events occur during many of the sail active
periods on the trajectory generated using the LOSL. Therefore, although this strategy is less affected by the Sun-sail velocity orientation, it would be most impacted by
the influence of shadows, since there are fewer times that the sail is feathered on a
given orbit. Such a hypothesis is verified by Figs. 6.47, where the shadow case takes
≈ 70 days longer than the no shadow case for the LOSL trajectory. The fraction of
the orbit for which the sail is allowed to be active to obtain the desired energy level,
has to be reduced in some propagations, when shadow events are introduced. So,
both these factors influence the much increased duration of the Earth-escape phase
under the influence of shadows, when propagated using the LOSL. The difference in
the Earth-escape phase durations for the shadow/no shadow cases propagated using
the OFSL is ≈ 35 days, and ≈ 0.5 days for those propagated using the VTSL. In all
cases of the Earth escape phase, the larger orbits have periods of ≈ 12 days, whereas
the medium-sized orbits have those of ≈ 4 days, and the smaller orbits take ≈
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(a) No Shadow - LOSL/VTSL

(b) Shadow - LOSL/VTSL

(c) No Shadow - OFSL/VTSL

(d) Shadow - OFSL/VTSL

(e) No Shadow - VTSL/VTSL

(f) Shadow - VTSL/VTSL

Figure 6.45. Comparison of Earth - Moon transfer trajectories (rotating view) generated using all three steering strategies, with and without the presence of shadows, using a sail with an ac value of 0.3mm/s2 .
The arrows display the direction of motion in forward time. The colors
correspond to those already established in Figs. 6.40-6.43.
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(a) No Shadow - LOSL/VTSL

(b) Shadow - LOSL/VTSL

(c) No Shadow - OFSL/VTSL

(d) Shadow - OFSL/VTSL

(e) No Shadow - VTSL/VTSL

(f) Shadow - VTSL/VTSL

Figure 6.46. Comparison of Earth - Moon trajectories (inertial view)
generated using all three steering strategies, with and without the
presence of shadows, using a sail with an ac value of 0.3mm/s2 . The
arrows display the direction of motion in forward time. The colors
correspond to those already established in Figs. 6.40-6.43.
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(a) No Shadow - LOSL

(b) Shadow - LOSL

(c) No Shadow - OFSL

(d) Shadow - OFSL

(e) No Shadow - VTSL

(f) Shadow - VTSL

Figure 6.47. Comparison of Earth - Moon trajectories (altitude profiles) generated using all three steering strategies, with and without
the presence of shadows, using a sail with an ac value of 0.3mm/s2 .
The arrows display the direction of motion in forward time. The colors
correspond to those already established in Figs. 6.40-6.43.
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day to complete a revolution around the Earth. The shadow events last for ≈ 5 hours
on the larger orbits, about 3 hours on the medium-sized orbits and for less than an
hour on the smaller orbits.
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7. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Solar sails present a powerful method to enhance spacecraft missions because they
impart sustained levels of acceleration without the need for on-board propellant. Such
a proposition has the potential to support extended mission durations, and spur more
financially viable travel scenarios to the Moon and beyond. Accordingly, the primary
aim of this investigation has been to combine elements from prior works in the area
of low-thrust Earth-Moon transfer designs, solar sail Earth-escape techniques, and
destination orbit design investigations, to successfully develop a general framework
that enables solar sail baseline transfer solutions from the vicinity of the Earth to the
lunar region. Insights are also offered into the technical feasibility of these solutions
given today’s sail technology levels, and the advancements that would be required
to enable improved transfer solutions. Although incorporating multi-body effects
complicates the development of feasible solutions, higher fidelity simulations offer
greater insight into the available design space, and also allows for novel solutions that
are otherwise unavailable. The trajectory generation process therefore incorporates
gravitational influences of the Earth and the Moon, as well as the direction of the
Sun with respect to the barycenter of these two bodies at any given time.
Calculations in three frames (inertial, Sun and Earth-Moon rotating) are exploited
as required, to facilitate a general framework to establish the baseline solutions. The
transfers are commenced in reverse time from sample destination orbits in the vicinity
of the Moon, where upon first closest approach of the Earth, a backwards propagation
of the Earth spiral escape-phase is then initiated. The Earth spiral phase is terminated upon obtaining a pre-specified conic GTO energy level without violating a
minimum altitude constraint of 3000km, introduced to avoid the Earth’s atmospheric
influence. The applicability of the general framework to various scenarios is validated
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by successfully computing baseline transfers to varied sample target orbits, such as
the L1 Lyapunov and southern halo orbits that offer a wide variety of conditions to
access the libration point region, and the long-term lunar capture trajectories that
offer closer access to the Moon. The libration point transfers demonstrate that the
transfers can be accomplished by combining natural structures such as manifolds with
sail trajectories as required, and the transfers to the Moon-centered orbits demonstrate that the baselines can be generated even in the absence of natural connecting
structures, where a sail is used for the entire transfer duration.
The Earth-escape and Moon-capture phases are facilitated by employing three
steering strategies - locally optimal Steering Law (LOSL), velocity tangent Steering
Law (VTSL) and On/Off Steering Law (OFSL), in combination with sail active opportunities for specified fractions of an orbit, to obtain the required energy levels at
the primaries for escape/capture. Performance metrics such as Time of Flight (TOF)
are assessed to investigate the capabilities associated with current sail technology (in
terms of ac values), and the steering laws employed. Potential transfers are further
scrutinized to determine when the sail would be required to exhibit infeasible turn
rates, and on what orders of magnitude, to enable the baseline paths. Sail occultations due to passages of the spacecraft through the Earth and Moon shadows are also
introduced to incorporate realistic operational constraints, and assess its impact on
the transfer durations and therefore, on mission logistics. The conclusions from the
results obtained are as follows:

7.1

Earth to Libration Point Orbit Transfers
Libration point orbits and their manifolds, ranging in Jacobi constant values be-

tween 3.05-3.17 N D, are generated by exploiting a combination of dynamical systems
theory and numerical shooting schemes. The Earth spiral escape phase from orbits at
the conic GTO energy level near the Earth to the planar Lyapunov and spatial halo
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orbits range in duration between 1 − 5 years depending on many factors such as the
sail ac value, the steering law employed, the allowable sail active fractions on orbit,
manifold arc characteristics and proximity to the Earth. Given today’s sail technology (still shy of 0.1mm/s2 ), an Earth-escape to the lunar region is realistically a 4 − 5
year journey, and that too, only for transportation of very modest payloads on the
order of magnitude of 10s of kilograms. The LOSL generates the quickest transfers,
mostly an attribute of the increased sail active opportunities on orbit. In contrast,
the VTSL transfers have the longest times of flight due to diminished sail acceleration
magnitudes resulting from the orientation logic, and the requirement to feather the
sail during undesirable Sun-velocity direction alignments. The increased acceleration
magnitude whilst employing the OFSL results in times of flight that are intermediate
to the LOSL and VTSL, even though the sail is prohibited from being active during
undesirable Sun-velocity direction alignments.

7.2

Earth to Lunar-Centric Orbit Transfers
Long-term lunar-centered orbits are generated by using Poincaré sections to seed

initial guesses for periapses in the vicinity of the Moon, followed by forward time
propagations for durations on the order of approximately 3 years to capture the
initial conditions that do not lead to crashes on the Moon’s surface, and also remain
bounded to its vicinity. Initial conditions from different regions around the Moon lead
to different orbit traits such as close passages and orbital period, and would therefore
be chosen based on mission requirements. Once an initial condition is chosen, sail
is employed to depart the vicinity of the Moon in reverse time and travel towards
the Earth to begin the Earth-spiral phase. Such a method proves advantageous for
inserting into orbits that may not possess stable manifolds, or have ones that may not
approach the Earth’s vicinity. The sail active logic is reversed between the Earthspiral and Moon-capture phases: in forward time, when employing the VTSL or
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OFSL, the sail is activated when travelling away from the Sun to increase the energy
and escape from the Earth, whereas it only activated when travelling towards the Sun
to slow down and capture around the Moon. For the LOSL, the sail is commanded to
point in a direction that maximises sail acceleration in the velocity direction during
Earth escape, and to point in a direction that minimizes sail acceleration in the
velocity direction when capturing around the Moon. These transfers also exhibit
similar time-frames to that observed when using similar sail ac values to conduct
Earth-libration point orbit transfers.

7.3

Influence of Shadows on Transfers
A sail’s source of propulsive power is photons from the Sun. So, it is unable to

generate sail forces when passing through occultations. Therefore, the Earth and
Moon’s umbra shadow cones are modeled to improve the fidelity of the modeled
problem. The results demonstrate that the sail undertakes varied and longer paths
(anywhere from 1 day to greater than 50 days) under the influence of shadow events.
In the examples investigated, the duration of the shadow events reduces from ≈
8% to 2% of the earth escape orbit durations as the sail spirals away from the Earth,
and last for ≈ 3% of the orbital period in trajectories that spiral in towards the Moon
in forward time. Therefore, even such small durations of shadow events is sufficient
to cause considerable delays in transfer times and, therefore, can also impact launch
logistics. Although not modeled in this investigation, passage through shadows can
cause considerable drops in temperature, possibly affecting the sail structure and
on-board instruments, which would then impose further operational constraints.

7.4

Infeasible Demands Placed on Sail Turn-Rate
Three different steering strategies are implemented to maneuver the sail to ac-

complish the baseline transfers. The solutions propagated using the LOSL strategy
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produce the fastest transfers largely from having more sail active opportunities onorbit, but come at the cost of infeasible turn rates (up to a maximum instantaneous
turn of 180◦ ) demanded from the sail when it is required to be active. The VTSL
propagations have the longest transfer durations, and also demand similar high turn
rates of the sail. However, these occurences are mostly prevalent during the sail
feathered phases and, therefore, more flexibility is available to implement measures
to overcome the high turn-rate demands for this steering law. The OFSL demands
instantaneous 90◦ changes in sail orientation every time the sail is either turned-on or
feathered. The locations of the infeasible turn rates along a given transfer are shown
to be greatly influenced by the alignment of the Earth and Sun for all three steering
law propagations and, with the Moon as well, for the LOSL.

7.5

Recommendations and Future Work
This preliminary investigation opens doors to many other avenues of research

related to solar sail trajectory design within the multi-body regime. Some suggestions
are detailed:
The current dynamical model only accounts for the gravitational influence of the
Earth and the Moon on the sail. Higher fidelity analysis of the transfer characteristics
could be investigated by introducing the Sun’s gravity, other perturbations such as
J2 effects, and also expanding the shadow influences to include the penumbra and
antumbra shadow regions. The lessons learnt from generating such transfers between
the Earth and the Moon can also be extended to design transfers between other
celestial bodies. Within the Earth-Moon system, the transfer studies can also be
extended to other types of destination orbits such as quasi-periodic orbits, other
libration point orbit families, or different types of lunar-centric orbits.
More realistic design constraints can also be introduced into the modeling of the
sail characteristics. Currently, a 100% sail efficiency is assumed, whereas a more real-
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istic measure would be between 85 − 90% as discussed in Section 4.2.2. Furthermore,
many of the infeasible turn-rate issues exposed in this investigation can be addressed
by employing a double-sided sail, but this strategy could increase the sail loading
and therefore diminish the magnitude of sail acceleration that can be delivered [123].
Such a double sided sail may require variable reflective properties if it is required to
be feathered at any stage (i.e. if no sail acceleration is desired).
The multiple-year time frames required for the Earth-Moon transfers using the
current-day sail may be an infeasible option for potential missions. Therefore, combining sails with conventional low-thrust engines could greatly enhance the payload
carrying capability, and also lead to much shorter time-frames for the Earth-Moon
transfers.
In reality, the pure propagations presented for the transfers in this investigation
are subject to many perturbations. Therefore, additional control schemes would be
required to maintain a sail on the desired path. Furthermore, control strategies
including optimal control/targeting/corrections schemes can also be implemented to
guide the sail towards particular orbits for favorable sail deployment conditions near
the Earth. The solutions can also be optimized to improve transfer times or reduce
unfavorable turn rates.
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